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Purpose, Context, and Acknowledgements 
 
The “Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series” program was initiated by             
the President of the  United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF), Mary                
Elizabeth Steiner, and the Director of the  University of San Francisco School of Management’s Master of                
Nonprofit Administration Program (USF-SM-MNA), Dr. Marco Tavanti, in response to requests from young             
professionals and graduate students who wanted to make more effective contributions to humanity’s             
progress towards the  United Nations Sustainable Development Goals  through their careers.  
 
The idea of the program was inspired by the successful series of panel discussions and Global Café                 
conversations on specific topics like Fair Trade, Global Health, etc. organized by Elizabeth Wilp and Dr.                
Marco Tavanti in Chicago on behalf of the local chapter of the United Nations Association of the USA.                  
That series of Global Cafés in Chicago was well attended and much appreciated by both experts and                 
young professionals who were interested in the specific issues discussed at each session. 
 
Leveraging this success, Dr. Tavanti and President Steiner decided to launch a professional development              
program for mission-aligned young professionals that would include both panel discussions and the             
Global Café process  (more commonly known as  World  Café ) . My task as the inaugural director of the                 
seminar series was to design and test a well-balanced program that would fit into four half-day sessions                 
and serve a wide range of backgrounds and aspirations aligned with the United Nations Agenda 2030.  
 
The design process started with an intergenerational World Café with about 80 participants hosted during               
the celebration of the UN Humanitarian Day in August 2018. Participants discussed the realities of young                
professionals aligning their careers with the UN Sustainable Development Goals and ways to support              
them in that process. Insights from these discussions shaped the general arc of the program: (1) creating                 
structures and a culture that nourish peer learning and peer support, (2) exploring the mindset that grasps                 
the systemic complexities of the SDGs at different scales, (3) identifying essential new skills and ways to                 
develop them, and (4) planning next steps to utilize the program as a springboard for taking participants’                 
support of the SDGs to the next level. 
 
Over the course of the program these topics are explored through panel discussions, one on one                
mentoring, self-study (reading, reflection, self-organized study groups, access to external learning and            
practice opportunities), and curated cohort-level reflection through World Café conversations documented           
using the  Collective Narrative Methodology . Collective Narratives that represent group reflection after            
each session, individual assignment reports, and post-program survey results provide a rich body of              
qualitative and quantitative data that helps monitor the learning process and evolve the program for               
greater impact.  
 
Besides participating in the general training, participants can also sign up for an additional training in                
World Café facilitation and Collective Narrative Methodology. This additional training is recognized on the              
certificates of completion and it also provides an opportunity to step into a leadership role which is                 
especially helpful for participants who would like to be more engaged with the convening organizations.               
For example, UNA SF’s new Secretary, Swagata Sen, was nominated for that position after she               
demonstrated exceptional leadership as one of the Hosts-In-Training of the seminar series. 
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With two iterations of the program evoking an overwhelmingly positive response, the convening             
organizations have granted me permission to create this toolkit that is now shared under the Creative                
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0) license with the hope to inspire other              
chapters of the United Nations Association of the USA and other organizations to set up similar programs                 
by using all or some of the designs that have worked so well for us in San Francisco. The toolkit includes                     
all program materials such as email communications, application questions, bibliography, etc. as well as              
examples of collective narratives and submitted assignments, the timeline and description of program             
activities, hosting roles, and other essential information. It is also a living document: we plan to keep                 
releasing updated versions in the near future and encourage others to publish their own versions of the                 
toolkit as long as borrowings from this toolkit are properly acknowledged. 
 
The production of this toolkit, of course, could not be possible without the initiators and conveners of the                  
program, Dr. Marco Tavanti and Mary Elizabeth Steiner, as well as the entire Board of Directors of the                  
UNA SF that has unanimously approved the toolkit proposal. The advice of our veteran Legal Counsel,                
James Li, was decisive in choosing the intellectual property license. Besides stewarding the program as               
its co-convener, Dr. Marco Tavanti has developed the introduction of the SDGs, designed and moderated               
most panel discussions, worked closely with Elizabeth Wilp, Manuel Manga, and myself to compile the               
bibliography list, and played a key role in selecting reading materials and topics for reflection.  
 
Our Hosts-In-Training made important contributions to the success of the program and the production of               
this toolkit: Jazzmin Gota, Stefania Guadalupe Vallejo, Susanna Faulds, and Vedrana Pantic Velickovic             
produced most of the collective narratives included in this toolkit; Benjamin Hall designed the panel               
concept for the third session that we now use as an example for other Hosts-In-Training; Wenyu Xi (Echo)                  
added individual action plans as an unconventional element of Session 3 World Café. 
 
A very special acknowledgement and appreciation goes to my co-host and program alumna, Swagata              
Sen, for reviewing draft materials for this toolkit, providing invaluable thought partnership, and             
representing the program at the UNA USA Leadership Summit in Washington DC. I am also very grateful                 
to Mokhtar Mohamed, an alum of the program and Chair of the UNA SF Advocacy Committee, for                 
co-presenting the program at the Summit together with Swagata and to Jeff Weiner who first joined the                 
program as a mentor and then assumed a senior hosting role after he joined our Board of Directors and                   
was appointed Chair of the Young Professionals Committee. My deepest gratitude also goes to our               
alumni who tested the design and co-created the program experience with us and to all the amazing                 
mentors and panelists who inspired and guided our participants. 
 
I would be happy to personally review any questions, comments, or requests regarding this toolkit sent to                 
the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter at  una.usa.sf@gmail.com . I hope you               
will find this document useful and inspiring. 
 
In service to a more just, sustainable, and flourishing world, 

 
Fyodor Ovchinnikov 
Program Director, Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
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Hosting Roles 
 
To run this program, we recommend having a team of 3 hosts (including Program Director) each                
contributing with 65-120h. of their time throughout the program and 4 Hosts-In-Training (selected from              
program participants) each contributing about 85h. of their time in addition to the time required for general                 
participation.  
 
Program Director 
 
Time Commitment:  approx. 120h. (60h. of calls and in-person gatherings + 60h. of reviewing & writing) 
Key Skills & Expertise: Educational Program Management, Curriculum Design, Systems Thinking,           
Adaptive Work & Collaboration, UN Agenda 2030 

 
Program Director updates the curriculum before each iteration of the program, organizes the admission              
process, directly communicates with the entire cohort on behalf of the Hosting Team, addresses questions               
and concerns of internal and external stakeholders, oversees and supports other hosting roles to ensure               
the integrity and quality of the program experience, makes or approves curriculum or process adjustments               
during the active phase of the program, sets the context at in-person sessions, monitors attendance &                
assignment completion, issues certificates of completion, runs the graduation ceremony, gathers and            
analyzes feedback. 
 
Content Host 
 
Time Commitment:  approx. 65h. (35h. of calls and in-person gatherings + 30h. of reviewing & writing) 
Key Skills & Expertise:  UN Agenda 2030, Systems Thinking, Mentoring Program Management, Panel 
Design & Moderation 
 
Content Host participates in the admission process, makes most of the logistical arrangements for the               
program, designs, organizes, and moderates Session 2 panel discussion, curates Session 3 panel             
design, organizing, & moderation by Hosts-In-Training, organizes and oversees mentor search, makes            
recommendations on curriculum updates to Program Director and supports other hosting functions as             
needed. 
 
Facilitation Host 
 
Time Commitment:  approx. 80h. (40h. of calls and in-person gatherings + 40h. of reviewing & writing) 
Key Skills & Expertise:  Participatory Process Design, World Café Facilitation, Collective Narrative 
Methodology, #WorldShift, UN Agenda 2030 
 
Facilitation Host participates in the admission process, selects Hosts-In-Training, teaches the theory of             
World Café Facilitation & Collective Narrative Methodology, facilitates World Cafés for Sessions 1 & 2,               
curates World Café design and facilitation by Hosts-In-Training for Sessions 3 & 4, produces collective               
narratives for Sessions 1 & 4, oversees collective narrative production by Hosts-In-Training for Sessions 2               
& 3, leads World Café Case Clinics and determines Hosts-In-Training eligibility for the acknowledgement              
of their additional training on the certificates, and supports other hosting functions as needed. 
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Hosts-In-Training  (4 people) 
 
Time Commitment:  approx. 85h./host (40h. of calls and in-person gatherings + 45h. of reviewing & 
writing) 
 
Hosts-In-Training are interested program participants selected by the Facilitation Host for the additional             
training in World Café Facilitation and the Collective Narrative Methodology. As part of their participation               
in that training, they produce collective narratives for Sessions 2 & 3, design and facilitate World Cafés for                  
Sessions 3 & 4, study the theory of World Café Facilitation and the Collective Narrative Methodology, do                 
one on one World Café Case Clinics (design of a World Café for a hypothetical client) with the Facilitation                   
Host, search for mentors and match them with program participants under the guidance of the Content                
Host, and support other hosting functions as needed. As an optional activity, some Hosts-In-Training can               
choose to design, organize, and moderate Session 3 panel discussion.  
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Special Processes & Tools 
 

World Café 
 
World Café is a participatory process that combines the depth of small group conversations with the                
richness of multiple perspectives that are cross-pollinated across small groups as participants randomly             
form different small groups after each round. It has been developed by an international community of                
practice following a gathering hosted by Juanita Brown and David Isaacs in Mill Valley, California in 1995.                 
Anyone can learn how to facilitate a  World Café through various training programs and workshops offered                
all over the world (for example, as part of the core  Art of Hosting training) and all related materials are                    
available under the Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license. The most up-to-date resources can be             
found on  http://www.theworldcafe.com , and there is also a comprehensive book about the process:  “The              
World Café: Shaping Our Futures Through Conversations That Matter” . This program uses the World              
Café to catalyze collective reflection based on panel discussions and self-study. 
 

Collective Narrative Methodology 
 
The Collective Narrative Methodology is a way to harvest (to document) multi-stakeholder conversations             
in an accessible way while keeping the integrity of the “collective voice” of the group. It is used to help                    
teams and communities reflect on their cultural narratives, inform emergent strategies for systemic             
change, track qualitative changes, and facilitate in-network and cross-network learning. This methodology            
has been developed based on the documentation experiment designed by Fyodor Ovchinnikov for the              
Community Conversation on Wealth and Poverty in America in Oakland, California in 2013 and is               
available under the Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license. The description of the methodology            
and related examples can be found on  Medium . Within the context of this program, we use the Collective                  
Narrative Methodology to document participants’ reflections during World Café conversations which both            
enriches collective learning and informs the evolution of the program. 
 

Case Clinics 
 
Case Clinics is an activity that we use at the final stage of the World Café facilitation training to determine                    
whether candidates understand the core principles and elements of the process and whether they would               
be able to design, organize, and facilitate a World Café for a client. During a 60-90 min phone call, the                    
instructor talks with the candidate about all aspects of producing a hypothetical World Café for an                
organization chosen by the candidate. Case clinics covers such topics as purpose, desired outcomes,              
participant selection & invitation, space selection and preparation, facilitation, harvest, and follow up. At              
the end of the conversation instructor provides feedback to the candidate and either declares that the                
candidate has met the requirements of the World Café facilitation training or offers an opportunity to study                 
and then make a second attempt. 
 

Mentoring 
 
Given the diversity of participants’ backgrounds and aspirations, it is very important to personalize the               
program experience by matching each participant with a qualified mentor from their field. After              
interviewing each participant to learn more about their professional needs and mentoring preferences,             
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https://www.usfca.edu/management/graduate-programs/nonprofit-administration
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Hosts-In-Training tap into the existing pool of mentors as well as reach out to their own networks,                 
organizers’ networks, and do a LinkedIn search to identify great mentors for the cohort. Participants are                
invited to direct their own mentoring experience and have at least two conversations with their mentors                
(no less than 2 hours in total). We encourage mentors and mentees to develop long-term mentoring                
relationships and continue their sessions informally after the program ends. All mentors are invited to               
come to the last session of the program, network with each other and the participants, and present                 
certificates of completion to their mentees. To facilitate recruitment and retention of high-caliber mentors,              
UNA SF Board of Directors has instituted an official status of “ UNA SF Mentor ” granted by the Board and                   
confirmed with a  certificate . 
 

Peer Learning & Peer Support 
 
The purpose and the philosophy of the program, as well as the diversity of participants’ needs makes                 
peer learning and peer support vital for a meaningful program experience. Through the first panel               
featuring selected participants, the World Café conversations, and, most importantly, through the            
emphasize on conscious design and practice of peer learning and peer support between the in-person               
sessions, participants have an opportunity to leverage each other’s networks, expertise, and skills to              
co-create highly relevant and valuable experiences for each other. The structure of the program is               
designed to support the agency of each participant to navigate their program experience with a lot of                 
freedom to dive into the content that is highly relevant to their unique aspirations while enriching each                 
other’s learning and moving forward using a set of shared stepping stones. 
 

#WorldShift 
 
#WorldShift is a global protocol for communicating individual and collective efforts that contribute to              
building a better future. It can be used to quickly grasp the diversity of backgrounds, practices, and                 
aspirations in the room, including those related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. The              
#WorldShift protocol was created by WorldShift Network Japan in 2010 and is shared under Creative               
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic license. More information can be found here:           
http://worldshift.org/ 
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Session 1 
Peer Learning & Peer Support Networks for Young Professionals 

 
Day 1 of the program; 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 

 
 
Pre-Work 
 
When all participants are    
confirmed, Content Host prepa-    
res name badges and other     
registration materials depending   
on organizers’ preferences   
(handouts with the flow of the      
day, a UN visual with the      
Sustainable Development Goals,   
etc.). Content Host (or other     
member of the Hosting Team)     
secures venue, arranges food    
delivery and utensils. 
 
Facilitation Host prepares paper    
table cloth, markers, and hand-     
outs for the World Café. 
 
Program Director ensures that    
all other necessary arrange-    
ments are made by the hosts,      
and sends a reminder of the      
session with logistics. 
 
Room setup 
1 hour 
 
At the beginning of the session      
the space has three main     
functional areas: the registration    
area, the breakfast area, and the      
circle area. 
 
The registration area could be in      
the hallway or in the room. A       
registration table with name    
badges on them is usually     
enough, but there could also be      
handouts with the flow of the day       
or any other materials the     

organizers would like to provide     
(for example, the UN visual with      
the Sustainable Development   
Goals). Content Host sets up the      
registration table and stays there     
during the registration. 
 
The breakfast area is where     
participants can enjoy a light     
breakfast and have informal    
conversations before the session    
starts. Specific setup depends    
on the venue and organizers’     
preferences. 
 
The circle area is where the      
session starts. All tables from     
that area should be removed.     
Chairs are arranged in a circle.  
 
Soft Arrival & Registration 
30 min 
 
Participants are encouraged to    
come at any time between 9:00      
am and 9:30 am to meet each       
other and the organizers    
informally over light breakfast.    
As they arrive, they are greeted      
by Content Host at the     
registration table who helps    
them find their name tag, points      
them to the breakfast area and      
to the circle of chairs where the       
session will start at 9:30 am.      
Program Director and Facilitation    
Host welcome participants in the     
breakfast area and engage in     
informal conversations. Partici-   
pants who need help finding the      
venue can call or text Content      

Host who can also check-in with      
participants who are running late     
to clarify their estimated time of      
arrival. At the end of the      
registration unclaimed nametags   
are photographed as a way to      
track attendance. 
 
Welcome & Check-In 
30 min 
 
At around 9:30 am and no later       
than at 9:40 am (depending on      
how many participants are    
running a few minutes late)     
hosts invite everyone to the area      
with a circle of chairs. Program      
Director welcomes everyone,   
makes essential housekeeping   
announcements (bathroom loca-   
tion, venue rules, photo/video    
policy, etc.), grounds everyone in     
the purpose of the program,     
briefly goes over the program     
flow (the four sessions, mento-     
ring, self-study, additional trai-    
ning in facilitation, certificates    
and program requirements), re-    
minds about the topic of the      
session, shares the flow of the      
day and introduces the hosting     
team.  
 
After that Facilitation Host invites     
everyone to take about 30     
seconds to say their name and      
three sentences: one sentence    
that best describes how they feel      
this morning, another one that     
best describes their background,    
and the third one that best      
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describes their key expectations    
from the program. During this     
check-in Facilitation Host keeps    
time and holds the moderates     
the responses. 
 
Introduction of UN Agenda 
2030 
20 min 
 
Content Host introduces the UN     
Agenda 2030 including its brief     
history, the goals, the pillars, the      
targets, and progress to date.     
This overview is very brief as      
participants will have to do     
extensive reading on the SDGs     
as part of their first assignment. 
 
Selection of Panelists 
10 min 
 
Program Director briefly reminds    
about the topic of the session to       
set the context for the panel      
discussion. It is important to     
build structures and culture of     
peer learning and peer support     
early on, so the very first session       
of the program is dedicated to it.       
To facilitate the culture of peer      
learning, the very first panel is      
composed of participating young    
professionals rather than veteran    
mentors. Panelists are selected    
through a simple process right     
before the panel. The purpose of      
this design is to help participants      
see experts and mentors in each      
other. 
 
Facilitation Host invites partici-    
pants to think about how aligned      
their career is with the UN      
Sustainable Development Goals   
at the moment and how satisfied      
they are with their career     
otherwise. Then participants   

move their chairs to the nearest      
wall to clear the space and find       
their place in the room according      
to their reflection: one pair of      
opposite walls represent the    
scale of alignment with the     
SDGs (from “perfectly aligned” to     
“not at all aligned”) and the other       
pair represents the scale of     
satisfaction (from “perfectly   
satisfied” to “not at all satisfied”).      
Once each participant found    
their place in the room,     
Facilitation Host moves to the     
“perfectly aligned & perfectly    
satisfied corner” and announces    
that, simply put, the goal of the       
program is to help participants     
take a few steps towards that      
corner. With that in mind,     
Facilitation Host starts walking    
towards the opposite corner and     
announces to the first three     
participants on the way that they      
are the panelists for today. 
 
After that Facilitation Host asks     
everyone to help with room     
setup during the break and     
provides related instructions. 
 
Break & Setup 
10 min 
 
During the first few minutes of      
the break hosts and participants     
work together to setup 4-5     
cafe-style table, 4-5 chairs    
around each table plus 4 chairs      
against one of the walls for the       
moderator and the panellists.    
Usually this setup is done very      
fast and the participants have     
5-7 minutes to enjoy the break.      
In the meantime, the hosts cover      
each table with paper table cloth      
and evenly distribute markers    
and handouts across tables.    

Content Host writes down the     
names of the panelists to     
introduce them at the beginning     
of the panel discussion. 
 
Express Panel Discussion 
20 min 
 
Content Host acts as moderator     
during a very brief panel     
discussion. The panel starts with     
reminding about the topic of the      
session and introducing each    
panelist by their name. Then the      
moderator asks the panelists to     
expand on that initial introduction     
by sharing why they chose their      
positions during the panelist    
selection process. After that the     
moderator asks the panelists to     
reflect on the role of peer      
learning support and peer    
learning in getting to the point      
where they are more satisfied     
with their career and aligned with      
the SDGs than the average     
participant. Finally, the mode-    
rator asks the panelists to share      
some advice with the parti-     
cipants in the context of the      
previous conversation. It is    
recommended to give each    
panelist three two-minute slots    
during the discussion. In    
conclusion, the moderator   
reminds the participants that    
there is a wealth of knowledge      
and wisdom in the room as      
evidenced by this panel, and that      
the World Café will allow them to       
tap into the collective wisdom of      
the entire group. At the end the       
moderator asks the panelists to     
join other participants at different     
World Café tables. 
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World Café 
2 hours 
 
After the express panel discus-     
sion Facilitation Host introduces    
the World Café process and the      
Collective Narrative Methodo-   
logy, then facilitates a World     
Café using the questions    
included in the handouts and     
videotapes reports of Table    
Hosts to gather material for the      
collective narrative. At the end     
participants are invited to share     
additions to the narrative over     
email by midnight if they feel that       
something important is missing    
from the table reports. 
 
Lunch & Conversations for 
Relationships 
1 hour 
 
Content Host oversees the    
catering during the last minutes     
of the World Café. After the      

World Café Program Director    
offers closing remarks and    
introduces four types of conver-     
sations according to Fernando    
Flores: Conversation for Rela-    
tionship, Conversation for Lear-    
ning, Conversation for Possi-    
bilities, and Conversation for    
Action. Program Director then    
announces that this framework is     
applied to the four sessions of      
the program by making each     
type of conversations applied in     
a session during the lunch. A      
catered lunch should be served     
by this time, and for the first       
session everyone is invited to     
focus on conversations for    
relationship as they enjoy the     
food. 
 
Follow-Up 
 
Within a few hours after the      
session Program Director sends    
a follow up email to the whole       

group with a link to the      
Attendance & Assignment Log,    
reading materials and topics for     
reflection, as well as an invitation      
to express interest in the     
additional training in World Café     
facilitation and the Collective    
Narrative Methodology. Atten-   
dance & Assignment log should     
be updated before this    
communication goes out. 
 
Within a week after the first      
session four Hosts-In-Training   
are selected and onboarded.    
Within the same time frame     
Facilitation Host produces a    
collective narrative based on the     
session materials. In a week,     
Program Director sends an email     
to the cohort with Assignment 1      
and the collective narrative (and     
another collective narrative on    
the same topic to compare     
according to Assignment 1).  
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Session 2 
The Big Picture: Developing a New Global Mindset to Address SDGs 

 
Day 29 of the program; 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 

 
 
Pre-Work 
 
All participants must complete    
Assignment 1 before this ses-     
sion. Given that participants are     
supposed to get to know each      
other well through active peer     
learning and peer support    
activities, name badges are not     
used until Session 4 when they      
are needed to help mentors     
navigate the session. 
 
Hosts-In-Training complete inter-   
views with participants two    
weeks before the session and     
start searching for mentors with     
support and guidance from    
Content Host. Besides that,    
Hosts-In-Training read materials   
about the World Café process     
and the Collective Narrative    
Methodology.  
 
Content Host (or other member     
of the Hosting Team) confirms     
venue, arranges food delivery    
and utensils. Besides that,    
Content Host tailors the panel     
concept for the session to the      
specific cohort, identified and    
confirms panelists and commu-    
nicates the logistics, the panel     
concept, and the questions to     
them. If some of the Hosts-In-      
Training volunteer to organize    
the panel for Session 3, Content      
Host keeps them in the look to       
provide an example of how to      
work on a panel. 
 

Facilitation Host prepares paper    
table cloth, markers, and hand-     
outs for the World Café. 
 
Program Director, ensures that    
all other necessary arrange-    
ments are made by the hosts,      
and sends a reminder of the      
session with logistics. 
 
Room setup 
1 hour 
 
At the beginning of the session      
the space has three main     
functional areas: the breakfast    
area, the panel area, and the      
World Café area. 
 
The breakfast area is where     
participants can enjoy a light     
breakfast and have informal    
conversations before the session    
starts. Specific setup depends    
on the venue and organizers’     
preferences. 
 
The panel area should have 4      
chairs (preferably higher than    
regular chairs) for the moderator     
and the panelists in a place that       
can be easily viewed from the      
World Café area. 
 
The World Café area should     
have 5 tables, 4-5 chairs around      
each table. For each table, the      
side that is facing the panelists      
should have no chairs so that all       
participants could comfortably   
enjoy the panel. Each table     

should be covered with paper     
table cloth and have markers     
and handouts with World Café     
flow and questions. 
 
Soft Arrival  
30 min 
 
Participants are encouraged to    
come at any time between 9:00      
am and 9:30 am to talk with each        
other and the organizers infor-     
mally over light breakfast. As     
they arrive, they go directly to      
the breakfast area. Participants    
who need help finding the venue      
can call or text Content Host who       
can also check-in with parti-     
cipants who are running late to      
clarify their estimated time of     
arrival. Content Host also greets     
panelists and orients them in the      
space and the flow of the      
session. 
 
Opening Remarks 
10 min 
 
At around 9:30 am and no later       
than at 9:40 am (depending on      
how many participants are    
running a few minutes late)     
hosts invite everyone to sit at the       
World Café tables. Program    
Director welcomes everyone,   
makes essential housekeeping   
announcements, reminds about   
the topic of the session and the       
flow of the day and hands it over        
to Content Host.  
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Panel Discussion 
1 hour 20 min 
 
Content Host acts as moderator     
during a full form panel discus-      
sion in accordance with the     
panel concept. The last 20 min      
of the panel can be reserved for       
Q&A. At the end the moderator      
asks the panelists to join other      
participants at different World    
Café tables after a 10 min break. 
 
Break 
10 min 
 
No specific activities are planned     
for this break.  
 
World Café 
1 hour 50 min 
 
At the end of the break the hosts        
ask everyone to take a seat.      
Facilitation Host introduces the    
World Café process again (for     
the panelists and as an     
opportunity for Hosts-In-Training   
to hear it again), then facilitates      
a World Café using the ques-      
tions included in the handouts     
and videotapes reports of Table     
Hosts to gather material for the      
collective narrative. At the end     

participants are invited to share     
additions to the narrative over     
email by midnight if they feel that       
something important is missing    
from the table reports. 
 
Hosts-In-Training observe the   
process through the lens of the      
reading materials they had a     
chance to review before the     
session and discuss their    
observations with Facilitation   
Host during the lunch. 
 
Lunch & Conversations for    
Learning 
1 hour 
 
After the World Café Program     
Director offers closing remarks    
and reintroduces four types of     
conversations according to   
Fernando Flores: Conversation   
for Relationship, Conversation   
for Learning, Conversation for    
Possibilities, and Conversation   
for Action.  
 
A catered lunch should be     
served by this time, and for the       
first session everyone is invited     
to focus on conversations for     
learning as they enjoy the food. 
 

Follow-Up 
 
Within a few hours after the      
session Program Director sends    
a follow up email to the whole       
group with contact details of the      
panelists, Assignment 2, and    
instructions for Hosts-In-Train-   
ing. Participants start conversa-    
tions with their mentors right     
after they are introduced to each      
other by Hosts-In-Training.  
 
Within two weeks after the     
session Hosts-In-Training submit   
and discuss their versions of the      
collective narrative, wrap up their     
mentor search, confirm all the     
mentors, and introduce them to     
their mentees. In the meantime,     
they keep reading about the     
World Café and have a webinar      
on World Café facilitation orga-     
nized by Facilitation Host. Be-     
sides that, Facilitation Host    
selects the best version of the      
collective narrative for publi-    
cation. 
 
In two weeks after the session      
Program Director sends an email     
to the cohort with the collective      
narrative and the list of mentors.  
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Session 3 
Skillbuilding for Young Professionals:  

What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them 
 

Day 57 of the program; 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 
 
 
Pre-Work 
 
All participants must complete    
Assignment 2 before this ses-     
sion which includes having at     
least one conversation with the     
mentor. 
 
Name badges are not used until      
Session 4 when they are needed      
to help mentors navigate the     
session. 
 
Content Host (or other member     
of the Hosting Team) confirms     
venue, arranges food delivery    
and utensils.  
 
Besides that, Content Host    
curates the design of the panel      
concept for the session by     
Hosts-In-Training who volunteer-   
ed to do it (if any). Hosts-In-       
Training identify and confirm    
panelists and communicate the    
logistics, the panel concept, and     
the questions to them. Orga-     
nizing Session 3 panel is opti-      
onal for Hosts-In-Training. If    
nobody volunteers, Content Host    
is responsible for all the related      
tasks. 
 
Facilitation Host prepares paper    
table cloth, markers, and hand-     
outs for the World Café. Besides      
that, Facilitation Host curated the     
design of the Session 3 World      
Café by Hosts-In-Training. 

Program Director ensures that    
all other necessary arrange-    
ments are made by the hosts,      
and sends a reminder of the      
session with logistics. 
 
Room setup 
1 hour 
 
At the beginning of the session      
the space has three main     
functional areas: the breakfast    
area, the panel area, and the      
World Café area. 
 
The breakfast area is where     
participants can enjoy a light     
breakfast and have informal    
conversations before the session    
starts. Specific setup depends    
on the venue and organizers’     
preferences. 
 
The panel area should have 4      
chairs (preferably higher than    
regular chairs) for the moderator     
and the panelists in a place that       
can be easily viewed from the      
World Café area. 
 
The World Café area should     
have 5 tables, 4-5 chairs around      
each table. For each table, the      
side that is facing the panelists      
should have no chairs so that all       
participants could comfortably   
enjoy the panel. Each table     
should be covered with paper     
table cloth and have markers     

and handouts with World Café     
flow and questions. 
 
Soft Arrival  
30 min 
 
Participants are encouraged to    
come at any time between 9:00      
am and 9:30 am to talk with each        
other and the organizers infor-     
mally over light breakfast. As     
they arrive, they go directly to      
the breakfast area. Participants    
who need help finding the venue      
can call or text Content Host who       
can also check-in with partici-     
pants who are running late to      
clarify their estimated time of     
arrival. Content Host or one of      
the Hosts-In-Training who is    
serving as the moderator of the      
panel greets panelists and ori-     
ents them in the space and the       
flow of the session. 
 
Opening Remarks 
10 min 
 
At around 9:30 am and no later       
than at 9:40 am (depending on      
how many participants are    
running a few minutes late)     
hosts invite everyone to sit at the       
World Café tables. Program    
Director welcomes everyone,   
makes essential housekeeping   
announcements, reminds about   
the topic of the session and the       
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flow of the day and hands it over        
to the moderator.  
 
Panel Discussion 
1 hour 20 min 
 
Content Host acts as moderator     
during a full form panel discus-      
sion in accordance with the     
panel concept. The last 20 min      
of the panel can be reserved for       
Q&A. At the end the moderator      
asks the panelists to join other      
participants at different World    
Café tables after a 10 min break. 
 
Break 
10 min 
 
No specific activities are planned     
for this break.  
 
World Café 
1 hour 50 min 
 
At the end of the break the hosts        
ask everyone to take a seat.      
Hosts-In-Training introduce the   
World Café process, facilitate a     
World Café using the questions     
included in the handouts, and     
videotape reports of Table Hosts     

to gather material for the collec-      
tive narrative. At the end partici-      
pants are invited to share addi-      
tions to the narrative over email      
by midnight if they feel that      
something important is missing    
from the table reports. 
 
Lunch & Conversations for    
Possibilities 
1 hour 
 
After the World Café Program     
Director offers closing remarks    
and reintroduces four types of     
conversations according to   
Fernando Flores: Conversation   
for Relationship, Conversation   
for Learning, Conversation for    
Possibilities, and Conversation   
for Action. A catered lunch     
should be served by this time,      
and for the first session every-      
one is invited to focus on conver-       
sations for possibilities as they     
enjoy the food. 
 
Follow-Up 
 
Within a few hours after the      
session Program Director sends    
a follow up email to the whole       

group with contact details of the      
panelists, Assignment 3, and    
instructions for Hosts-In-Train-   
ing. 
 
Within two weeks after the     
session Hosts-In-Training submit   
and discuss their versions of the      
collective narrative (except the    
Host-In-Training whose version   
was selected for publication last     
time and who this completed the      
collective narrative component of    
the training), and start designing     
Session 4 World Café on their      
own and later have a design call       
with the rest of the Hosting      
Team. Facilitation Host selects    
the best version of the collective      
narrative for publication. 
 
In two weeks after the session      
Program Director sends an email     
to the cohort with the collective      
narrative and certificate drafts (to     
make sure all names on the      
certificates are spelled correctly). 
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Session 4 
Where to Start: Immediate First Moves to Shift Your Support 

of the SDGs to the Next Level 
 

Day 85 of the program; 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 
 
Pre-Work 
 
All participants must complete    
Assignment 3 before this ses-     
sion which includes having at     
least two conversations with the     
mentor (including the one they     
had before Session 3). 
 
Content Host prepares name    
badges and other registration    
materials depending of organi-    
zers’ preferences as well as     
certificates and hard copies of     
the participant roster. 
 
Content Host (or other member     
of the Hosting Team) confirms     
venue, arranges food delivery    
and utensils.  
 
Program Director sends the    
#WorldShift survey link to the     
group and Facilitation Host uses     
the responses to create and print      
#WorldShift statements for the    
check-in. Facilitation Host also    
prepares paper table cloth,    
markers, and handouts for the     
World Café. Besides that,    
Facilitation Host curated the    
design of the Session 4 World      
Café by Hosts-In-Training. 
 
Program Director ensures that    
all other necessary   
arrangements are made by the     
hosts, and sends a reminder of      
the session with logistics. 
 

Hosts-In-Training complete their   
facilitation training by having one     
on one World Café Case Clinics      
calls with Facilitation Host. 
 
Room setup 
1 hour 
 
At the beginning of the session      
the space has four main functi-      
onal areas: the registration area     
the breakfast area, the circle     
area, and the World Café area. 
 
The registration area could be in      
the hallway or in the room. A       
registration table with name    
badges on them is usually     
enough, but there could also be      
handouts with the flow of the day       
or any other materials the     
organizers would like to provide.     
Content Host sets up the regi-      
stration table and stays there     
during the registration. 
 
The breakfast area is where     
participants and mentors can    
enjoy a light breakfast and have      
informal conversations before   
the session starts. Specific setup     
depends on the venue and     
organizers’ preferences. 
 
The circle area is where the      
session starts. All tables from     
that area should be removed.     
Chairs are arranged in a circle.      
This time though the circle     
breaks to give space for the      

official background for the    
graduation ceremony. We re-    
commend using a large banner     
with UN SDGs, the national flag      
and the UN flag.  
 
The World Café area should     
have 5 tables, 4-5 chairs around      
each table. Each table should be      
covered with paper table cloth     
and have markers and handouts     
with World Café flow and ques-      
tions. 
 
Soft Arrival & Registration 
30 min 
 
Participants and mentors are    
encouraged to come at any time      
between 9:00 am and 9:30 am to       
talk with each other and the      
organizers informally over light    
breakfast. As they arrive, they     
take their name badge from the      
registration table and proceed to     
the breakfast area. Participants    
and mentors who need help     
finding the venue can call or text       
Content Host who can also     
check-in with participants and    
mentors who are running late to      
clarify their estimated time of     
arrival.  
 
Welcome & Check-In 
30 min 
 
At around 9:30 am and no later       
than at 9:40 am (depending on      
how many participants are    
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running a few minutes late)     
hosts invite everyone to join the      
opening circle. Program Director    
welcomes everyone, makes   
essential housekeeping announ-   
cements, reminds about the    
purpose of the program, the     
topic of the session and the flow       
of the day, and facilitated a      
round of brief (30 seconds per      
person) check-ins. During the    
check-in everyone says their    
name, their role in the program      
(mentor/host/participant), one  
sentence about how they feel     
this morning, and read their     
#WorldShift statement. 
 
Networking Activity 
10 min 
 
Facilitation Host or one of the      
Hosts-In-Training facilitates a   
brief networking activity to    
catalyze connections between   
different mentors and partici-    
pants. One possible activity is to      
give ask participants to introduce     
their mentor to at least three      
other participants based on what     
they learned about each other     
during the program. To do that,      
participants give cards with their     
mentor’s name to their peers     
and then, in the second phase of       
the exercise, participants look for     
mentors whose cards they recei-     
ve to introduce themselves. 
 
Graduation Ceremony 
50 min 
 
After the networking activity the     
hosts invite everyone to join the      
circle again. Program Director    
sets the context for the gradua-      
tion ceremony, then reads gra-     

duates name one by one. After      
Program Director reads a par-     
ticular name, the mentor of that      
participant stands up, comes to     
Program Director, and gets the     
certificate while the participant    
approaches the graduation back-    
ground (such as the SDG ban-      
ner) and the audience cheers.     
Then the mentor presents the     
certificate to the participant and     
says a few words of advice,      
appreciation, and encourage-   
ment. The participant briefly res-     
ponds to their mentor, they both      
pose for a photo, and then the       
process moves to the next gra-      
duate. 
 
At the end of the ceremony      
Program Director calls the entire     
Hosting Team (including Hosts-    
In-Training) to gather near the     
graduation background and sha-    
res appreciation for the hosts.     
The ceremony ends with a group      
picture. 
 
Break 
10 min 
 
During the break hosts make     
sure that all participants and     
mentors move to the World Café      
area. 
 
World Café  
1 hour 50 min 
 
At the end of the break the hosts        
ask everyone to take a seat.      
Hosts-In-Training introduce the   
World Café process, facilitate a     
World Café using the questions     
included in the handouts, and     
videotape reports of Table Hosts     
to gather material for the     

collective narrative. At the end     
participants are invited to share     
additions to the narrative over     
email by midnight if they feel that       
something important is missing    
from the table reports. Session 4      
World Café rounds should be     
about 25% shorter to save time      
for longer-than-usual closing   
remarks and announcements. 
 
Lunch & Conversations for    
Action 
1 hour 
 
After the World Café Program     
Director offers closing remarks    
and reintroduces four types of     
conversations according to   
Fernando Flores: Conversation   
for Relationship, Conversation   
for Learning, Conversation for    
Possibilities, and Conversation   
for Action. A catered lunch     
should be served by this time,      
and for the first session     
everyone is invited to focus on      
conversations for action as they     
enjoy the food. 
 
Follow-Up 
 
Within a few hours after the      
session Program Director sends    
a follow up email to the whole       
group with contact details of all      
mentors and participants, survey    
links, and official graduation    
photos. 
 
Within a week after the session      
Facilitation Host completes the    
final collective narrative and    
Program Director sends it to the      
group with a reminder to fill out       
the post-program survey. 
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Program Timeline 
 

In-Person Gathering Official Call Official Email Self-Directed Activity 
 

Timeline Sessions & 
Assignments 

Panels & 
Logistics Mentoring Collective 

Narratives World Café 

Starts 3  
months before  
Session 1 

Preparation for 
Admissions Outreach 

Session 1 
Logistical 

Preparation 
   Starts 2  

months before  
Session 1 

Rolling Admissions 

5 days before   
Session 1 

Session 1 Reminder with 
Logistics 

Sat Day 1 

Session 1 

   

 

Session 1 Follow Up with 
Reading Materials 

Scheduling Introductory 
Call for Host-In-Training 

Candidates 

Sun Day 2 

  Session 1 Collective 
Narrative Production 

Mon Day 3 
Tue Day 4 

Wed Day 5 

Introductory Call for 
Host-In-Training 

Candidates 
Follow Up on the 

Introductory Call for 
Host-In-Training 

Candidates 

Thu Day 6 Time for Hosts-In-Training 
to Withdraw from the 

Training After Carefully 
Considering the 
Commitments 

Fri Day 7 

Sat Day 8 

Cohort-Wide 
Communication with 

Assignment 1 Materials & 
Session 1 Collective 

Narrative 

  Session 1 Collective 
Narrative Final Edits 
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Sun Day 9 

Assignment 1 

Session 2 Panel 
Concept Design 

Participant 
Interviews 

Reading & Studying 
Examples 

World Café Reading 

Mon Day 10 
Tue Day 11 

Session 2 Panelist 
Outreach 

Wed Day 12 
Thu Day 13 
Fri Day 14 
Sat Day 15 
Sun Day 16 

Mon Day 17 
Session 2 

Communication to 
Panelists 

Mentor Search 

Tue Day 18 

 

Wed Day 19 
Thu Day 20 
Fri Day 21 
Sat Day 22 
Sun Day 23 

Mon Day 24 

Session 2 Reminder with 
Logistics 

Session 2 
Logistical 

Preparation Assignment 1 

Tue Day 25 
Wed Day 26 
Thu Day 27 
Fri Day 28 

Sat Day 29 

Session 2 

 

World Café Observing 
+ Q&A 

Session 2 Follow Up with 
Assignment 2 

Discussing Collective 
Narrative Methodology 

during Lunch 
Sun Day 30 

Assignment 2 
Session 3 Panel 
Concept Design 

Session 2 Collective 
Narrative Production World Café Reading 

Mon Day 31 
Tue Day 32 
Wed Day 33 
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Thu Day 34 
Fri Day 35 

Sat Day 36 Session 3 Panel 
Concept 

Confirmation & 
Final Edits Sun Day 37 

Mon Day 38 

Session 3 Panelist 
Outreach 

Session 2 Collective 
Narrative Feedback 

Call Scheduling 
Tue Day 39 

Session 2 Collective 
Narrative Feedback 

Wed Day 40 
Thu Day 41 
Fri Day 42 

Sat Day 43 Session 2 Collective 
Narrative Selection & 

Final Edits Sun Day 44 

Mon Day 45 

Cohort-Wide 
Communication with 
Session 2 Collective 
Narrative and Mentor 

Roster 

Session 3 
Communication to 

Panelists 

Finalized Mentor 
List  

World Café Design 
Webinar for 

Hosts-In-Training 

Assignment 2 

 

Mentoring 
Conversations 

 

World Café Design 
Webinar for 

Hosts-In-Training 
Follow Up 

Tue Day 46 

  Self-Directed World 
Café Design 

Wed Day 47 
Thu Day 48 
Fri Day 49 
Sat Day 50 
Sun Day 51 

Mon Day 52 

Session 3 Reminder with 
Logistics   Session 3 Design Call 

Assignment 2 

  Session 3 Design Call 
Follow Up 

Tue Day 53 
Session 3 
Logistical 

Preparation 
 World Café Facilitation 

Preparation 
Wed Day 54 
Thu Day 55 
Fri Day 56 
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Sat Day 57 
Session 3   

World Café 
Co-Facilitated by 
Hosts-In-Training 

Session 3 Follow Up with 
Assignment 3    

Sun Day 58 

Assignment 3 

 Session 3 Collective 
Narrative Production 

Self-Directed World 
Café Design 

Mon Day 59 
Tue Day 60 
Wed Day 61 
Thu Day 62 
Fri Day 63 
Sat Day 64 
Sun Day 65 

Mon Day 66 

 

Session 3 Collective 
Narrative Feedback 

Call Scheduling 
Tue Day 67 

Session 3 Collective 
Narrative Feedback 

Wed Day 68 
Thu Day 69 
Fri Day 70 

Sat Day 71 
 

Session 3 Collective 
Narrative Selection & 

Final Edits Sun Day 72 

Mon Day 73 

Cohort-Wide 
Communication with 
Session 3 Collective 

Narrative & Certificate 
Drafts 

  Session 4 Design Call 

Assignment 3 

  Session 4 Design Call 
Follow Up 

Tue Day 74 

 

 World Café Facilitation 
Preparation 

Wed Day 75 
Thu Day 76 
Fri Day 77 
Sat Day 78 

Session 4 
Logistical 

Preparation 

Sun Day 79 

Mon Day 80 Session 4 Reminder with 
Logistics 
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Assignment 3 

Tue Day 81 

 World Café Case 
Clinics 

Wed Day 82 
Thu Day 83 
Fri Day 84 

Sat Day 85 

Session 4 
 Mentors Attend 

Session 4  
World Café 

Co-Facilitated by 
Hosts-In-Training Program Follow Up 

 Survey Data Collection & 
Analysis   Session 2 Collective 

Narrative Production  
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I. Program Description 
 

Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
 
A professional development program designed by the  United Nations Association of the USA, San              
Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San Francisco School of Management’s Master of               
Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SM-MNPA) 
 

Overview 
 

Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series is a professional development            
program for young professionals looking for opportunities to align their careers with the  UN Agenda 2030                
or make a career transition to a different sector or industry while focusing on some or all of the  UN                    
Sustainable Development Goals  (SDGs). 
 
This program was first offered in San Francisco, California in 2018. Participants included Global Disaster               
Response and Relief Lead from a top-tier tech company aspiring to work for the United Nations, a recent                  
graduate of a Masters Program in Public Policy looking for a position in Corporate Social Responsibility, a                 
healthcare professional planning to start her own nonprofit, and other talented and highly motivated young               
professionals with diverse backgrounds and a shared passion for creating a better world. 
 
Most of the participants reported that making useful professional contacts with mentors and panelists,              
building long-term peer support relationships, learning about relevant networks and opportunities, and            
feeling supported, inspired, and more confident integrating UN SDGs into their work as hallmarks of the                
program that they found genuinely helpful. The overwhelming majority of past participants gave the              
program the score of 8-10 out of 10 for being extremely helpful for their personal and professional                 
development. 
 
Time commitment:  45-90 hours 
Registration fee:   <Registration Fee>  (includes morning snacks and lunch during the 4 sessions) 
Session dates:   <Session 1 Date> ,  <Session 2 Date> ,  <Session 3 Date> ,  <Session 4 Date> 
Program Director:   <Program Director Name> 
Application form:   <Application Link> 
 

Program Structure & Objectives 
 
The program consists of 4 monthly half-day sessions at  <Venue> and 30 hours of self-study. Through                
panel discussions, a dialogic process called  World Café documented with the  Collective Narrative             
Methodology , and curated self-study and peer learning participants deepen their understanding of the UN              
Sustainable Development Goals, explore possibilities to contribute to UN Agenda 2030 in different sectors              
and industries, work on developing the right mindset and the appropriate skills to contribute to real                
change, learn about relevant tools, resources, and networks, and develop a relationship with a mentor               
who is well-positioned to support specific career aspirations of the mentee. 
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Mentoring 

 
Past participants in San Francisco were mentored by  Mark Ward , a former Senior Advisor to the head of                  
the UN Mission in Libya,  Kate Arcieri Walter , Senior Foreign Policy and Diplomacy Services Officer at the                 
Consulate General of Canada in San Francisco,  Mary Elizabeth Steiner , President of the United Nations               
Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter, and  Dr. Marco Tavanti , Director of Nonprofit              
Administration at the University of San Francisco among others. We work with each participant              
individually to find an appropriate mentor based on the specific background and career aspirations.  
 

Additional Training 
 
Up to 4 participants can be selected to go through an additional training in  World Café facilitation and                  
Collective Narrative Methodology . Such participants would be called Hosts-In-Training and they would            
participate in the planning and facilitation of program sessions. This additional training requires a 45-hour               
commitment to participate in Zoom calls, study training materials, process data harvested from program              
sessions to create collective narratives, communicate with internal and external stakeholders and            
co-facilitate World Café dialogues at program sessions. This is a great opportunity for young              
professionals to get leadership experience, receive professional recommendations from the Program           
Director, and get this training acknowledged on their certificates of completion. 
 

Admission Process 
 
We admit candidates on a rolling basis. We start reviewing the applications 2 months before the first                 
session of the program. The strongest applicants are invited to have a 30-min video call with the Program                  
Director and/or other members of the Hosting Team. Additional interviews might be scheduled if the               
Hosting Team decides that it would help with the evaluation of a specific candidacy. Admission decisions                
are typically communicated within 2 weeks after the interview. 
 

Admission Criteria 
 
Our Hosting Team works on creating a balanced class of 20 participants to maximize the benefits of peer                  
learning and peer support in the program. We are looking for candidates who are deeply committed to                 
building a better world, have a genuine interest in the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and               
demonstrate the potential for leveraging the program to significantly increase their tangible contribution             
towards the SDGs. 
 

Program Fees 
 
Admitted candidates are asked to pay a one time registration fee of $200. This registration fee includes                 
morning snacks and lunches. All decisions become final 1 week before the first session of the program:                 
registration fee cannot be refunded after that. The additional training in World Café facilitation and               
Collective Narrative Methodology is a work-trade program and does not require additional financial             
contributions from selected participants. 
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Certificate 
 
Participants who attended all 4 sessions and successfully completed all program assignments receive             
certificates of completion from the  <Organization Name> . Hosts-In-Training have their facilitation training            
mentioned on their certificates. 
 
 
 
 

What Participants Say 
 
Participants of the first cohort in San Francisco were asked in a follow-up survey what they would say to                   
their past self who was just considering joining this program. Here are some of their responses: 

● “I think you took a very wise decision to join this program” 
● “I would say it was such a right decision to ‘just do it’” 
● “Absolutely attend every seminar and don't stress about it. It is going to be a significant learning 

experience.” 
● “Yes, join. An opportunity to learn, connect, gain support, be understood, find a mentor and learn 

new skills.” 
● “Definitely join the program, you will answer questions for yourself you never even knew you 

had.” 
 

Session Dates 
 

● Saturday,  <Session 1 Date>  
Session 1:  Peer Learning & Peer Support Networks for Young Professionals 

● Saturday,  <Session 2 Date>  
Session 2:  The Big Picture: Developing a New Global Mindset to Address SDGs 

● Saturday,  <Session 3 Date>  
Session 3:  Skillbuilding for Young Professionals: What Skills to Have and Where to Get 
Them 

● Saturday,  <Session 4 Date>  
Session 4:  Where to Start: Immediate First Moves to Shift Your Support of the SDGs to the 
Next Level 
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II. Application Questions with Sample Responses 
 

Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series Application 
* Required 

 
1. Email address * 
 
2. Name * 
 
3. Are you a young professional (21-39 y.o.) * (Yes/No) 
 
4. Please tell us more about your background, career aspirations, and the nature of your interest in the                  
UN Sustainable Development Goals * 
 

Sample Answer 1: 
 

“I started my foundation with undergraduate studies in Biochemistry, sparking a strong curiosity             
and desire to learn and understand through experimental and interpersonal skills including            
collaboration, teamwork, safety, and ethics.  
  
After graduating, I found my way into the Pharmaceutical Industry working across multiple             
disciplines supporting drug development and clinical trials through quality assurance, supply           
chain management, project management and most currently, relationship management.  
 
In parallel to my professional career, in 2009 I had my first opportunity to travel to Ghana, Africa                  
on a volunteer trip installing a latrine at an orphanage. This first trip to Africa changed me more                  
than I could have ever anticipated witnessing, and experiencing, first-hand the desire and passion              
of the communities to be do more, to be better.  
 
After my first trip abroad to Ghana, Africa, I knew I needed to do more. Having traveled to Africa                   
(Ghana and Malawi) on several trips from 2009-2013, something stuck out to me. What I               
recognized most was the desire for access - access to clean water, a bathroom, education,               
nourishment, community, the list goes on. Simply providing access to these basic needs allows              
people the opportunity to be happy, healthy, and prosperous in their day-to-day lives.  
 
My involvement in co-founding and supporting a global non-profit organization, Global Hope            
Alliance, during this time as well as my partnering with other non-profit organizations abroad has               
solidified my interest in the global community. Throughout 2009 - present I have helped organize               
fundraisers, identified and coordinated travel and executed trips in support of community            
development and improvement projects in Africa.  
 
This work has ignited my passion for global health and community development while also              
providing me with a platform to utilize my day-to-day skills. Since moving to California in 2015, I                 
have been seeking a way to re-engage these passions for global health equity in my new                
community, both locally and globally. I discovered the local chapter of the UNA more recently and                
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feel that this opportunity to engage with other like-minded individuals to deepen our             
understanding of the UN Sustainable Development Goals will support my efforts to identify paths              
to aligning my career to the global community. I feel I will gain a stronger understanding of how I                   
can become part of the change, supporting and driving the UN SDGs forward, to make a positive                 
impact on sustainable development for future generations.  
 
The agenda of the UN SDGs is beyond inspiring to me that it is tackling not one, but all aspects of                     
the human condition. Ensuring safety, security, health and prosperity for not just people, but              
where and how they live, will change the world.” 

 
Sample Answer 2: 

 
“My formal background is in art/design and human rights education. At present, I do multimedia               
design and communications work with a human rights focused education program, a couple of              
private companies, and individuals.  
 
In the near future I would like to do more work in the nonprofit sector and focus more heavily on                    
human rights-focused projects. I received information on this program via the alumni network at              
USF, where I did my masters in human rights education.  
 
My interest in the UN Sustainable Development Goals stems from being introduced to them in               
school and having referenced them for projects. Professionally, I am looking at making changes              
to the type of work I am doing, and I thought that learning more about the Sustainable                 
Development Goals would be helpful in framing my next career steps.” 

 
Sample Answer 3: 

 
“I completed my undergraduate degree in child and adolescent development. After teaching in the              
early childhood education sector for four years, I transitioned into working with children and              
families in social services in 2014.  
 
I am currently researching master’s programs because I would like to widen my career              
opportunities. After witnessing some of the inequalities faced by communities in the Global South              
while traveling, I realized my desire to transition from working with high need children and families                
locally into work that uses my experience and knowledge in the child development field to make                
an impact globally.  
 
I am interested in the UN Sustainable Development Goals because I am about eliminating the               
major hardships faced by communities globally and actively working to make the world a place in                
which all people can thrive.  
 
I am also passionate about protecting the environment, eliminating biodiversity loss, and ensuring             
a healthy future for the planet. The UN Sustainable Development Goals are crucial because the               
only way to achieve the necessary changes for the future is through the creation of concrete                
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goals, tracking of progress, and maintaining accountability with an established timeline for            
achieving the goals.” 

 
5. Where can we learn more about you? (Personal Website, LinkedIn Profile, Twitter Handle, Portfolio,               
etc.) 
 
6. Are you interested in World Cafe Process Facilitation & Collective Narrative Methodology training              
(additional 45 hour-commitment, no additional fees, acknowledgement on the certificate, professional           
recommendation from Program Director)? * (Yes/No/Maybe) 
 
7. Would you like to share any other comments with us? 
 

Sample Answer 1: 
 

“Having recently relocated to Oakland from Washington, DC, I'm very interested in finding out              
more about the global health space here in the Bay Area and how local organizations are                
approaching the SDG agenda.” 

 
Sample Answer 2: 

 
“If desired, I would be happy to provide more information into my work and previous experiences.                
Also, thank you for my consideration into this program, and I wish you the best of luck throughout                  
the selection process.” 

 
Sample Answer 3: 

 
“I was part of the first cohort, but unfortunately due to health related reasons, I couldn't attend all                  
the sessions so this would be the opportunity to complete the Certificate program.” 

 
SUBMIT 
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III. Admission Interview Invitation 
 
Dear  <Applicant Name> , 
 
Thank you for your interest in the Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar              
Series.  
 
We’ve had a chance to review your application and would like to schedule a 30-min video call with you to                    
discuss your background, aspirations and values, as well as to answer any questions you might have                
about the program.  
 
Please fill out this Doodle poll ( <Doodle Poll Link> ) to select your interview slot. 
 
My fellow hosts and I are looking forward to talking with you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
Director, Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
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IV. Admission Letter 
 
Dear  <Applicant Name> , 
 
With this email, we are pleased to let you know that you have been selected to participate in the Young                    
Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series ( <Link to Program Page> ) that starts             
on  <Date & Venue> . To reserve your spot in the program, please pay the registration fee online                 
( <Payment Link> )  by 5pm this coming Friday . If you strongly prefer an alternative payment method,               
please let us know by responding to this email. 
 
As a reminder, to get a certificate of completion, participants must  attend all 4 sessions ,  complete 30                 
hours of self-study , and  submit completed assignments .  
 
Participants who miss at least one session will not be getting a certificate of completion with this cohort,                  
but they will have an opportunity to get their certificates after attending sessions they missed next time                 
this program is offered. The registration fee is non-refundable but it can be applied to secure a spot in a                    
future cohort (the candidate would need to reapply). 
 
Participants who are taking additional training in  World Café facilitation &  Collective Narrative             
Methodology will have to  add at least 45 more hours of study and practice to their schedule.  There                  
will be more opportunities to learn about this additional training at the first session. 
 
If you secure your spot by paying the registration fee by 5pm this coming Friday, we will send you an                    
email with session logistics 5 days before the 1st session. 
 
IMPORTANT: If your plans changed and you no longer plan to attend the program, please let us                 
know ASAP. 
 
If you have any questions or comments, please let us know. I am looking forward to working with you! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
Director, Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
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V. Rejection Letter 
 
Dear  <Applicant Name> , 
 
Thank you for your interest in the Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar              
Series ( <Link to Program Page> ). By this time we have already filled all the slots in the class, but we                    
encourage you to apply again. This program is offered in February-May and September-December every              
year.  
 
Thank you again for your application and for your interest in the Young Professionals for Sustainable                
Development Goals Seminar Series. Applications usually open two months before the first session of the               
program. We have rolling admissions, so applying early would increase your chances. 
 
Thanks again for your interest, and we are looking forward to considering your application again in the                 
future. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
Director, Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
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VI. Session 1 Reminder with Logistics 
 
Dear participants of the Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series ( <Link             
to Program Page> ), 
 
We are looking forward to seeing you at our first session  from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm this coming                   
Saturday,  <Date & Venue> . Light breakfast and lunch will be provided.  <Driving/Public Transit Directions,              
etc.> 
 
If you have trouble finding the place, please  call or text  <Host Name 1>  at  <Phone Number> . 
 
The theme of our first session is  Peer Learning & Peer Support in the context of working towards UN                   
Sustainable Development Goals. Besides hearing from the organizers and program alumni, you will have              
an opportunity to build relationships with fellow participants, exchange valuable information and            
resources, and explore opportunities to keep supporting each other as peers.  
 
Here is the day flow of the first session: 

● 9:00 am - 9:30 am  Soft Arrival, Registration, & Morning Coffee 
● 9:30 am - 10:00 am  Welcome & Check-In 
● 10:00 am - 10:20 am  Introduction of UN Agenda 2030 
● 10:20 am - 10:30 am  Selection of Panelists 
● 10:30 am - 10:40 am  Break 
● 10:40 am - 11:00 am  Express Panel Discussion on Peer Learning & Peer Support 
● 11:00 am - 1:00 pm  World Café 
● 1:00 am - 2:00 pm  Lunch & Conversations for Relationship 

 
We are very excited to work with such an amazing group!  <Highlighted Participants’ Background;              
Example:  “ A data scientist with a top consulting firm looking for opportunities in the public sector, an                 
architect and nonprofit director who is eager to move into an international development analyst or project                
manager role, a special project advisor with the Consulate General of Mexico in San Francisco who wants                 
to work for the United Nations ” > - these are just a few highlights of the amazing experiences you all are                    
bringing to the table.  
 
If you have any questions or comments, please let us know. See you this coming Saturday! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
<Program Director Name> ,  <Host Name 1> ,  <Host Name 2>  
Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series Hosting Team 
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VII. Sample Session 1 World Café Handout  
 

Session 1: Peer Learning & Peer Support 
February 16, 2019 

 
WORLD CAFÉ FLOW & GUIDELINES 

 
Context Setting 

 
Pay attention to facilitator’s instructions 

 
Round 1 

 
Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 

What insights from the panel resonated with you the most? What can your group add to these 
insights based on your experiences?  

 
Rotation 

 
After the first round move to a different table  

(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 
 

Round 2 
 

Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 
As young professionals who want to align your careers with UN SDGs, what resources, 

opportunities, and other forms of peer learning and peer support can you offer each other? 
 

Rotation 
 

After the second round move to a different table  
(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 

 
Round 3 

 
Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 

What forms of peer learning and peer support would you like to actually explore as participants of 
this session and, more specifically, as a cohort (those of you who are joining the program)?  

 
Harvest 

 
All Table Hosts summarize the conversations they had at their tables and report them to the larger group. 

Participants add to the harvest if something important is missing. 
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VIII. Session 1 Follow Up 
with Reading Materials & Group Contact Information 

 
Dear participants, 
 
It was great to see you today at the first session of the Young Professionals for Sustainable Development                  
Goals Seminar Series! I’m attaching some photos from the session. 
 
GROUP CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
You can find each other’s contact information in the  Attendance and Assignment Log  <Link to               
Attendance & Assignment Log> . Please check your information and let me know ASAP if you see any                 
mistakes. 
 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING IN WORLD CAFE FACILITATION AND THE COLLECTIVE NARRATIVE 
METHODOLOGY 
 
As a reminder,  if you are interested in the additional training in World Café facilitation and the                 
Collective Narrative Methodology, please  fill out this Doodle poll  <Link to Doodle Poll>  within a               
couple of days. We’ll schedule a 2-hour introductory call for those who are interested and by the end of                   
the call I will select 4 Hosts-In-Training based on your alignment with the training purpose and format,                 
your capacity for and commitment to carry out essential Host-In-Training responsibilities, and the potential              
impact of this additional training on your career. 
 
Hosts-In-Training must commit at least 45 hours in addition to the general program. Besides learning               
about the  World Café process and the  Collective Narrative Methodology they facilitate World Café              
conversations at Session 3 and 4, produce collective narratives for Session 2 and 3, design panel                
concept, recruit panelists, and moderate the panel at Session 3, design and facilitate the networking               
activity at Session 4, interview other participants, conduct mentor search, and assist with other hosting               
tasks such as room setup and breakdown. Before the last session of the program, each Host-In-Training                
is required to do World Café Case Clinics - a 1-hour conversation with the instructor about all aspects of                   
designing and facilitating a World Cafe for a hypothetical client chosen by the candidate. 
 
Hosts-In-Training who successfully complete the requirements of the additional training will have it             
included in their certificates of completion. Besides that, they will be able to present their hosting roles on                  
their resumes and in public communication and well as to request a recommendation from the organizers.                
Historically, this additional training has been the most effective way for the participants to work closely                
with the organizers and show their leadership skills. Some of our most prominent and engaged alumni                
come from this additional training. If you are interested, please follow the Doodle poll link above. 
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READING MATERIALS & NEXT STEPS 
 
I’m attaching  a list of reading materials and topics for reflection . Please go ahead and start reviewing                 
those now - it will help you with completing the assignment you will be required to complete before the                   
next session. In about a week we’ll send you the collective narrative from today’s session along with the                  
first assignment. In the meantime, I’m also attaching some optional bibliography in case you would like to                 
go deeper with your studies. 
 
Congratulations on starting the program, and if you have any questions, just let me know! 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On Behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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IX. Attendance & Assignments Log 
 

Name Email Session 1 Assignment 
1 

Session 2 Intervie
wer 

Mentor Mentor's email Assignment 
2 

Session 3 Assignment 
3 

Session 4 Certificate 
Eligibility 

Participant 1 Participant email 1 Attended Completed Attended Host 1 Mentor 1 Mentor email 1 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 2 Participant email 2 Attended Completed Attended Host 2 Mentor 2 Mentor email 2 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 3 Participant email 3 Attended Completed Attended Host 2 Mentor 3 Mentor email 3 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 4 Participant email 4 Attended Completed Attended Host 3 Mentor 4 Mentor email 4 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 5 Participant email 5 Attended Completed Attended Host 3 Mentor 5 Mentor email 5 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 

Participant 6 Participant email 6 Attended N/A Missed N/A N/A N/A N/A Missed N/A N/A 
Priority 

Admission in 
the Fall 

Participant 7 Participant email 7 Attended Completed Attended Host 4 Mentor 6 Mentor email 6 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 

Participant 8 Participant email 8 Attended N/A Missed N/A N/A N/A N/A Missed N/A N/A 
Priority 

Admission in 
the Fall 

Participant 9 Participant email 9 Attended Completed Attended Host 4 Mentor 7 Mentor email 7 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 10 Participant email 10 Attended Completed Attended Host 1 Mentor 8 Mentor email 8 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 11 Participant email 11 Attended Completed Attended Host 3 Mentor 9 Mentor email 9 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 

Participant 12 Participant email 12 Attended Completed Missed N/A N/A N/A N/A Missed N/A N/A 
Priority 

Admission in 
the Fall 

Participant 13 Participant email 13 Attended Completed Attended Host 4 Mentor 10 Mentor email 10 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 14 Participant email 14 Attended Completed Attended Host 4 Mentor 11 Mentor email 11 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 15 Participant email 15 Attended Completed Attended Host 2 Mentor 12 Mentor email 12 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 16 Participant email 16 Attended Completed Attended Host 2 Mentor 13 Mentor email 13 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 

Participant 17 Participant email 17 Attended Completed Attended Host 3 N/A N/A N/A Missed N/A N/A 
Priority 

Admission in 
the Fall 

Participant 18 Participant email 18 Attended Completed Attended Host 1 Mentor 14 Mentor email 14 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 19 Participant email 19 Attended Completed Attended Host 4 Mentor 15 Mentor email 15 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
Participant 20 Participant email 20 Attended Completed Attended Host 1 Mentor 16 Mentor email 16 Completed Attended Completed Attended Graduated 
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X. Reading Materials & Questions for Reflection 
 
 Assignment 1 Reading Materials: 
  

1. SDGs Overview 
(https://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/brochure/SDGs_Booklet_Web_En.pdf) 

2. Review of Targets for the Sustainable Development Goals: The Science Perspective 
(https://council.science/publications/review-of-targets-for-the-sustainable-development-goals-the-
science-perspective-2015) 

3. Sustainable Development Portal 
(https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/) 

4. Making the Sustainable Development Goals Work for Local Communities Everywhere  
(https://blog.usejournal.com/making-the-sustainable-development-goals-work-for-local-communiti
es-everywhere-3f00bd5db31) 

5. Shifting our Mental Model – “Sustainability” to Regeneration 
(https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/513b/c1a229c152d24a4375638c69da6554fe210f.pdf?_ga=2.99
42581.1458388219.1538783359-494963548.1538411618) 

6. Ten Things to Do in a Conceptual Emergency 
(http://maureen.ohara.net/pubs/TenThings.pdf) 

  
Assignment 1 Video Overviews: 
  

1.   What are the SDGs 
(https://youtu.be/9-xdy1Jr2eg) 

2. Numbers In Action 
(https://youtu.be/Mdm49_rUMgo) 

3. Leave No One Behind 
(https://youtu.be/pBqe8JD62QE) 

4. Transformative Change, Sustainability and Regeneration  
( https://youtu.be/NsBYb5tqhbw ) 

5. Fritjof Capra speaks to The Heart of the Matter: Systems Thinking for SDGs 
(https://vimeo.com/336717769) 

6. We The People for The Global Goals 
(https://youtu.be/RpqVmvMCmp0) 

7. What does it mean to be a citizen of the world?  
(https://youtu.be/ODLg_00f9BE) 

  
Assignment 1 Questions and Topics for Reflection: 
  
1.       Better World 2030:  What is your perspective on the Agenda 2030 with the 17 SDGs in comparison 
with previous commitments like the Millenium Development Goals and Agenda 21? Can we achieve this 
vision for a better world in the next 12 years? 

a. Development and/or sustainability? 
b. Poverty alleviation and/or inequality reduction? 
c. Global commitments and/or national interests? 
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2.       Innovation Enablers for People, Planet, Prosperity:  What are the hopes and innovative solutions 
that you have observed or learned about that can make a difference to eradicate extreme poverty while 
achieving human and sustainable development? 

a. Economic growth and/or human development? 
b. Participatory development and/or infrastructure development? 
c. Local context or scalability? 
d. What is the role of education for a sustainable future? 
e. What is the role of technology? 
f. Can and should we advocate for the rights of nature and the rights of future generations? 
g. What are the roles of business, government, NGOs, social enterprises, activists, etc.? 
h.         What is the role of the United Nations? 

  
3.            Systemic Perspective and New Global Mindset:  What mental models, cultural narratives, and 
institutional structures are holding the humanity back from achieving the SDGs? 

a. What are the systemic deterrents to achieve the SDGs? 
b.            How our worldviews, cultures, and institutions need to evolve? 
c.              How can we evolve our own worldview to contribute to that evolution? 
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XII. Follow Up on the Introductory Call for Host-In-Training Candidates 
 
Dear  <Host-In-Training Name 1> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 2> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 3> , and 
<Host-In-Training Name 4> , 
 
Thank you for the productive call! Here is the recording of our conversation   <Link to the Recording> . 
 
Congratulations on joining the additional training in World Café facilitation and the Collective Narrative              
Methodology! As Hosts-In-Training you will be playing important roles in session design, administration,             
and facilitation of this iteration of the program.  
 
As we discussed, Hosts-In-Training will be expected to  contribute at least 45 hours in addition to the                 
time of the general program. You have time before the cohort-wide communication comes out this coming                
Saturday to change your mind. Unless there is an emergency, dropping out from the facilitation training                
after that would put a significant burden on your fellow hosts without giving an opportunity to other                 
interested participants to step forward and do the training.  Please make a responsible decision and be                
ready for a sharp learning curve and hard work that might require getting out of your comfort                 
zone. 
 
Below are the activities that must be successfully performed by each Host-In-Training to complete the               
training:  
 

● Session 2 Co-Hosting  
● Session 2 Collective Narrative  
● Session 3 World Café Design 
● Session 3 Co-Hosting  
● Session 3 Collective Narrative (unless your Session 2 Collective Narrative is selected for 

publication) 
● Session 4 World Café Design 
● Session 4 Co-Hosting 
● World Café Case Clinics 
● Pre-Mentoring Interviews  
● Mentor-Mentee Matching & Logistical Support 

 
Here are the assignments that you can start doing before the next session: 

● Read  this post about the Collective Narrative Methodology . Review Session 1 Collective            
Narrative that I will send to everyone this coming Saturday through the lens of the blog post.                 
Recall the original Table Host reports and reflect on how these reports were processed to result in                 
a collective narrative. Try to imagine you doing it on your own following the instructions in the post                  
and take note of the questions that come up. We will discuss this during lunch at the upcoming                  
session, and you will start working on Session 2 Collective Narrative right after the second               
session. 

● Explore resources on  the World Café community of practice website . You can also buy and start                
reading the book “The World Café: Shaping Our Futures Through Conversations That Matter”             
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(optional). During the upcoming session, observe the preparation for the World Café and the              
process itself through the lens of a host. We will have opportunities to discuss both theory and                 
practice of the World Café process soon after Session 2. 

● Select 5 participants (including fellow Hosts-In-Training) whom you will be pairing up with a              
mentor.  

○ Write your name in 5 vacant cells of the “Interviewer” column of the  Attendance &               
Assignments Log  <Link to Attendance & Assignments Log> to let everyone know which             
participants you will be curating. The earlier you do it, the more choices you will have. 

○ After the cohort-wide communication comes out on Saturday, contact participants you           
curate and schedule a 30-min interview (a phone call, a video call, or an in-person               
meeting) with each of them. You can use the attached  Interview Request Letter for your               
communication. All interviews should be completed by the end of next week. 

○ As you prepare for the interviews, you can check the  Assignment 1 Google Doc  <Link               
to Assignment 1 Google Doc>  to see if the participants you curate wrote something about               
their career aspirations and mentor preferences. 

○ During the interview explain that you will be searching for mentors and ask the              
interviewee about their career aspirations and mentoring preferences.  

■ Also, ask them about whether they have any potential mentors in mind:            
sometimes participants know people in the field who would be unlikely to respond             
to a personal request but would be open to an opportunity to mentor in official               
settings.  

■ Encourage the interviewee to keep thinking about this and collaborate with you            
on mentor search by suggesting new and providing feedback on the existing            
mentor candidates.  

■ After each interview, summarize your findings in the  A ssignment 1 Google Doc            
<Link to Assignment 1 Google Doc> under the name of your interviewee. Please             
make sure to mention to your interviewee that you will be taking notes and              
sharing them in the Google Doc to facilitate the search process (other            
Hosts-In-Training would be able to read your notes and suggest relevant mentor            
candidates). 

○ After interviews are completed, start looking for mentors. 
■ Start by reviewing the database of potential mentors in the  Mentor Outreach            

Log  <Link to Mentor Outreach Log>  and typing your name in the related cells of               
the “Host Responsible for Outreach” column and the name of the potential            
mentee in the “Primary Mentee” column as you identify candidates who might be             
a good fit for the participants you curate. If these cells have already been filled by                
another Host-In-Training, you can enter the name of the potential mentee in the             
“Secondary Mentee” column to let your fellow host know that you would like to              
consider this candidate if the primary mentee doesn’t work out. 

■ You can also search mentor candidates on LinkedIn, engage your own           
professional network and those of your friends and colleagues, as well as reach             
out to candidates identified by the potential mentee themselves. Writing social           
media posts about your mentor search might also be a helpful strategy, but             
please run your public messages by me before you publish them. As you identify              
candidates outside of the current database, please add them to the database. 
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■ Before reaching out to a candidate check in with the potential mentee to get their               
feedback on the candidacy. If you have several options, start with the most             
relevant one and then go down the list. It is recommended to wait for a couple of                 
business days before reaching out to another candidate for the same potential            
mentee if you don’t get a response.  

■ If you receive a “yes” from a candidate after you’ve already confirmed another             
mentor, ask fellow Hosts-In-Training if this candidate would be a good fit for any              
of the participants they curate. If you cannot find a mentee for the candidate, you               
can apologize, explain that you’ve already confirmed another mentor, and ask the            
candidate if they would like to be considered for the next cohort.  

■ As you contact potential mentors, you can use the sample  Mentor Outreach            
Letter attached to this email. If the candidate asks you anything you don’t know              
how to respond to, please let me know right away. 

■ Please note that mentors must be able to attend the last session of the program.  
■ As you contact potential mentors, please update the outreach status in the            

Mentor Outreach Log  <Link to Mentor Outreach Log> immediately when you           
learn about the update. Keeping the log current is very important for the effective              
search process. 

■ As soon as you confirm a mentor, go ahead and connect them to the mentee               
using the sample “Mentor/Mentee Introduction” attached to this email. 

■ As soon as you connect the mentor and the mentee, please enter mentor’s name              
and email in the related cells of the  Attendance & Assignments Log  <Link to              
Attendance & Assignments Log> . 

■ Mentor search is often a challenging process. Feel free to write emails to the              
entire Hosting Team or specific hosts (including me) to ask questions, share best             
practices, and get support. 

■ Aim at confirming all mentors before Session 2. If this proves to be particularly              
challenging, we will have another 2 weeks to address that. 

○ If you would like to design and moderate a panel for Session 3, let me know, and I’ll guide                   
you through the process of organizing a panel for Session 2 so that you could do it on                  
you own for Session 3. Please note that this is optional. Only one Host-In-Training can be                
the moderator, but a few people can collaborate on the panel concept and panelist              
outreach. If you are interested, please let me know by this coming Saturday. 

 
As I mentioned before, please think carefully about your Host-In-Training responsibilities and let me know               
before Saturday if you feel that it’s too much for you. After Saturday all Hosts-In-Training will be expected                  
to perform tasks that are critical for the success of the program. For that, you’d get extra recognition and                   
support. 
 
If you have any questions at any point, please let me know right away! I will be closely monitoring your                    
updates and would be happy to help out if needed. 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Host Name 1>  
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XIII. Hosts-In-Training Assignments Log 
 

 

Collective 
Narrative 2 
(Selected / 

Completed / 
Failed / 
Missed) 

Collective 
Narrative 3 
(Selected / 

Completed / 
Failed / Missed / 
Not Applicable) 

Session 2 
Co-Hosting 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

Session 3 
World Cafe 

Design 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

Session 3 
Co-Hosting 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

Session 4 
World Cafe 

Design 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

Session 4 
Co-Hosting 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

World Cafe 
Case Clinics 
(Pass /Fail / 

Missed) 

Pre-Mentorin
g Interviews 
(Completed / 

Failed / 
Missed) 

Mentor-Mentee 
Matching & Logistical 
Support (Completed / 

Failed / Missed) 

Host-In- 
Training 1 Failed Missed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Missed Completed Completed 

Host-In- 
Training 2 Selected Not Applicable Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed 

Host-In- 
Training 3 Completed Selected Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed 

Host-In- 
Training 4 Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed Completed 

 
 

XIV. Mentor Outreach Log 
 

Potential 
Mentor LinkedIn Profile Relevant Position/Background Contact Info / 

Outreach Strategy Outreach Status Host Responsible for 
Outreach 

Primary 
Mentee 

Secondary 
Mentee 

<Mentor 1> <Mentor 1 LinkedIn Profile> Chief Sustainability Officer 
(CSO) Via LinkedIn LinkedIn 4/6 @3pm <Host-In-Training 1> <Mentee 1>  

<Mentor 2> <Mentor 2 LinkedIn Profile> President, UNA SF In person Declined <Host-In-Training 2> <Mentee 2> <Mentee 4> 

<Mentor 3> <Mentor 3 LinkedIn Profile> Sustainability Leader and 
Scholar for Global Responsibility <Mentor 3 Email> Confirmed <Host-In-Training 3> <Mentee 3>  

(...) (...) (...) (...) (...) (...) (...) (...) 
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XV. Participant Interview Invitation 

 
Hi  <Participant Name> , 
 
I hope you are enjoying the YPSDG program! I’m happy to let you know that I’ll be matching you with a                     
mentor in the coming weeks. To get us started, let’s schedule a 30-min interview (a phone call, a video                   
call, or an in-person meeting) to discuss your career aspirations and mentor preferences. Would you               
please  fill out this Doodle poll   <Link to the Doodle Poll>  within the next couple of days?  
 
Also, if you haven’t had a chance to add your reflections on your career aspirations and mentor                 
preferences to the  Assignment 1 Google Doc  <Link to Assignment 1 Google Doc>  yet, I encourage you                 
to do so before the interview! This is optional but highly recommended. This would allow me to better                  
prepare for the interview and ultimately increase the relevance of my search efforts.  
 
I’ll be taking notes during the interview and will share them in the Assignment 1 Google Doc. If there is                    
something you don’t want me to share in that document, please let me know during the interview (and, of                   
course, you can always edit my notes!). 
 
If you have any questions about the interview, please let me know. I’m looking forward to talking with you                   
soon! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
<Host-In-Training Name> 
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XVI. Sample Interview Notes 
 
Sample 1 
 

● “More interested in mentors who are in positions to hire. Look for hiring managers or supervisors                
in consulting firms and non-profit management because she also applied for program assistant             
and program operations jobs. 

● Interested in people who have had careers that align with UN SDGs, companies/organizations             
that align with the SDGs and be able to acknowledge that they have those positions. Positions                
with SDGs, data and research assisting with the SDG goals within an organization. 

● Position where they use lots of data to assist foreign governments in making more informed               
decisions. 

● Philanthropy/Data and policy analyst positions in consulting organizations. Centered around          
analytic functions. 

● Ex. of Companies to work for: Acumen LLC – applied for data science policy and drafting 
● Not completely married to healthcare industry and is new to the healthcare industry but the skills                

she can gain working with data and reports would be good transferable skills” 
 
Sample 2 
 

● “Primarily wants to work on Human Rights advancement, preferably on children's rights, women’s             
rights or and  human trafficking  

● Still in the process of figuring out exactly to which direction to go in career and getting some                  
broader perspective in human rights  

● Would like to learn how to work at the grassroot level  
● Looking for general mentorship or subject matter experts  
● Interested in mentors who do not have a legal background” 

 
Sample 3 
 

● “Wants to stay within the field of IR and human rights 
● Currently looking for jobs related to refugee immigration and anti human trafficking 
● Prefers international organizations in CA or at least in the country 
● Open-minded about finding a job, not specific about the position that she wants; more focuses on                

getting the experience in the field to start the career 
● Experience in foreign relations and human rights; refugees, immigration and anti human            

trafficking 
● Not interested in casework more of policy side, management or education and economic             

development; creating change and opportunities, jobs and education for those in need 
● Eventually, long term goal is to open a non-profit or consulting firm for non-profits or private sector                 

on human rights 
● Interested in a mentor in a position to hire that align with the goal. Also, open to a mentor would                    

give general advice on how to align current skills, experience, and education with a career; help                
build a career road map 

● Preferably long-term mentorship” 
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XVII. Mentor Outreach Letter 
 
Dear  <Mentor Name> , 
 
I am writing on behalf of the  <Organizing Organization> to request your pro-bono contribution as a mentor                 
of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series  <Link to Program             
Description> .  
 
The commitment would include at least 2 hours of one on one conversations with a mentee and                 
participation in a program session on  <Session 4 Date & Venue> .  
 
Mentoring would include sharing insights and experience related to mindset, skills, career opportunities,             
and strategies useful for addressing UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with young people who              
want to align their careers with the SDGs.  
 
Please let me know by  <2 Business Days from the Outreach Date> if you have any questions or                  
would like to be connected with a mentee. Of course, if you are not available at this time, we would totally                     
understand. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
<Host-In-Training-Name> 
Hosting Team Member 
Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 
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XVIII. Mentor/Mentee Introduction 
 
Dear  <Mentor Name> , 
 
Thank you so much for your willingness to mentor a participant of the Young Professionals for Sustainable                 
Development Goals Seminar Series. It is my pleasure to connect you with your mentee  <Mentee Name +                 
LinkedIn Profile Link> 
 
<Mentee Name> , please send  <Mentor Name + LinkedIn Profile Link> some information about your              
background and aspirations and  schedule a one on one meeting or call in the coming days . Please                 
also take the responsibility to communicate to your mentor everything  <Mentor’s Gender Pronoun> needs              
to know about your aspirations and expectations. The requirement of the program is that (1) mentors and                 
mentees have a least 2 conversations (at least 2 hours total) getting to know each other and exploring                  
ways for mentors to support mentees and (2) mentors attend the last session of the program on Saturday,                  
<Session 4 Date> . We will be sending an email with logistics to all mentors and mentees 5 days before                   
the session. 
 
The idea behind matching the two of you as mentor and mentee is  <Reason for Matching; Example:  “ to                  
leverage your shared interest in homelessness-related issues and activism ” > .  <Relevant Mentor’s           
Background; Example:  “ Besides having his own law practice, Nelson is running a nonprofit called Urban               
Angels that helps address homelessness in San Francisco. He is also a Board member and the Chair of                  
the Sustainable Development Committee at the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco              
Chapter ” > .  
 
Feel free to communicate directly with each other, and if you have any questions for me, you are welcome                   
to contact me right away. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
<Host-In-Training Name> 
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XIX. Assignment 1 with Sample Responses 
Assignments to be completed before Session 2 or earlier 

1. Before Session 2 : 
a. Review Session 2 Materials + Questions & Topics for Reflection  and  discuss them             

with fellow participants . You can meet or arrange calls in pairs or small groups (we sent                
you each other's contact information after the first session).  

b. Review the collective narrative from the first session and compare it with the             
related collective narrative created by the previous cohort. Reflect on similarities of            
the two narratives and differences between them. If certain actionable ideas resonate            
with you personally,  take the lead and invite your fellow participants to act on those               
ideas. 

c. Write a brief summary of the work you've done in response to p.1a-1b above and               
paste it below under your name. You can include whatever you personally consider the              
most relevant highlights (reflections, learnings from discussions, list of materials you've           
reviewed & actions you've taken, etc.). There is no minimum or maximum length of your               
summary as long as you feel comfortable with how it reflects your work.  Note : Your               
summary does  not have to include all the reflection topics and peer learning             
strategies - just those that resonated with you personally as you reviewed Season             
2 materials and the collective narratives. 

2. By next Saturday  (Optional, but highly recommended):  
a. Write a brief summary on your career aspirations and your thoughts on what             

background/experience/influence you would ideally like your mentor to have . Our          
hosts-in-training will be using these notes to prepare for a 30-min interview that will              
inform the mentor search process.  

Paste your responses below under your name. 

Participant 1 

“I committed approximately seven hours of self-study between the first two sessions. Reviewing the              
materials across the collective narratives from 2018 Cohort and 2019 Cohort, the reading materials and               
the video overviews, provided a lot of opportunity for reflection. Additionally, in order to understand the                
SDGs, I found it useful to review the MDGs 2015 report to understand areas where they fell short, areas                   
where they succeeded. In reading this, I felt I was able to better understand why they created 17 goals                   
this time to leverage the experience from the MDGs, and create SDGs with more connection points, more                 
accessibility and more empowerment to individuals and communities. 
 
There were some common themes across the collective narratives with regards to networks,             
communication and action. What I found interesting was that variation in application of each of these                
concepts from the perspective of the 2018 cohort and the current 2019 cohort. In 2018, the group looked                  
at networking as a way to find a new job / career path whereas the 2019 cohort discussed networking with                    
the concept of sharing knowledge, experience and connection across individuals. In 2018 the group              
assessed action a bit more singularly in focusing on self in identifying what are your skills and strengths                  
that make you unique and how do you identify your leverage point. The 2019 cohort looked at action as a                    
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collective engagement to make change and not support existing / status quo. Overall both cohorts               
expressed an affinity toward change, even starting locally before expecting to change the world globally. 
To me, this theme of community and change across the two cohorts was also reflected in many of the                   
readings and videos. Building off the momentum of the Millennium Development Goals, the SDGs appear               
positioned to take action to the next level. Despite the fact that the SDGs, with 17 goals and 169 targets,                    
appear extremely daunting, I think what they have done well is to define a variation of targets to support                   
each goal with an effort of being more reachable from the ‘average’ individual. Where the MDGs focused                 
broadly, the SDGs are providing opportunity for community focus and engagement. In my personal              
experience in development work in Africa, it was ensuring that our model was built on community                
engagement, which allowed our projects to be successful. Ensuring community development is driven by              
the communities themselves, ensures that the community will continue to own and improve that              
development in effect creating a sustainable solution. This was similarly reflected in one of the videos that                 
just as nature is sustainable because it is regenerative, it is important to ensure that solutions put in place                   
are regenerative and sustainable, something inherent in the designation of this next set of goals,               
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Something I’ve always identified with, like the videos, is being curious. Being curious about both the                
individuals and world around me, including seeking to understand people’s motivations. One thing of              
potential detriment to the SDGs, is that despite global buy-in from nations, even more so than the MDGs,                  
there is still resistance within the world. With resistance to global change, there will not be true                 
achievement. In the TED talk, he talked about the need to focus on people that are not you, people and                    
things that exist beyond you. In doing this, you are able to identify as a global citizen and a member of the                      
human race. It will be critical to continue evolving this perception of global citizens. Something brought up                 
in group discussion, as related to some of the preparation materials, was to leverage group and nation                 
learning. Just as we are leveraging peer networking on this local scale in the seminar series, it is                  
worthwhile to explore where perhaps some developing nations may actually have better, simplistic, or              
more sustainable solutions that developed nations could benefit from. The collective power of partnership,              
connection and innovation may drive us towards achievement of a better world by 2030. Just as the father                  
in the Leave No One Behind Video revealed in the accomplishment of his son getting his diploma, as this                   
meant he was just one step further than he was before, it is imperative that we all keep moving forward,                    
one step at a time. By every individual taking these “steps,” finding what resonates with you, we will                  
ideally see evolvement of the world, evolvement of social, economic and human development. 

In addition to the content submitted in my application for this seminar series, I’d provide the following                 
additional summary of my aspirations. For my career I have an interest in further exploring opportunities,                
both personally and professionally, in support of global health and community development. Ideally these              
opportunities will provide a platform to utilize my day-to-day skills (which range across project              
management, relationship management, process development, supply chain management, community &          
educational development in Africa, etc.) while allowing further growth into new skill sets. In a mentor, I’d                 
look for someone with involvement in the global community and experience related to global health equity,                
including access & education. Bonus if they have experience with developing global health / development               
strategies and implementation of such plans in effectuating change at local, community & global levels.               
Additional experience with regards to relationship management, strategic development and leadership in            
the pharmaceutical and global health equity industries focusing in on areas of change management,              
decision making, organizational strategy and influence would be ideal. Someone with experience in             
international development / global organizations would be greatly appreciated to continue my            
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understanding of opportunities within or outside of the pharmaceutical industry where I can merge my               
personal passions and my professional career.”  

Participant 2 

“Re: Question 1a 
Through a hybrid conference call and in-person meeting, I met with a group of the cohort and discussed                  
the reading materials and questions posed. Some of the highlights from the meeting included: a               
discussion about the feasibility of the SDG’s being completed in 12 years, shifting/evolving our thinking               
past the colonial model to include paradigms from cultures outside of the western/industrialized world,              
discerning between using technology to speed up the process of finding innovative solutions and using               
technology to dominate spaces in a colonial-esque manner, and the difficulty of achieving SDGs when so                
many industries make money off of exploiting unsustainable systems. 
 
In looking at the 2030 timeline, we discussed what tools and resources we have at our disposal when it                   
comes to achieving these goals. While we all agreed that it is possible, potential barriers include the fact                  
that the SDGs are a nonbinding agreement, and the need for a long-term game plan in a (scientifically                  
stated) short period of time. There was general agreement that the SDGs did a much better job of                  
engaging the private sector than the previous MDGs and that it will take engagement from all sectors                 
(large and small) to achieve these goals. I found our discussions to be a great way to think through the                    
concepts presented in the reading/viewing materials. We had a really interesting discussion about how to               
ensure that sustainability goals include a widening/evolution of worldviews to avoid framing this endeavor              
as a new type of colonialism (i.e. one where the west dominates the conversation through a western way                  
of thinking that ignores cultures and frameworks that have worked for centuries in non-industrial              
nations/cultures). 
 
The main ideas that caught my attention were the concepts from Shifting our Mental              
Model—“Sustainability” to Regeneration and the webinar Transformative Change, Sustainability and          
Regeneration. I found the arguments for a new model to be informative and logical. In order to see a                   
sustainable future, we will need to change the way we view success and growth to reframe a future that                   
can be regenerative instead of purely consumptive. I thought that the innovative approach to Systemic               
Thinking and directly addressing the contradiction in Goal 8 (sustainability coexisting with the GDP              
measurement) was sensible and necessary for triggering new thinking to imagine different metrics and              
measurement systems—and how our current ones cannot sustain the planet or those who live on it. 
 
Re: Question 1b 
What stood out to me from our compare/contrast of the 2018 Cohort and 2019 Cohort Collective                
Narratives was the underlying themes of each group. I noticed that this could be summarized by the last                  
line of each opening summary: “…we should not wait for something thinking we do not have that                 
background with us” (2018) and “…look at your life from your death… think about what you would be                  
proud of at the end of your life” (2019). The former focused more on immediate action, while the latter                   
was more reflective. There was also a focus on self-care in the 2019 narrative that wasn’t discussed in                  
2018, as well as a specific focus on local actions and volunteering to expand/build networking; while 2018                 
talked about the importance of mentors and starting your own organization, which were not items included                
in the 2019 narrative. 
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Both narratives put a lot of emphasis on networking and the need to stay connected in between sessions                  
and after the seminar, as well as structures to keep resources organized. The narratives had very similar                 
themes in most places but differed when it came to actionable ideas and reasons for strategic methods. 
  
Re: Ideas from the Collective Narratives 
For the immediate future, I will work on setting up meet up groups in between seminars. I also want to                    
develop a more streamlined structure for video/audio conferences to include a live Google Doc to collect                
notes that would go along with the conference call. 
 
Time:  11 hours 
 
Re: Career Aspirations  
As a freelance multimedia designer and human rights educator, I am focused on informal modes of                
education (e.g. non-classroom settings). In terms of mentoring, I am hoping to be in contact with someone                 
who understands academia and knows how to work outside of it. Backgrounds can vary, but I would                 
ideally like to talk with someone that has experience in navigating a consulting career focused in human                 
rights/social justice and/or can advise on nonprofit organization building. For the past 4 years, I have had                 
difficulty in balancing my work with also managing/building a nonprofit focused on informal human rights               
education. I am hoping to focus more exclusively on nonprofit work and consulting in the future, and I am                   
in need of help with the business/structure side of things.” 

Participant 3 

● “I met with two groups of seminar participants to review and discuss the materials and topics for                 
reflection. During each group we had productive discussions about the reflection topics drawing             
from the knowledge we gained through the readings, our past experiences, personal thoughts,             
and additional sources we’d learned from (such as other readings, documentaries, and            
information put out by NGOs). 

● It was very interesting to read last cohort’s collective narrative and compare it with our collective                
narrative. There were a few major similarities but also some small differences. Both cohorts              
emphasized the importance of forming connections with other seminar members as well as with              
people in our fields of interest. The 2018 cohort referred to it as networking where as the 2019                  
cohort sought to change the connotation of the process by reframing it as building relationships.               
Both cohorts discussed how we can both learn from each other and help each other develop new                 
skills by sharing our experience and expertise. Another commonality was the idea of engaging              
with different organizations of interest by attending events they host and seeking volunteer             
opportunities with them. Two concepts unique to the collective narrative of the individual years              
were that the 2018 cohort highlighted the importance of mentors and the sooner you find them                
the better and the 2019 cohort discussed various barriers that exist for those who would like to                 
transition into an SDG oriented career. 

● A couple things that stood out to me within the readings were learning about the ILO’s social                 
protection floors and learning about Gaia Education's SDG Community Implementation          
Flashcards which ask questions participants can use to collectively identify actions and solutions             
that focus on implementing the SDGs in ways that are relevant to their local community. 

● Between the discussion groups, reviewing materials, and doing my own independent reflections            
I’ve spent about 12 hours. 
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● My career aspirations are open ended. I did my undergraduate degree in child and adolescent               
development and was an early childhood educator before I made the switch to child development               
within social services. I’ve also done outreach work for multiple local political campaigns and              
enjoy being involved in local politics. I would like to transition careers, but have not yet narrowed                 
down what specifically it is I would like to do next. I’m passionate about helping people, especially                 
children and am interested in doing work that is more internationally focused. The SDGs that I                
feel most connected to/could most see myself working to make a positive impact in are 1-5. I                 
would prefer a mentor who has experience in the child development field internationally or who               
has NGO experience related to SDGs 1-5.” 
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XX. Cohort-Wide Communication 
with Assignment 1 Materials & Session 1 Collective Narrative 

 
Dear participants, 
 
We hope that you’ve had a chance to review some of the reading materials, watch some of the suggested                   
videos, and reflect on the questions we shared right after Session 1.  
 
Below is your Assignment 1: 

1. Discuss the Reading Materials & Topics for Reflection with fellow participants. You can             
meet or arrange calls in pairs or small groups (we sent you each other's contact information right                 
after the first session).  

2. Review the collective narrative from the first session (attached) and compare it with the              
related collective narrative created by another group (attached) . Reflect on similarities of the two               
narratives and differences between them.  If certain actionable ideas resonate with you            
personally, take the lead and invite your fellow participants to act on those ideas.  

3. Before Session 2: Write a brief summary of the work you've done in response to p.1-2 above and                  
paste it into the Assignment 1 Google Doc  <Link to Assignment 1 Google Doc> under your                
name. You can include whatever you personally consider the most relevant highlights (reflections,             
learnings from discussions, list of materials you've reviewed & actions you've taken, etc.). Please              
also include an estimate on how much time you spent on the activities you describe. To get a                  
certificate you'll need to spend at least 30 hours on self-study before the end of the program. 

4. By next Saturday (optional):  Write a brief summary on your career aspirations and your              
thoughts what background/experience/influence you would ideally like your mentor to          
have. Our Hosts-In-Training will be using these notes to prepare for a 30-min interview that will                
inform the mentor search process.  

 
Congratulations to  <Host-In-Training Name 1> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 2> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 3> ,           
and  <Host-In-Training Name 4> who were selected to be trained in  World Café facilitation and the                
Collective Narrative Methodology ! As Hosts-In-Training they will be playing important roles in session             
design, administration, and facilitation of this iteration of the program. 
 
In the next few days our Hosts-In-Training will be contacting each of you to schedule a 30-min call to                   
discuss your career aspirations and mentor preferences. All interviews should be completed by the              
following Monday, and then our Hosts-In-Training will have about a month to find and confirm mentors for                 
all participants.  
 
In the meantime, please focus on Assignment 1 in the next 3 weeks. We will send you an email with                    
Session 2 logistics in about 2 weeks. If you have any questions, please let me know. 
 
Cordially, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXI. Sample Session 1 Collective Narratives 
 

Sample 1 (Spring 2019)  
Peer Learning & Peer Support: a Collective Narrative 

 
Produced by Fyodor Ovchinnikov 

 
On February 16, 2019, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on Peer                
Learning & Peer Support as part of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar               
Series offered jointly by the  United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and                 
the  University of San Francisco School of Management's Master of Nonprofit Administration Program             
(USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 
 
At the beginning of the session  Dr. Marco Tavanti from USF kicked off the program by introducing the UN                   
Agenda 2030. After that  Fyodor Ovchinnikov from UNA SF facilitated a process to select 3 panelists from                 
the participants who then shared their experiences and the role that peer support and peer learning                
played in their professional journeys. 
 
After that the participants engaged in small group conversations to build on insights from the panel                
discussion, collectively identify resources and opportunities available for young professionals, and explore            
how participants of this program might collaborate to support each other. 
 
Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative           
Methodology . These reflections were videotaped, transcribed and turned into a collective narrative  - a text               
that links individual insights into a cohesive whole with minimum change of the original language. 
 
Anson Sando, Benjamin Hall, David Liptsyn, Eleonora Nazander, Elisabeth Ahlquist, Emily Miller, Greg             
Justice, Imani Bordeaux, Jay Nepal, Jazzmin Gota, Jennifer Monnet, Lindsey Wood, Lysondra Ludwig,             
Mao Moua, Mark Hall, Mary Ann Dawkins, Natalia Quintana, Nicole Sanders, Nuria Serina, Ryan Miao,               
Shavonne Charity, Stefania Guadalupe, Stephanie Lui, Sushree Mohanty, Thea Sigerman, Trevor J. Yan,             
and Viktoriia Pirumova participated in the small group discussions and therefore contributed to this              
collective narrative with their reflections. 
 

Collective Narrative 
 
Today we had three great rounds of discussions on peer support and peer learning opportunities. Some of                 
us began with an admiration for the honesty and vulnerability of the panelists: we admired their sense of                  
calling and passion in the work that they did. 
  
As we discussed what insights resonated with us, some major themes were the power of networking and                 
sharing, the importance of confidence, and the value of mental health, self-care, introspection, focus, and               
the ability to control oneself in order to effect change in the world. It is also important to have a strong                     
mission and purpose and start with the end in mind: to look at your life from your death, to think about                     
what you would be proud of at the end of your life. 
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Change Narratives & Eliminate Barriers to Align Money, Passion, and Values 
  
We also identified some barriers that some of us were experiencing in transitioning to new careers where,                 
for example, those who came from another country might have difficulty getting a visa to work for a                  
nonprofit. The substantive work that we did also provides some examples of barriers such as housing                
justice experiencing a pushback on the Sustainable Development Goals from those who are opposed to               
them while also trying to find opportunities for common ground to effect change. 
  
We recognized that as we move towards decarbonizing the economy while people employed in carbon               
intensive industries feel included, working on a just transition is important. We talked about changing the                
narrative that prevents people from working in the field of sustainability because they don't feel like they                 
can make good money. We talked about changing that narrative to link and align helping the environment                 
and making money, to merge our passion with our profession and learn to balance that with our personal                  
values while coming from a posture of curiosity, openness, and humility. 
  
Embrace Change, Move Boldly, and Persevere 
  
To engage with others, to be able to learn is especially important now when change is the norm and                   
something new is happening all of the time. Another insight we added was the value of failure, of failing                   
quickly and then also the value of asking for forgiveness as opposed to permission whenever we are                 
trying to do good but have obstacles above us that are preventing it. 
  
Within that context it is helpful to minimize comparison, self-criticism, and negativity, to share stories, to                
gather information, to share events, to come together. Sharing our interests and being supported can               
move us towards being bolder, help us move forward with boldness into the next steps in our careers. 
  
We also talked about transferring fields, joining organizations targeted at where we want to go even if it's                  
not the career we are already involved in. One thing that came up was using volunteering to bridge the                   
gap, to gain new skills, but also to apply the existing skills to transition to a new field. 
  
Joining local chapters of national organizations is one strategy that we can explore. As we aim at aligning                  
our values with our work, we agree with one of the panelists that even though it can be hard to get into                      
something that matches up with our values, ultimately, we just have to keep trying until we persevere,                 
until we make it happen. 
  
Help Each Other by Sharing Expertise, Experience, and Connections 
  
We talked about resources, opportunities and about how we as a group can help each other align our                  
careers with the SDGs. A big part of that was our personal knowledge, our subject matter expertise, our                  
experiences that we had in the past, and our ability to share all that with others. 
  
A great example was one of our group members who had experience dealing with health and                
homelessness: she knows everything about finding housing and getting grant funding, so now if we know                
someone who is looking for advice on how to make a career move to that area we can direct them or                     
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connect them so they can help each other out. Being able to help each other was a big part of our                     
discussion on the resources. 
  
Use Opportunities to Make Change, not to Support the Status Quo 
  
We also shared various opportunities including associations and events – both local and online – where                
people could find out information. When utilizing those opportunities, we need to deal with questions like                
“What does it look like to advance your career and yet not contribute to the status quo and what is it like                      
to work that out?” 
  
Let Peer Learning & Peer Support Structures Emerge Organically 
 
We talked about how we can create structures or formats to stay in touch and help each other outside of                    
and after the program and a big topic that we talked about there was organic growth and creation of such                    
structure rather than having to force it letting it grow out of the relationships that are built within the                   
program. 
  
Explore Ways to Engage Locally 
  
Peer learning and peer support that we would like to explore in the program is using our personal                  
networks to learn about career paths and processes, exploring how to get involved in advocacy and                
organizing for our causes of interest and also volunteering in that realm, joining alumni networks, and                
reaching out to people who are also in the same region for connections. A lot of fields are connected so                    
we just have to keep an open mind to notice the overlap. 
  
Leverage Networks 
  
We talked a lot about networking among peers and it probably resonated as the most important topic:                 
going to events and being open about exploring our passion and talking about our passion to other folks                  
because we can learn quite a bit. Overall it is really about being open, going to networking events and                   
really leveraging our networks, but also a special highlight was the method that was mentioned about                
getting in touch with one person and asking them to connect us with two more people. 
  
Use Informal Communication to Build Relationships 
  
We also talked about the power of context and informal communication and connections. For example,               
working with colleagues during the day doesn’t necessarily lead to having a great strong relationship until                
we maybe go out for drinks or lunch outside of the workplace where it's more of an informal context in                    
which we could develop those connections that then benefit you in the professional setting as well.                
Networking showed as an important topic, but we also want to reframe it as “building relationships” which                 
is about taking out negative connotations that networking has. 
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Keep Communication Going & Emphasize Face to Face Time 
  
As we discussed changing “networking” to “building relationships” and how that can manifest outside of               
these meetings to chip into informal conversation, we talked about such resources as social networking,               
setting up avenues for us to share resources with each other whether that's events or literature, and also                  
just sharing stories about career paths: we found great value in simply listening to what others were doing                  
and gleaning ideas from that on how we could move forward. 
  
Other strategies that we would like to implement for peer learning and peer support include asking for                 
connections, reading widely, seeing documentaries, just sharing things that could be helpful in learning,              
meeting in person especially at coffee shops, having happy hours, and doing study sessions with the                
materials that we are going to get. One great idea was fireside chats with a more formally structured                  
beginning turned into informal discussions after what we just learned about each other in each other's                
past. From there we would be able to connect and use each other going forward. 
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Sample 2 (Fall 2018)  
Peer Learning & Peer Support: a Collective Narrative 

 
Produced by Fyodor Ovchinnikov 

 
On September 8, 2018, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on Peer                
Learning & Peer Support Networks for Young Professionals as part of the  Young Professionals for               
Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations Association of the              
USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San Francisco School of Management's               
Master of Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 
 
At the beginning of the session  Dr. Marco Tavanti from USF kicked off the program by introducing the UN                   
Agenda. After that  Fyodor Ovchinnikov from UNA SF facilitated a process to select 3 panelists from the                 
participants and moderated a panel discussion on peer learning. 
 
After that the participants engaged in small group conversations to build on insights from the panel                
discussion that stood out for participants, collectively identify resources and opportunities available for             
young professionals, and explore how participants of this program might collaborate to support each              
other. 
 
Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative           
Methodology . These reflections were videotaped, transcribed and turned into a collective narrative  - a text               
that links individual insights into a cohesive whole with minimum change of the original language. The                
integrity of the ideas was preserved in the best way possible given the quality of the recording. 
 
Anna Koskinaris, Kristen Scott, Kylie Zarmati, Marianna Rivera, Mokhtar Mohamed, Najabat Aleskerzade,            
Sinclaire Prowse, Stefania Guadalupe Vallejo, Susanna Faulds, Swagata Sen, Vedrana Pantic Velickovic,            
Vivek Gupta, and Wenyu Xi participated in the small group discussions and therefore contributed to this                
collective narrative with their reflections. 
 

Collective Narrative 
 

In this one session we have already learned so many things. This has been super helpful and eye                  
opening and we love it. Following several great discussions and shared ideas we had some interesting                
thoughts about building upon our own personal experiences.  
 
Some of us have always been interested in the United Nations, learned a lot about the World Trade                  
Organization. Some of us are completely new to this, we do not have any exposure in the field. Even                   
those of us who studied Political Economy sometimes feel that it was the extent of it. For some of us                    
coming from a very different background the biggest takeaway from the seminar was that we should not                 
wait for something thinking we do not have that background with us.  
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The time to start is NOW 
 
We should not think about that field we are passionate about - instead of that we should just start working,                    
try to find people on LinkedIn and start shooting messages to them, talk about their skill set, about our                   
skill set, and just ask them if we can be of any help to them. We think this is a great way to start                        
compared to holding ourselves back and thinking “How should we move forward? How should we start?”  
 
A lot of people believe they need to have an education in International Relations or International Studies                 
(for example, some people received an MBA in another field and think they need to go back and get a                    
degree more relevant to International Studies). We believe that skills and strengths are just as important.                
The skills and strengths that make us unique can be applied to a non-profit organization. Those of us who                   
have a degree in a different field can use the skills we have and get certified in more specific topics of                     
interest. There are universities and online courses that can help us get certificates if we think that will help                   
us get a job in a non-profit organization. We can use the skills, knowledge, and passion we have that                   
make us unique to that organization. Move forward not backward.  
 
Define existing and desired skills 
 
We discussed what it looks like for individuals in this sort of field to go beyond their passion: one thing                    
that is unique and important is that many of us have a lot of care and passion. Then, from there on, we                      
need to define our own skills. However, defining what our skills are in that field is a broad statement                   
because defining skills is something that takes a lot of introspection. Therefore besides the skills we need                 
to identify specific questions we can ask ourselves.  
 
What resonated with some of us is going outside the normal tradition and stereotype of how are were                  
brought up. Engaging with organizations like the World Affairs or the Commonwealth Club is awesome,               
but in addition to that thinking outside the box, going outside of the normal stereotype is also important.                  
Some of us come from schools that are academically very competitive and are now in very competitive                 
fields like sales or tech, but what we would like to do moving forward is to take those business and tech                     
skill sets but use them to collaborate. 
 
Find a leverage point 
 
Our discussions also went beyond what we like or what sort of news are close to us, pop out to us the                      
most and touched the question of where we could be influential. Not only do we need to think about our                    
personal interests, but we also need to think about where we are in a grander picture. So beyond what we                    
like we need to ask ourselves where could we be influential, where might we have some personal                 
experience that we can actually apply and give an insight into, as well as where do we have space to                    
grow, where are the opportunities that we can be part of, that we can continue pursuing. Instead of                  
necessarily trying to reinvent the wheel, we can go back and collaborate.  
 
We need to keep in mind the nature of our day to day work as distinct from how we feed our passions for                       
International Relations (IR) and for the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations because it               
can be the case that being an accountant at a non-profit firm versus majoring in IR or specifically only                   
looking at IR theory, we can potentially have more impact. We should always be thinking about what are                  
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the things that we are actioning in this world, what are we working towards, what are we able to create                    
and produce, rather than learning more for the sake of learning and for developing ourselves as people.                 
The latter is also important but we should always be considering what are the real, measurable impact for                  
the Sustainable Development goals, because that is really what we are looking to do. It is not just about                   
understanding IR better. 
 
We need to think local and and not necessarily global. Start with your own community. We tend to think                   
we need to save this world and start globally. We have many problems in our own neighborhoods: for                  
example, human trafficking or immigration. We do not need to spend the money or resources to go                 
abroad when we can start making a difference here at home.  
 
Check out relevant organizations 
 
There are organizations that are specifically designed to take volunteers and there are a lot of one-off                 
events here and there. There are places like  the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco                 
Chapter (UNA SF), the Commonwealth Club of California, the World Affairs Council, the  Institute for               
Foreign Policy, the Human Rights Watch, or the International Rescue Committee that all have these sort                
of events that help connect people and are informational, whether there are panels or speaker events.                
These types of events all bring people together and are of interest, so those are good opportunities to                  
collaborate as well. We know there are some resources here in the Bay Area, both specific to the local                   
area and specific to the larger international organizations.  
 
Expand your network 
 
There are many wonderful places to connect with a lot of people, with other young professionals we can                  
bring in our own networks, as well as share experiences that we have, potential opportunities for others,                 
events and career/job openings, internships, and provide resources and information about particular skills             
that may be needed for some of those openings. For example, there might be a need for someone with                   
accounting skills versus someone who knows some Python.  
 
We can use our networks and reach out to people who have volunteered with different organizations such                 
as the UN or the International Rescue Committee. Even us, participants of this seminar, have our own                 
networks. We can reach out and ask them who knows who and where. That is probably the best way to                    
get a job position: through your network.  
 
Find mentors 
 
We think mentorship is extremely important to have especially in the International Relations field, and that                
is one thing some of us wish we had more as we were going through school because in some cases no                     
one among the family members and friends is in this field. Also, while we are at school, we have                   
professors and classmates who are also in the same boat as we are when we are going through school                   
but then, once that is over, there is no one to hold our hand. We think it is important just general in life, in                        
a career, in education - whatever it is,we think mentors are extremely important and the sooner you find                  
them the better. 
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Consider starting your own organization 
 
Among the resources available for young professionals we named many organizations. There are a lot of                
young professional groups in the area. There are lots of resources and organizations in the area where                 
we can volunteer. Yet, a lot of people still have a hard time finding an organization to volunteer. Those                   
people can create their own organization or a Facebook page based on their passion and skills. If there is                   
a certain issue that they believe is important and nobody is doing anything about it, why not bring together                   
a group of people who share the same beliefs and do something together?  
 
Leverage transferable skills and help each other develop new skills 
 
Some of us were thinking about when was the last time any of us presented to such a large group. For                     
some of us it is something we do in our job on a regular basis and have a lot of opportunities, for                      
example, to speak in front of around a hundred people from a sales organization and present slides to                  
them. These skills we totally want to use in that setting, but we also want to use them somewhere else                    
which is why we found ourselves here.  
 
Also, not everyone gets a lot of opportunities to present and speaking skills are a huge deal. And even if                    
we do it all the time we can probably practice a bit more. If we set up some kind of a meeting outside of                        
these seminars and we could just ask someone to present something on a particular topic such as                 
environmental sustainability - those who have an interest in that particular topic would coe and have an                 
opportunity to present to a group. That would be a great experience for us and it would even allow for                    
feedback on presentation skills. 
 
Meet as a group between seminars 
 
In Facebook groups in particular we can set up events. For example, there could be a standing invitation                  
to a particular cafe where people from this particular cohort can be invited in two weeks after each                  
session to discuss topics from the preceding seminar and ideas around the topics for the next seminar.  
 
Among topics we discuss could be things like “Oh, I should have said that in the last seminar” or “I have                     
this idea and I want to talk about you all”. We can continue to share those and also really foster an                     
experience distinct from the seminars. The seminars can be the place where we can really go to work,                  
whereas in more casual coffee chatting setting we can be the social people which we very much are,                  
have more social connections, bring those ideas and talk about how we are going to have the impact that                   
we want and can really be here for hard work. 
 
Invite each other for coffee and learn from those conversations 
 
We should share information with each other and help each other out, as that is what we are here for.  Or,                     
more specifically, we can let others know that we are really interested in a specific topic and invite those                   
interested to grab a cup of coffee or dinner and talk about it. This is an opportunity for us to know that this                       
is not awkward which is important to have those conversations.  We can exchange those kind of resources                 
just by collaborating and talking to each other and keeping the lines of communication open among all of                  
us.  
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Create groups on social media to exchange relevant information 
 
It seems like everyone feels the same: we need more groups and like-minded people in this area and we                   
lack the resources too. As participants of this seminar series we can leverage social media like Facebook                 
or Twitter, create pages and groups on Facebook and Linkedin where we can all share ideas. We can                  
have specific groups that are open to invite others, or sometimes it is better to have a closed group. So                    
we can create a Facebook page or a Linkedin page starting with all of us who are in this room, and then                      
we can add people from different organizations that we know. In such groups we can share resources and                  
opportunities such as events that other people are going to in this field.  
 
We can invite others to such events on Facebook and Linkedin or simply publish events there, say that                  
we are attending and where the event is happening, and leave an invitation open for anyone who wants to                   
join. We can also share information about getting a job or an internship, volunteer opportunities or                
whatever each of us thinks is helpful to them because it would probably be helpful to the people around                   
them in this room.  
 
In addition to some opportunities to be able to get this kind of information out through social media w e can                    
connect with each other via email, and  email is obviously a good way to communicate on specific topics,                  
but for large groups it is not always the best because you end up with large email thread. 
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XXII. Sample Session 2 Panel Concept 
 
As this session precedes seminars on skill building and identifying the next career move, it's purpose is to                  
discuss some of the key global and local practices, structures, and mental models that shape our                
collective efforts to address the UN Sustainable Development Goals. This would allow our participants to               
approach skill building and career planning with a mindset based on a more advanced understanding of                
the global and local context of SDG implementation and, hopefully, to focus on the most effective leverage                 
points to maximize impact. 
 
Suggested panelists: 

● Michael Hartmann, J.D. - Assistant District Attorney, San Francisco District Attorney’s Office;            
Former UN Staff Member for Peacekeeping Missions 

○ Michael could approach the topic through the lens of the role that the UN plays in                
implementing the SDGs. He could specifically speak about UN institutional structures           
that shape global sustainable development efforts. 

● Mary Elizabeth Steiner - President, United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco             
Chapter 

○ Leveraging her experience in putting together SDG-related programs for the UNA SF,            
Mary could share her knowledge about the current practices of addressing SDGs by             
various stakeholders, especially as it manifests in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

● Manuel Manga - Multi Stakeholder Dialogue Facilitator & Consultant at International Projects            
Initiated or Supported by UNDP, USAID, World Bank, and National Governments  

○ As a panelist, Manuel could focus on the barriers to stakeholder collaboration and             
behavior change that he has observed throughout his career. He could specifically            
elaborate on the role of worldviews and narratives in addressing the SDGs. 

Dr. Marco Tavanti , a renowned sustainability scholar, Director of the Master of Nonprofit Administration              
Program at the University of San Francisco School of Management, and co-organizer of the Young               
Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series, will moderate the panel.  
 
Questions for the panelists: 
  
1)      Introductions:   To begin, can you please tell us something about your professional career and the 
global leadership values you cherish the most. What lessons can we learn from your leadership career as 
a concerned global citizen for a better and sustainable future for all? 
2)      Sustainability Mindset:  What is in your view, the necessary mindset (expressed in values, principles, 
and predispositions) that is relevant or essential to achieve the Agenda 2030 and a sustainably developed 
future for all? 
3)      SDG Enabler(s):  Given your observations of the current state of the world, what do you consider to 
be some of the most significant factors that enable the achievement of this aspirational Agenda 2030? 
4)      SDG Deterrence(s):  What are, in your opinion, the most threatening systemic factors that may 
impede this common national and international agenda to be fulfilled by 2030? 
5)      Public Responsibilities:  What do you see is the role and responsibility of the public sector 
(government leadership at the local, national, regional and/or international level) in the fulfillment of 
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Agenda 2030? Do you have any leadership example that can give us hope for the future? What about 
international organizations like the UN in the face of today’s nationalistic trends?  
6)      Private Responsibilities:  What do you see are some of the possibilities and responsibilities that the 
private sector (businesses and social enterprises) have for cooperation, partnerships and innovations 
benefiting Agenda 2030? Can you give us an example of innovation? What about the possibilities 
provided by the high-tech industry?  
7)      Civil Society:  What do you see is the role of the third sector (NGOs, nonprofits and civil society 
organizations) to promote Agenda 2030? Do you have an example of an organization that gives you hope 
for the future? What about the UNA? What about Universities? 
8)      Sustainability Competencies:  What competencies (hard skills and soft skills) would you suggest to 
our Young Professionals to cultivate for their careers if they want to have an impact in the common 
agenda for sustainable development? In conclusion, what other suggestions would you give to our 
younger generations of professionals? 
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XXIII. Session 2 Panelist Outreach Letter 
 
Dear  <Potential Panelist> , 
  
On behalf of  <Convening Organization + Website Link> I am requesting the honor of your participation in                 
a panel discussion on  Developing a New Mindset to Achieve UN Sustainable Development Goals              
(SDGs) moderated by  <Moderator Name + LinkedIn Profile Link> ,  <Moderator Background; Example:  “ a             
renowned sustainability scholar and former advisor to the United Nations ” > .  
  
The panel will take place  <Venue, Date, and Time> as part of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable                 
Development Seminar Series  <Link to Program Description> . All panelists would be welcome to stay for               
a 2-hour World Cafe and a catered lunch after the panel discussion. 
  
As a panelist, you would have an opportunity to use your distinguished expertise and experience to                
impact the lives of twenty talented young professionals eager to support UN SDGs. Our young               
professionals would particularly appreciate your  <Relevant Background; Example:  “ insight into the           
systemic nature of the SDGs and the "Systems View of Life" mindset required for the UN Agenda 2030 ” > .  
  
It would be an honor and a privilege to have you join us. If you are available or have any questions,                     
please contact me directly by responding to this email. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
<Host Name 2> 
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XXIV. Sample Session 2 Communication to Panelists 
 
Dear Mary, Manuel, Michael, and Dr. Tavanti, 
 
Please allow me to introduce you to each other as panelists and the moderator for the upcoming session                  
of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series (I'm also cc'ing our              
co-hosts Swagata Sen & Jeff Winer to keep them informed). 
 
We are looking forward to seeing you on  Saturday, March 16 from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm  (panelists can                   
leave right after the panel at 11 am, but we strongly encourage you to stay for the entire session)  at the                     
University of San Francisco Annex, 101 Howard Street, Room 154 . If you have trouble finding the                
place, please  call or text Swagata Sen at (000)-000-000.   Here is the flow of the session: 
 
9:00 am - 9:30 am   Soft Arrival, Registration, & Light Breakfast (provided) 
9:30 am - 10:00 am   Welcome & Check-In 
10:00 am - 11:00 am   Panel Discussion 
11:00 am - 11:10 am   Break 
11:10 am - 1:00 pm   World Café 
1:00 am - 2:00 pm   Lunch (provided) 
 
As you know, the theme of the session is  "The Big Picture: Developing a New Global Mindset to                  
Address SDGs" . You are welcome to review the  attached file with reading materials and reflection topics                
to get some background on what our participants will be deliberating before coming to the session. 
 
Also, please see the attached Panel Concept that includes the objectives, expected contributions of each               
panelist, and panel questions. 
 
Thank you so much for your willingness to share your expertise with our young professionals! Your                
contributions are most highly appreciated! 
 
Warmly, 
 
Fyodor Ovchinnikov 
On Behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXV. Session 2 Reminder with Logistics 
 
Dear participants of the Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series, 
 
We are looking forward to seeing you  this coming Saturday  <Date & Venue>  (the same room as last                  
time) . If you have trouble finding the place, please  call or text  <Host Name 1>  at  <Phone Number> . 
 
Light breakfast and lunch will be provided.  If you have any dietary restrictions, please notify  <Host                
Name 1>  at  <Host Email 1>  by 12:00 pm this coming Wednesday.  
 
The theme of our first session is  The Big Picture: Developing a New Global Mindset to Address                 
SDGs . Here is the day flow of the session: 
 
9:00 am - 9:30 am   Soft Arrival, Registration, & Light Breakfast 
9:30 am - 9:40 am   Opening Remarks 
9:40 am - 11:00 am   Panel Discussion 
11:00 am - 11:10 am   Break 
11:10 am - 1:00 pm   World Café 
1:00 am - 2:00 pm   Lunch 
 
During the panel discussion, you will have an opportunity to learn from the following panelists: 

● Moderation:   <Moderator Name>  -  <Moderator Title> 
● <Perspective 1>:   <Panelist Name 1>  -  <Panelist Title 1> 
● <Perspective 2>:   <Panelist Name 2>  -  <Panelist Title 2> 
● <Perspective 3>:   <Panelist Name 3>  -  <Paneist Title 3> 

Important:  please make sure to add your  completed Assignment 1 to the Google Doc  <Link to                
Assignment 1 Google Doc>   before the upcoming session! 
 
If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. See you on Saturday! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXVI. Sample Session 2 World Cafe Handout 
 

Session 2: Developing a Global Mindset 
March 16, 2019 

 
WORLD CAFÉ FLOW & GUIDELINES 

 
Context Setting 

 
Pay attention to facilitator’s instructions 

 
Round 1 

 
Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 

What insights from the panel resonated with you the most? What can your group add to these 
insights based on your experiences and self-study? 

 
Rotation 

 
After the first round move to a different table  

(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 
 

Round 2 
 

Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 
Based on the insights you discussed, how people’s worldviews need to evolve if we want to 

achieve the SDGs on a global scale? 
 

Rotation 
 

After the second round move to a different table  
(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 

 
Round 3 

 
Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 

What can you do to to evolve your own worldview in alignment with the insights from the previous 
round and facilitate the evolution of worldviews of key stakeholders? 

 
Harvest 

 
All Table Hosts summarize the conversations they had at their tables and report them to the larger group. 

Participants add to the harvest if something important is missing. 
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XXVII. Session 2 Follow Up with Assignment 2 
 
Dear participants, panelists, and hosts, 
 
It was such a great pleasure to be with you at the second session of the YPSDG program today!                   
Congratulations and deep appreciation to  <Moderator Name> for moderating the panel so skillfully and              
creating a space for an honest, insightful, and inspiring conversation!  <Panelist Name 1> ,  <Panelist              
Name 2> , and  <Panelist Name 3> : thank you so much for taking the time to come and share your                   
amazing experiences and wisdom! Thank you,  <Host Name 1> ,  <Host Name 2> ,  <Host-In-Training Name              
1> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 2> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 3> ,  <Host-In-Training Name 4> for co-hosting            
and thank you to those of you who attended the session and co-created the World Cafe experience! 
 
I'm attaching some photos from the session. Also, here is the contact information: 
 
Contact Information 
 
Moderator & Panelists: 

● <Moderator Name>  -  <Moderator Email> 
● <Panelist Name 1>  -  <Panelist Email 1> 
● <Panelist Name 2>  -  <Panelist Email 2> 
● <Panelist Name 3>  -  <Panelist Email 3> 

Here are participant’s contacts for the panelists: 
 

Name Email 
Participant 1 Participant email 1 
Participant 2 Participant email 2 
Participant 3 Participant email 3 
(...) (...) 
 
Below is some important information for the participants: 
 
Attendance & Assignments Log 
 
If you are a participant,  please make sure that the  records regarding your attendance and               
assignment completion  <Link to Attendance & Assignments Log>  are correct. If you see a mistake,               
please email me directly.  
 
<Ad Hoc Reminders & Announcements; Example:  “ According to our records,  <Participant Name 7> ,             
<Participant Name 9> , and  <Participant Name 13> have missed today's session and won't be able to get                 
certificates with this cohort, but they would be welcome to join the next cohort unless the program is                  
canceled and if they meet the updated registration requirements. Their registration fees will be counted               
towards their registration if they decide to join the next cohort. They will not receive communication                
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regarding mentoring but they would still be welcome to attend the next session if they want.  <Participant                 
Name 11> : I don't see your first assignment which is required for you to be eligible for the certificate. If                    
you plan to complete the program, please  add your report to the Google Doc  <Link to Assignment 1                  
Google Doc>  ASAP ”> . 
 
Assignment 2 
 
Please  check this Google Doc   <Link to Assignment 2 Google Doc>  for your next set of assignments.  
 
Hosts-In-Training 
 

● We are entering the final stage of mentor search. If you still haven’t confirmed mentors for all 5                  
participants you curate, it’s time to think hard about what you can do to speed up the process.                  
Don’t be shy to approach your fellow hosts for advice and support. 

● Here is the transcript of table host reports  <Link to Sonix Transcript>  from the session               
generated by Sonix AI. Please compare it to the audio recording and make sure that everything is                 
correct. Once you have a verified transcript, you can start working on the collective narrative.               
Please send me your versions by the following Monday.  

○ If you come up with the best version, I will help you polish it and publish it as the official                    
version under your name. If you version is good but is not selected for publication, you                
will have to work on Session 3 collective narrative later. If your version does not meet the                 
standards of the Collective Narrative Methodology, I will give you constructive feedback            
and ask you to work on another iteration.  

○ Your must produce at least one collective narrative that meets the standards if you want               
to complete your facilitation training.  

○ After I receive your versions of the Session 2 Collective Narrative, I will pair each of you                 
up with a partner and schedule a feedback call with you and your partner. 

● Now it’s time to schedule the World Cafe Design Webinar and Session 3 Design Call. Please fill                 
out this  <Link to Doodle Poll 1> and this  <Link to Doodle Poll 2>  Doodle polls to schedule the                   
calls. 

● Finally, if you have volunteered to organize the Session 3 panel, please send your draft to  <Host                 
2 Name> You can refer to the  Program Toolkit  <Link to Toolkit> to see an example of Session 3                   
panel concept design. 

 
Contributing to the Collective Narrative 
 
As a reminder, if you feel that something important is missing from the table host reports, you can submit                   
a written contribution to the collective narrative by midnight. 
 
I would like to thank you all once again, and if you have any questions or comments, please let me know! 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXVIII. Assignment 2 with Sample Responses 
 

Assignments to be completed before Session 3 or earlier 

1. Before Next Wednesday (optional): If you have any specific comments or suggestions            
(general or specific) regarding the next panel on What Skills to Have and Where to Get                
Them, you are welcome to share your suggestions below.  We cannot guarantee that all              
suggestions will be adopted, but we promise that we will consider everything you add before the                
deadline.  

2. Before Session 3: Reflect on which skills are critical for achieving your career aspirations              
(in terms of both professional success and real contribution towards the SDGs). Write a              
brief summary on which of these skills you already have at the level you are satisfied with                 
and which skills you still need to acquire or improve. For the skills you need to acquire or                  
improve, think about potential ways to do it, and share your thoughts below. We encourage               
you to keep the peer learning and peer support within your cohort active: meet or schedule calls                 
with others to discuss this assignment, inspire each other, share ideas and resources! 

3. Before Session 3: Meet or have a call with your mentor at least once for at least an hour.                   
Please provide relevant background information to help your mentor prepare. Build some shared             
context by discussing each other’s background, share what you are learning and experiencing on              
your journey towards aligning your career with UN SDGs and listen to any feedback or advice                
your mentor might want to share. Time spent on preparing materials for your mentor counts as                
assignment time.  After you talk with your mentor, please write a brief report on how the                
conversation went.  This report will help us track your progress and evaluate the mentor. 

4. Optional: Besides the official mentor introduced to you by a member of our hosting team,  try to                 
find other mentors to get advice from. You can talk with additional mentors introduced to you                
by a member of our hosting team (we encourage potential mentors who cannot attend Session 4                
to still mentor you, though unofficially) or you can find additional mentors on your own. If you feel                  
like you need to use official outreach from a program co-host, ask your interviewer (the one who                 
is matching you with an official program mentor) to send a mentoring request on your behalf.  

Paste your responses below under your name.  

Participant 1 

“Skills and/ or panelists with experience in developing and implementing strategies for change in support               
of the SDGs would be helpful. Also learning where such individuals have been successful and more                
importantly experienced challenges in overcoming obstacles in this space. Skills in influencing leadership             
are always useful to further develop and master. 
 
Skills I feel I need to continue to develop include design thinking, storytelling, networking, problem solving                
and global development strategy & social innovation, leadership & courage. 
 
I had the opportunity to meet with my mentor, Dr. Marco Tavanti. We met for about 1.5 hours at Dr.                    
Tavanti’s office. My conversation with Dr. Tavanti went well. I really enjoyed the stories he shared about                 
himself and his colleagues that had done international work around health care. He provided me with                
great insight and ideas on endless possibilities to where I could transition my current work, which I am                  
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very excited about as some things I had not considered. A few things he mentioned that really resonated                  
with me were about betting on who I am (know who I am) and be visionary (have vision); think about how                     
I could become a convener vs. an implementer; thinking entrepreneurially; think big. Dr. Tavanti also gave                
me a book to read on leadership titled, The Servant, which I look forward to reading.”   
 
Participant 2 
 
“Recently, I have been looking at expanding my research and analysis skills in evaluation and               
measurement. This is something I am actively looking at from a human rights perspective (developing               
tools for measurement and scalability).  In working towards my career aspirations, I recognize that I have                
adequate skills in the creative and problem solving aspects of my professional work (visual/multimedia              
design and communications informed by academic research and human rights frameworks), but I am very               
specific need of acquiring is a different business model and management skills.  
 
My master’s program helped me refine many of the skills that I felt I needed to work on after college, but                     
these skills have all been focused on the conceptual/theoretical work itself; not the business or               
administrative side. I chronically undervalue my work and time, which has made it difficult to move                
forward (but since I am often working with folks that are working on tight budgets, I have found ways to                    
make it work for them, especially when I feel their work is important). However, this has made things very                   
difficult for me in terms of personal sustainability. I believe that need to develop skills in thinking differently                  
when it comes to business models, while still applying critical and creative thinking for the problems I am                  
trying to solve. I think I also need to continue to grow my network outside of the academic and nonprofit                    
world to find a way to work towards a model that is financially sustainable.  
 
Skills I have: 

● Multimedia design (web, graphic, print, etc…)  
● Human rights education focused on social transformation; social norms and media literacy 
● Writing and qualitative research  
● Communications/marketing  

Skills I need:  
● Better business models  
● Effective and efficient networking  
● Grant writing  
● Nonprofit management  
● Knowledge of the market value of the different types of work that I do 

 
At present, my plan for acquiring and improving the aforementioned skills starts with looking at asking for                 
advice from people with mastery in these areas, reading, possibly looking to a second master’s degree,                
and or looking for partners to work with that can help build a different business model (LLC or partnership,                   
as opposed to my current sole proprietor status).  
 
I have exchanged several emails with my mentor. We met in person once and it was an excellent                  
experience. We talked for a long time (more than an hour) and discussed each others background. It was                  
super helpful and I felt that we connected and had a lot of things in common, starting with the fact that                     
neither of us were born in the US. She gave me advice and suggestions on programs I could look into in                     
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San Francisco in order to continue studying and preparing in human rights. Also, she suggested several                
NGOs where she considers I could be a good fit. She told me she was going to connect me with some                     
people she knew so I could have a chance to talk to them directly and explore the possibility of working                    
with them.” 
 
Participant 3  
 
“Some of the skills I feel are critical for achieving my career aspirations in terms of professional success                  
are interpersonal skills (and capability to communicate with a wide range of people), writing skills,               
problem solving skills, ability to work well under pressure, ability to prioritize responsibilities and delegate               
when necessary, and language skills. Some of the skills I feel are critical for being able to make a real                    
contribution towards the SDGs are academic training, passion and commitment to the cause, being              
proactive and action oriented, cross-cultural sensitivity, and the patience and willingness to adopt a long               
term perspective.  
 
I am satisfied with my interpersonal skills since I’m used to working in direct client service, I have the                   
ability to communicate effectively with people from a variety of cultures and walks of life. I also feel good                   
about my problem solving skills, cross-cultural communication skills, and my ability to be proactive and               
action oriented. Some of the skills I would like to improve on are my ability to prioritize responsibilities and                   
delegate when necessary (I tend to want to get it all done by myself which can lead to unnecessary                   
pressure and sometimes tasks not getting completed as quickly as they could have if I’d asked for help),                  
my writing skills, and improve my ability to communicate in languages other than English. Some ideas for                 
improving current skills and acquiring new skills are formal academic studies (master’s degree), doing              
volunteer work that gives me the opportunity to take on tasks that I have less experience with through my                   
work experiences, and become better at speaking in group settings through practicing with peers (maybe               
a Toastmasters group). 
 
I met my mentor, Lina Constantinovici, on April 4 when I observed her teaching an MBA class within a                   
sustainability focused program at Presidio Graduate School. We got to talk one on one only briefly, but the                  
experience of being in her classroom showed me her passion for the field and dedication to helping                 
others find their calling in the sustainability realm. She invited me to attend the school’s Sustainable                
Solutions Showcase that evening where I was able to learn about the innovative projects of the                
graduating MBA and MPA students during their capstone presentations and have valuable discussions             
with many sustainability focused individuals. I’m looking forward to meeting with her again before the last                
session of the program!” 
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XXIX. Sample Session 3 Panel Concept 
 
Audience: Around 20 participants from the Spring 2019 Young Professionals for Sustainable Development             
Cohort. This is a group of Young Professionals who seek to align their careers with the U.N.’s sustainable                  
development goals. The group has applied and been selected to participate in the four month course                
hosted by the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter and the University of San                 
Francisco. 
 
Location:  Veterans Building Room 221 | San Francisco, CA 
 
Title: Skillbuilding for Young Professionals: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them 
Moderator: Benjamin Hall | Form, Humanitarian Design For Millions More 
Speakers: Andy Raskin, Strategic Messaging & Positioning 

Ashley Speyer, Senior Associate at Acumen 
Diane Dodge, Executive Director at Tiba Foundation 
 

Purpose: To help the group of young professionals establish what skills they need to be building in order                  
to transition into a career that aligns with the SDG’s and what skills are needed to be impactful in their                    
careers.  
 
Description & Format: Open with brief introductions and remarks from moderator, followed by remarks              
from panelist on their background. Moderator will ask questions of panelists about their careers,              
experiences, and thoughts on how to be effective in working towards achieving sustainable development              
goals. Moderator will ask and field questions from the audience.  
 
Motivation: Audience learns about what has made the panelists successful in their careers, what the               
panelists believe to be useful skills, and what the panelists foresee as upcoming challenges and the skills                 
needed to implement solutions to these challenges.  
 
Questions: The following are suggestions for questions, please feel free to tailor to your experiences,               
skills and core topics. If you would like to be cued on a specific topic or experience, please let the                    
moderator know in advance.  
 
Intro: 
Benjamin Hall: Introduction to panelist and brief summary of their background. 
 
Background:  

1) Let’s start with your background, and the journey you took to get to where you are: 
○ Andy: You trace your work helping CEOs tell the story of their companies back to a                

company you founded. How did all that start? 
○ Ashley: You’ve founded two non profits, and held notable internships with Refugees            

International and the International Law Institute. How did you shape the path you took,              
and furthermore, how did it shape you? 
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○ Diane: You began as a high school teacher, and eventually switched to nonprofit work              
that was student centric. How did being a high school teacher prepare you for your work                
with the student centric nonprofits? 

2) During your journey, what were some of the skills that came naturally to you that you were able to                   
utilize to set yourself apart? 

○ Andy: You're now seen as the go-to person in Silicon Valley for CEOs who want to hone                 
their strategic story. What skills did you pick up along the way that led you to success in                  
your current work? 

○ Ashley: You started at Acumen as an Innovation Associate working under the Chief             
Innovation Officer in 2014 and were tasked with innovating ways to measure the impact              
of Acumen’s work. What were the skills that made you desirable for this position, and               
what were the skills that led to your initial success at Acumen? 

○ Diane: What were the skills you found to be transferable between teaching high school              
and successfully leading a nonprofit?  

3) During your journey, what were some of the skills you had to develop, and how did you go about                   
doing so? 

○ Andy: In your work with CEOs around strategic narrative, what have been the skills you               
realized you needed to build and how did you go about doing so? 

○ Ashley: Following your initial success at Acumen, you took on a new role and position for                
Acumen in Nairobi. What skills did you need to develop for this new role, and what how                 
did you develop them? 

○ Diane: In switching careers, what skills did you find you needed to develop in order to                
grow and be successful as a nonprofit executive?  

 
Current Career: 

1) In your current career, what technical and soft skills are you utilizing daily to successfully do your                 
job and what skills are you working to develop? 

○ Andy: You are developing the skill of strategic storytelling for executives. Why is this the               
skill you’ve chosen to develop in others, and in doing so, what skills have you had to                 
develop to be successful at it? 

○ Ashley: Following your 2 years in Nairobi you moved to San Francisco to take on your                
current role as Senior Associate at Acumen. In this new role you are leading the               
establishment of Lean Data standalone company. What does innovation look like in this             
role, and what new skills have you had to develop? 

○ Diane: You recently made another career change from being the executive director of a              
student centric nonprofit to now being the new executive director of the Tiba Foundation,              
a nonprofit that is providing access to quality healthcare in Kenya. How have you had to                
employ your strategic visioning and implementation skills in this position compared to            
your previous positions? 

2) What Resources have you utilized, or are currently utilizing, to develop these skills?  
 
In Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals:  

1) In closing, we’d like to discuss the future re: the skills young professionals need in order to                 
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals and how we go about obtaining a level of confidence               
in these skills? 
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2) What skills do you believe will be critical in achieving the sustainable development goals? 
○ Andy: What examples do you have of social impact businesses or institutions            

successfully harnessing the power of storytelling to advance their mission and at what             
level and at what juncture do you anticipate this skill to be the most critical? 

○ Ashley: As we work to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals we will inevitably be              
faced with either reoccuring or new and complex problems that require innovative            
solutions. What skills do we need to equip ourselves with to develop these solutions?  

○ Diane: Being equipped with bold and innovative solutions is great but meaningless            
unless we are able to implement them. What complementary skills should we seek to              
gain in order to be strategic in implementing these solutions? 

3) As a young professional, it can be daunting to learn new skills and gain new experiences while                 
we are still working our way up in our current careers. What would you recommend to young                 
professionals who are eager to develop skills outside of what their current job demands?  

○ Andy: How does a young professional practice the art of storytelling, and how would they               
measure their effectiveness? 

○ Ashley: Similar question, how does a young professional gain the skills and experiences             
to effectively innovate? 

○ Diane: Again similar question, how does a young professional gain the skills and             
experiences needed to become a strategic visionary and to strategically implement bold            
and innovative solutions? 
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XXX. Session 3 Panelist Outreach  
 
Dear  <Potential Panelist> , 
  
On behalf of  <Convening Organization + Website Link> I am requesting the honor of your participation in                 
a panel discussion on  Skillbuilding for Young Professionals to Align their Careers with UN              
Sustainable Development Goals: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them moderated by              
<Moderator Name + LinkedIn Profile Link> ,  <Moderator Background; Example:  “ a renowned sustainability            
scholar and former advisor to the United Nations ” > .  
  
The panel will take place  <Venue, Date, and Time> as part of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable                 
Development Seminar Series  <Link to Program Description> . All panelists would be welcome to stay for               
a 2-hour World Cafe and a catered lunch after the panel discussion. 
  
As a panelist, you would have an opportunity to use your distinguished expertise and experience to                
impact the lives of twenty talented young professionals eager to support UN SDGs. Our young               
professionals would particularly appreciate your  <Relevant Background; Example:  “ insight into the           
systemic nature of the SDGs and the "Systems View of Life" mindset required for the UN Agenda 2030 ” > .  
  
It would be an honor and a privilege to have you join us. If you are available or have any questions,                     
please contact me directly by responding to this email. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
<Host-In-Training Name> 
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XXXI. Sample Session 3 Communication to Panelists 
 
Good Afternoon, 
 
First, thank you for agreeing to participate in this panel discussion. Between the three of you, you cover a                   
diverse range of skills and experiences. Despite this being a Saturday morning event, I trust you'll find the                  
audience to be very engaged and interested in what you have to say. As it stands, the panel consists of: 

● Communication Skills:   Andy Raskin  - Strategic Messaging & Positioning at Venture-Backed 
Technology Companies 

● Innovative Thinking Skills:   Ashley Speyer  - Senior Associate, Acumen 
● Strategic Visioning and Implementation Skills:   Diane Dodge  - Executive Director, Tiba 

Foundation 

Attached you will find an outline of the panel discussion. As a starting point I have come up with questions                    
based on everyone's LinkedIn profile, but I am happy to make changes where needed. After reviewing                
this document, it is likely you will have some additional questions or prompts you would like to be given.                   
Please let me know what they are, and I will format them into the outline and redistribute.  
 
If you are available, I would like to schedule a call with each of you to go over the format and to answer                       
any questions you might have. My schedule between now and the event is flexible, so please let me know                   
a few times that work for you the number to best contact you.  
 
Between now and the event, it would be great if I could get each of you to provide me with a short 4-8                       
sentence bio. This will be read aloud before we begin the discussion, and it will also be distributed to                   
everyone in attendance as a follow-up to the event.  
 
The event is being held  Saturday, April 13th at the War Memorial Veterans Building, 401 Van Ness                 
Avenue, Room 221.  You are welcome to come at any point between  9:00 am and the formal start of the                    
seminar at 9:30 am. Morning coffee and lunch is being provided. If needed, parking expenses will be                 
reimbursed. On Saturday, if you have any issues finding the venue, I encourage you to call me at the                   
number below.  
 
In Conclusion:  

1. Please review the document, and let me know of any changes or additional questions you               
would like to be asked  

2. Let me know if and when you are available for a quick phone call 
3. Provide me with a short bio to be read aloud and distributed to attendees.  

Thank you again to each of you, and I am very excited to have you participate in this event.  
 
Kind Regards,  
 
Benjamin Hall 
Hosting Team Member, Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series  
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XXXII. Session 2 Collective Narrative Feedback Call Scheduling 
 
Dear  <Host-In-Training Name 1>  and  <Host-In-Training Name 2> , 
 
Let’s schedule a Zoom call to discuss your versions of the collective narrative that I’m attaching to this                  
email. Please review each other’s work before the call! 
 
During the call each of you will have up to 30 min to share reflections and questions that came to you as                      
you were working on the collective narrative and to get feedback from each other and from myself. 
 
Please give suggest a couple of time slots in the coming few days. 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Host Name 1> 
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XXXIII. Sample Session 2 Collective Narrative 
 

Sample 1 (Spring 2019)  
Developing a New Global Mindset to Address United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:  

A Collective Narrative 
  

Produced by Jazzmin Gota 
  

On March 16, 2019, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on Developing a                 
New Global Mindset to Address United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as part of the               
Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations             
Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San Francisco School of                 
Management's Master of Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 

At the beginning of the session  Dr. Marco Tavanti , Director of the USF-SOM-PNA-MNA moderated a               
panel discussion with three panelists:  Mary Elizabeth Steiner , President of the UNA SF,  Michael              
Hartmann , Former Chief, Rule of Law at UNAMA - United Nations Assistance Mission to Afghanistan, and                
Manuel Manga , Co-Founder & Managing Partner of the Institute for Evolutionary Leadership. 

After the panel discussion, the participants engaged in small group conversations to build on insights               
shared by the panelists, collectively identified the patterns from the discussion and ways they and all                
individuals can contribute to evolving mindsets of stakeholders across the world to effectively address the               
SDGs. 

Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative Methodology            
and turned into a collective narrative by Jazzmin Gota with support from Fyodor Ovchinnikov. The               
integrity of the ideas was preserved in the best way possible given the quality of the recording. 

In addition to the people mentioned above, Ambica Selvaraj, Benjamin Hall, David Liptsyn, Jennifer              
Monnet, Lindsey Wood, Nicole Sanders, Trevor J. Yan, Anson Sando, Eleonora Nazander, Emily Miller,              
Shavonne Charity, Lysondra Ludwig, Nuria Serina, Greg Justice, Mao Moua, Mary Ann Dawkins, and              
Stefania Guadalupe participated in the small group discussions and therefore contributed to this collective              
narrative with their reflections. 

Collective Narrative 

We had three rounds of discussions on the theme of developing new global mindsets to address                
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We felt that the panelists were very honest and we appreciated               
their honesty. We talked about the need for mindsets to evolve, the aspects of partnerships (and not just                  
between but within different types of sectors and organizations), and the need to incorporate more               
collaboration and integration and unsilo these different SDGs to find a more cohesive approach. We               
discussed the need to restructure our way of thinking to include more perspectives because that would                
enhance the way in which we are collaborating and integrating different stages. We are our future                
ancestors, so we are the consumer, the producer, the investors of money, and witnesses of social                
injustice. 
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The Need for Evolving Mindsets for the Present & Future  
 
We talked about some of the insights that we took away from the readings and panel. The first idea that                    
came out was the need to re-evaluate the economic system and not only focus on growth, or at least                   
traditional measurements of growth. 
 
We talked about systems thinking and how we would like to get more resources and readings around how                  
this could be put into practicum. We discussed how to evolve our mental models from older models of                  
business and profit, thinking from past centuries in regards to putting profit over everything else.  
 
Architects, for example, give themselves the freedom to think and design social aspects, but in other                
social aspects of problem solving we do not do that. So we need to have more permission to think outside                    
of the box.  
 
As leaders changing our everyday decisions and seeing how this has a direct impact on those around us,                  
we need a paradigm shift to start looking at things systematically. We need to change the mindset of                  
people who think they are in the center of the universe and do not see how they affect others. We need to                      
read things the way that we look at relationships beyond business and embrace the idea of being a world                   
citizen. We can be victims, but we must put forward different mindsets and equal different views.  
 
We talked about the fiscal systems involved and how helping the current capitalist system we are actually                 
contributing to the unsustainable practices and working against the SDGs. Our big focus was on how we                 
can change those deterrents to positive things instead, how we can adopt that mindset. We figured out                 
that there are two ways: economic and educational.  
 
The economic way serves as a short term solution with carrots and sticks (taxes, incentives and so forth)                  
to motivate people's behavior. The educational way works in the long term. This way is about raising up                  
with the perspective of why the SDGs matter and how they are going to help. There are some people that                    
were more for incentives and others that were more for deterrence by using both the carrot and the stick                   
to help people evolve their mindsets.  
 
We also discussed how to evolve our worldview and facilitate the evolution of all worldviews. It might be                  
difficult for mindsets to evolve because some populations might isolate it and not see a bigger need to                  
think about the big picture. And so we were really trying to discuss how to reach people when they are                    
really entrenched in their own communities and that is definitely a challenge moving forward. 
 
A Sustainable, Global, Interconnected Mindset 
 
We talked about human security and thinking about how we can make sustainable changes and               
addressing human security through interconnected systems and the mindset of thinking in terms of a               
larger society. One of the examples that we talked about was how climate change might not affect one                  
person specifically in one region, but it will affect their neighbors and the impacts that it has on their                   
neighbors will then have an impact on that person, even if their country is not sinking into the sea. We                    
need to learn how to care about things that we cannot see and that do not seem like they directly impact                     
us, because we are all connected.  
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We need to be intentionally more inclusive in thinking about stakeholders, who we view as stakeholders -                 
we need to broaden those terms. Humans are so homocentric. We draw a diagram on the table cloth with                   
one small circle representing how each of us believes in their food, their family, etc., and we need to                   
consider more of a biosphere and the fact that our circles widen and there are other systems that we have                    
to consider as well; future generations for example. 
 
We have to think beyond our tribal mindset of profit-oriented business as usual and to be inclusive of how                   
it affects everything in the biosphere. We are so much in the here and now and we need to think beyond                     
that - for example, about how tech has correlated with poverty and homelessness right here in San                 
Francisco. 
 
We also talked about the establishment of partnerships. Even though each of us is focused individually on                 
what it is each of us can bring, bringing that together is something that is much more powerful. We need                    
to understand cultural exchange: there are other cultures out there that we need to become educated                
about and it is an educational opportunity. It is also about understanding that one viewpoint is not the                  
viewpoint everyone shares. 
 
Business & Society: Leveraging Social Expectations & Working Together  
 
We talked a lot about businesses and how to give incentives to businesses to change the way that they                   
conduct themselves, related to the SDGs specifically around marketing for education. A couple of              
examples were given. One example was around coffee and Fairtrade coffee and when one can get the                 
consumer base to make certain demands or have certain expectations that prompts companies make              
those changes. Another example was dolphin safe tuna.  
 
So we can, as consumers, start to change the way that we consume and what we expect out of these                    
companies and that can make really large scale changes. Related to that is the idea of enforcement along                  
with deterrents, structure, policy, and accountability and how all those things can be tied to smaller                
changes. In the dynamics of building treaties and conventions and how those things are also related to                 
that enforcement structure, policy/accountability format that are very similar to countries and their             
businesses. We talked a lot about civil society and what we can do from a grassroots perspective. 
 
We talked generally about affecting social norms and methods of doing that such as mobilizing people to                 
speak up for change. An example we were talking about was domestic violence awareness from the                
1980s to the present really has become an issue that we discuss and it is being addressed now, where it                    
was more invisible before. There was a long-term discussion about using awareness and education - from                
very early education - to build grassroots from local to global: from the individual to the community to                  
regional to global. But from very early education, that was more of a long term discussion.  
 
We also talked about bridging the gap between corporate responsibility rhetoric and sustainable goals,              
and how those things can be looked at from the example of Coca-Cola; who goes around and takes water                   
from different regions and from countries and communities, but they also do a lot of good things through                  
their corporate responsibility campaigns. So there are some things that do not match up there and we                 
were just discussing what that might look like to bridge that particular gap. 
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There was the idea of changing the rhetoric around how to get folks to evolve their mental models, such                   
as phrasing the idea to a fossil fuel company that if you continue to use fossil fuels you will eventually run                     
out of it. So it would be smart to invest in renewables now so you can be sustainable, profit-wise, in the                     
future.  
 
We need to create a demand as well: it is one thing to provide all of this information but you have to also                       
make people want to consume it as well. We specifically discussed the advantage of integrating into                
popular culture so we can meet people where they are at and the idea of using media or popular culture                    
to convey the type of worldview that we are trying. 
 
We talked about the need for strong institutions to really guide the framework and the values that are                  
going to enable us to work towards this agenda. As we discussed values, specifically some values that                 
we think are compatible with implementing a sustainable development agenda, credibility and            
accountability were the two that came out.  
 
Overall, when we discussed enablers versus deterrents, we concluded that nothing is inherently one or               
the other. It is just a matter of keeping the enablers on course for staying as enablers and trying to also                     
shift deterrents to become enablers. 
 
Learning by Listening to Our Communities  
 
We talked about things we can do individually to develop our own worldview such as building cultural                 
competency by traveling or just being exposed to different communities and understanding those more              
from their own perspective and thinking more about the different countries and what changes they need to                 
make. For example, we were thinking about the difference of the United States versus India and reducing                 
certain outputs and a third from the United States may have a greater impact than for India doing it.                   
Thinking through those issues will change your worldview and how these samples on the goals should be                 
implemented. 
 
Cultural competency is important, but cultural expertise is very important as well. In San Francisco, the                
city benefits fully from diversity here, and collaborating with those of lived experience and those who do                 
not have a seat at the table but should be involved is also very important. We discussed drawing cultural                   
information and ideas from places like San Francisco where it is extremely diverse and there are people                 
from all over the world. We thought about how to tap some of those ideas to look at solutions for                    
somewhere like San Francisco.  
 
Different Types of Wisdoms & Ideas in Practice  
 
We have to think about economic systems and how we define success that is not based on the Gross                   
Domestic Product indicator (GDP). GDP does not determine expertise and does not determine the              
success of the goals. There are many indigenous tribes that have been here for centuries and they do not                   
have the cancers or other problems we have. They seem to be doing just fine. There are indigenous                  
tribes and other ways of thinking that truly are probably better than coming out of developed economies.                 
When we understand all that we can look for the mutual benefits between this. 
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We spoke about worldviews and how those need to change. The most important thing that we spoke                 
about was the idea of humility, of taking on a global view and getting rid of that idea of American                    
exceptionalism to open up people to having different types of solutions. It is impossible for all countries to                  
achieve the same levels of prosperity as the countries that are developed under the current conditions                
because we are restricting how developed countries are going to develop. We need to figure out new                 
ways of doing that. One insight was that it might be worth doing a survey of the countries that are                    
currently meeting or have shown significant progress in certain Sustainable Development Goals. Looking             
at what people are doing and comparing it at this point in time to see what can be adopted in other                     
places. This is based on more inclusivity that will also bring more credibility to the work that we are doing. 
 
We also talked about Costa Rica giving up their military budget to work on fixing the environment and how                   
that really seems to be working for them. They needed their military but they have a really good                  
environment to live in and how that might be a way to that might be a model that would be useful to other                       
countries. 
 
The Honest Realities of Addressing the SDGs  
 
Hearing that the SDGs are not going to be 100 percent achievable by 2030 and that it is an aspiration set                     
a more positive tone and made it more realistic. We were able to see that all 17 goals were all connected                     
and understand how they are broken down into five sub-categories.  
 
Understanding that leaders are very necessary, we need to find which SDGs resonate with us, what we                 
can contribute and how we can make achievements towards those specific SDGs. Exploring the              
difference between the Millennium Development Goals and the Sustainable Development Goals, we felt             
that the Millennium Development Goals were able to identify and bring attention to some issues but they                 
were not realistic. The Sustainable Development Goals are able to make more moves and movements               
towards actual goals being accomplished and it is possible to grow and sustain towards those goals.                
While many people are focused on what can help “me and my case in my cause and my group right now,”                     
instead of focusing on what can be done globally, the SDGs make it more accessible and inclusive for                  
neighbors to plug into.  
 
Trying to use people even if they are individual citizens might have a lot of power. For example,                  
billionaires that are rubbing shoulders with people in high profile types of settings. We need more                
information to add more knowledge to be accessible to the masses. For example, a lot of the free online                   
learning platforms came up using that type of model to provide more information and reach more people. 
 
We discussed not approaching all the goals at once and understanding that we really cannot accomplish                
all them individually at once. There is a value between everyone's education, so even if we are not in the                    
International Relations, Political Economy, or whatever, we still do bring an experience and an education               
to the table. Whether it is one or two goals at the same time, through accomplishing those we become                   
more organized and educated: we start to understand targets and how these goals complement another               
goal, and from that we can start to see a spread going on. 
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Local to Global: Making a Difference from Where We Are 
 
Something that resonated with some of the members from the 2018 Panel was that we do not have to be                    
in the International Relations to be involved with global matters and we do not have to go anywhere to                   
start and make a difference right now in our very own community.  
 
We should not feel ashamed if we cannot act globally. Acting locally instead is just as honorable. For                  
example, a quality education is a big issue in the US. The third goal starts off with universal health care,                    
and we are obviously the only industrialized nation lacking universal health care, so right there there is                 
great momentum for helping out.  
 
If we do want to reach out while working locally what is the best way or what is the simplest way to                      
understanding how to focus on the global aspect? A lot of us are familiar with many cities in the US that                     
have sister cities around the world - we looked at those sister cities and what their needs are. 
 
Our readings talked first and foremost about Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia - really the most help                 
with achieving the goals. So maybe if we do have some of those sister cities in that region that is our                     
opportunity to work locally, but also work globally as we do already have that relationship involved with                 
those global nationalities. 
 
Another topic we looked into was the application of international norms at the local level. So through                 
treaties and different things like that we have the ability now to apply those international laws at the local                   
level and so that is something that we should look into doing to see if we can include that framework. The                     
other thing is that we have these international norms that have not been adopted at the federal level; just                   
skipping that federal level and trying to implement them on the city level on having cities and different                  
parties make that their law. 
 
Putting the SDG’s in Motion 
 
We learned how the SDGs come into place. The first thing was accountability fell not for the UN for the                    
individual countries and also for businesses and individuals. The next thing that we thought about were                
incentives and enforcement. We felt that the government business both those and then also awareness of                
the issues. So we talked a little bit about war crimes and clearing applying that to not cheating or not                    
trying to comply with the sustainable development would that things. And we couldn't do that on the                 
individual level but maybe potentially the government or business level would that really like start moving                
the needle. 
 
Framing Goals & Equities  
 
We talked about what we can do individually to develop our own worldview and we think there's two                  
things: One is cultural competency, so traveling or just being exposed to different communities and               
understanding those more from their own perspective. And the other one is, you know, thinking a little bit                  
more about the different countries and what makes sense with respect to what changes they need to                 
make if individual countries. For example we were thinking about the difference of the United States                
versus India and reducing certain outputs and a third from the United States may have a greater impact                  
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than for India doing it. So you know just thinking through those issues will change your worldview and                  
how these samples on the goals should be implemented. 
 
Possible Ideological Difficulties in Achieving SDGs 
 
We were trying to come up with strategies to amplify ideas and notions that were compatible with a                  
sustainable-oriented agenda and we did discuss that, unfortunately, there is limited applicability in fragile              
contexts and every country is going to have its own constraints for the type of strategies that you can use                    
to really amplify those voices by political demonstrations came up. 
 
The last thing that we talked about was that one of the differences with the SDGs and the approach was                    
that it was rights-based, which even in itself is not a perfect framework because there is the idea, for                   
example, that even the very definition of human rights is a very Western perspective. There is also the                  
difference between the rates of humans versus the rates of communities. And so incorporating that as                
well is really important to move forward. At the same time, some of us noted that the UN Universal                   
Declaration of Human Rights was signed by many countries with very different cultures and that labeling                
human rights as a Western concept is very dangerous. Some of the world’s most horrible crimes against                 
humanity were justified by local dictators using that idea that human rights are not universal, so we should                  
be very careful with that. 
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Sample 2 (Fall 2018)  
Developing a New Global Mindset to Address United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:  

A Collective Narrative 
  

Produced by Vedrana Pantic Velickovic 
  

On October 6, 2018, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on Developing a                 
New Global Mindset to Address United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as part of the               
Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations             
Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San Francisco School of                 
Management's Master of Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 
 
At the beginning of the session  Dr. Marco Tavanti , Director of the USF-SOM-PNA-MNA moderated a               
panel discussion with three panelists:  Fyodor Ovchinnikov , Chair, Leadership & Organizational Culture            
Committee of the UNA SF,  Mansi Kakkar , an instructor at SPCS Social Innovation at Stanford University,                
and  Gabriel Risk Martins , UNA SF Board Member & Regional Representative of the UNA-USA National               
Council. 
 
After the panel discussion, the participants engaged in small group conversations to build on insights               
shared by the panelists, collectively identified the patterns from the discussion and ways they and all                
individuals can contribute to developing the right mindset to effectively address the SDGs. 
 
Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative Methodology            
and turned into a collective narrative by Vedrana Pantic Velickovic with support from Swagata Sen,               
Wenyu Xi, Tatiana Vekovishcheva, and Fyodor Ovchinnikov. The integrity of the ideas was preserved in               
the best way possible given the quality of the recording. 
 
Denis Lemeshchenko, Gabriel Risk Martins, Kristen Scott, Kylie Zarmati, Marianna Rivera, Mansi Kakkar,             
Dr. Marco Tavanti, Mokhtar Mohamed, Susanna Faulds, Swagata Sen, Vedrana Pantic Velickovic, Vivek             
Gupta, and Wenyu Xi participated in the small group discussions and therefore contributed to this               
collective narrative with their reflections. 
 

Collective Narrative 
 
Understand the Big Picture 
 
Sometimes projects fail because there is a lack of a global mindset, and that creates negative impact.                 
Some of the things we talked about are ways in which we can evolve our own global mindset. It is very                     
important for all big organizations that are working on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals               
(SDGs) to understand the global scope of all the 17 goals together. 
 
A lot of organizations have a strong focus on one or two SDGs while completely ignoring others that are                   
very much relevant to those. While they are doing that, it creates a negative impact, or they fail to create                    
the optimal impact on what they are looking towards. So, when organizations are aiming to work on one                  
or two goals, it is very important for them to have a global perspective as they do it. 
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For small organizations, especially NGOs, it makes sense to have a strong focus on specific SDGs, but it                  
is very important that their role is mapped in the context of global SDGs, and that they work in                   
collaboration with larger organizations in accordance with the role they have in the larger context. 
 
There are some challenges which small organizations or small non-profits might face as they mostly               
survive on grants and funds. They have to somehow show and portray that they are the ones who are                   
uniquely working and pioneering on that specific field, on specific service, or in that specific area. In order                  
to do that there could be a conflict when they work in parallel with other small NGOs. When they are                    
showing that they are the one who is working in this area for this specific goal, at the same time they need                      
to work hand in hand, or in collaboration and partnership with other small NGOs who are working in that                   
field. 
 
Having proper methodologies in place is important. For organizations it is not only about having plans but                 
also about following a specific methodology. There are a lot of methodologies to choose from, but                
organizations need to decide which one to follow. Maybe they can use certain methodology un a pilot                 
project to find out whether it is working for that particular problem, or that particular population and then to                   
use that particular methodology for a larger project. 
 
Problems should be understood within their context. We must think of priority issues that are happening in                 
the country. For example, peace and security is the priority issue for Yemen. When we are talking with                  
people in that country about climate change, they probably would not understand the urgency of the issue                 
nor would they have the motivation to take action. 
 
Keep Learning & Listening to Local Communities 
 
One topic that stood out to most of us in the panel discussion was the lack of engagement with the local                     
communities. Organizations or corporations often try to help by donating money, but addressing SDGs              
should not always be about that. 
 
We discussed the need for listening to the community, prioritizing the needs and addressing the               
symptoms before they become an issue. This should be done community by community or country by                
country. It is important for institutions and organizations that are advancing the agenda of Sustainable               
Development to have a global outlook but this work also requires strong partnerships and collaborations               
at the ground level. 
 
Talking about the SDGs specifically, going through each one and then talking about place-based problem               
solving, looking at how these specific SDGs can be implemented in San Francisco, within our local                
community, and what we can do about it ourselves would be very impactful. A lot of organizations are                  
taking on SDGs but there is a strong disconnect with the need. Organizations are implementing solutions                
without actually having a strong partnership with the people at the community level or with the community                 
leaders. 
 
When we are trying to tackle some social issues within a local community, it is better that we listen to the                     
voice of the affected community. That is especially true for people who are thinking globally which, as it                  
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was discussed in the panel, is a privilege. Those from the outside who try to bring in a solution should first                     
go into the local communities and find out the problem, because, of course, the people in the community                  
know best about what is needed for them and their communities. If we get to know what is really                   
happening, what the people in the community actually need, we would have different solutions to the                
problems. 
 
This is very important and is lacking at times. Among other examples, our panelists brought up a                 
company called Tom’s Shoes, which provided shoes for kids in El Salvador. For each pair of shoes                 
bought from them, they donate one pair to kids in El Salvador. As much as this helped provide shoes to                    
the kids in the community, they actually created a bigger problem. Those who made shoes in the country                  
or in the community lost jobs, and those who repaired shoes were tending to lose jobs as well. This is the                     
perspective that consider poor people as needy and suggests that we just need to give. What is better is                   
prioritizing the needs of the community by asking them what is it that they need, or in which would be the                     
best way in which we can help. 
 
We should always be open-minded no matter what job we do. Whether we work in a non-profit or in the                    
private sector, we should always be open-minded and aware of the things that are happening in the world                  
and about how we can help. One way of doing that is educating oneself whether it is reading or watching                    
the news. It is important to have different resources: not only read from one source or watch one news                   
channel but be open-minded and have different resources, follow them and stay up to date. 
 
We should build up our knowledge by reading and learning, which means that we should keep learning to                  
know what we do not know. There are a lot of resources available on the Internet. There are websites with                    
daily blogs and articles on human rights issues and SDGs. We spoke mainly about Human Rights Watch                 
-- they have a very good blog and their website is very resourceful -- and the UN live TV as well. 
 
Take Action 
 
Some of us individuals are not very actively involved in addressing SDGs at this point, so we spoke about                   
doing self-research. One action we discussed that can help us do it is that we can try to build the small                     
habits in our daily life, to be mindful of our actions to things, or the people whom we judge before we                     
know enough. 
 
Other small things that we can do in daily life included such examples as minimizing our use of plastics,                   
turning off the light before we leave the room, recycling, avoiding the use of paper plates, and using                  
recyclable, reusable containers for food and coffee, buying fair trade. All these examples are lifestyle               
choices in personal lives that individuals can make to start contributing to the SDGs. 
 
Another thing that we could actually do in our daily lives to make an impact and create change was                   
advocacy. All nonprofits need a lot of advocates, people who want to volunteer for different causes as                 
advocates. We can be advocates for those causes. We can represent different organizations as              
advocates as well. We discussed very small changes but that could have a huge impact. We know it                  
appears to be small but it is actually impossible and quite difficult when we have to do it. 
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This is not only about doing it ourselves, but it is also about impacting and influencing people around us, it                    
is about educating and creating awareness. We think each one of us could have a strong voice in creating                   
relationships with our local congressional representative. One does not need to necessarily be in              
Washington DC, on the Capitol Hill or meet them in person, it can be as simple as sending them an email                     
about something particular that is dear to your heart whether it is related to peace and security, human                  
rights, gender equality, etc. We can even give them a phone call or we can email them. If there is a lack of                       
bill introduced in the Congress and one is in favor, they should make sure to call them, contact them                   
either to support things or stay against things. We think this is very, very important because they do                  
represent us and they do listen to our concerns. 
 
All of us present here must be feeling very strongly about at least a few specific SDGs and should be very                     
active in our own lives, within our community, in our surroundings and in our own group of people about                   
those causes. We all here are very passionate and want to do good. Whether starting from a corporation                  
or an individual, taking action on a daily basis can help address issues or prevent them from happening.                  
By training our “muscles” in our daily life, we would be ready and open when we are in a position where                     
we have more resources and power to implement the solution. And also voting: voting is very important. If                  
we want to make a change we should go and vote. We cannot just sit here and complain about the things                     
that are not happening -- we should act on it. 
 
Tell Stories, Shape the Narrative 
 
Communicating our values to the world or to our communities is very big. In the organizations where we                  
work, we can just see if those organizations want to implement changes in service to the SDGs. We may                   
also check if people around us are ready to take those changes into their lives as well. We can have                    
conversations with our co-workers, our friends -- spreading the word. That is also a way of learning from                  
others. We need to be willing and open to ask questions because sometimes all of us tend to have                   
judgments before we really know what is happening, and that prevents us from digging deeper into the                 
problem. 
 
We can share our learnings and takeaways from this kind of seminars or cohort learnings on social                 
media. Meanwhile, we should be aware of how we convey the message to our audience. We also                 
discussed writing our own blogs, sharing our ideas within our own circle and about trying to impact and                  
influence people in our own circles as much as possible. 
 
We also spoke about how important it is for us to involve our organizations when they are thinking of a                    
specific problem and are trying to figure out the solution to that problem. To have good communication                 
with the community and the community leaders and involve them when they are trying to figure out a                  
solution, an approach to problems. The importance of communication with community leaders was             
something we felt was very important. For people who want to make changes, the stories of ‘Why me,                  
Why us, Why now’ need to be told to unify people and maximize the impact with collaboration. ‘Why me’                   
explains one’s connection with the issue even if that person is not from the affected community; ‘Why us’                  
shows people why they should also be involved and make contributions to the solution; ‘Why now’                
explains the urgency of solving the problem in the context to the specific group of people who are                  
possible to join the solution. Those were the patterns that we heard from the panelists and that we                  
discussed in the groups. 
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XXXIV. Cohort-Wide Communication 
with Session 2 Collective Narrative and Mentor Roster 

 
Dear participants, 
 
Based on the interviews and individual action plans, our hosts-in-training have found mentors for each of                
you: 
 

Participant Mentor Mentor's Background/Affiliation 
Participant 1 Mentor 1 Ex:  Board Member, UNA SF; Human Rights Educator & Social Justice Educational Leader 

Participant 2 Mentor 2 Ex:  Former Senior Advisor to the Head of the UN Mission in Libya 

Participant 3 Mentor 3 Ex:  Director, USF School of Management's Master of Nonprofit Management Program 

(...) (...) (...) 
 
If you have not been connected to a mentor by one of our hosts yet, please let me know ASAP!  
 
Please take the initiative to set up at least 1 mentoring conversation (the more the better!) with your                  
mentor before the next session of the program. We highly recommend that you start early as many past                  
participants indicated that having several meetings with a mentor before the final session is really               
precious. 
 
Also,  I am attaching the collective narrative from our second session for your reference. That               
collective narrative was prepared by  <Host-In-Training Name 2> . The document at the end of the process                
by  <Host Name 1> as part of the facilitation & narrative training. In addition to that document, I'm                  
attaching the related collective narrative from last year so that you could look at differences and                
similarities if you are curious to compare the two groups. 
 
We will send you an email with Session 3 logistics next Monday. In the meantime, if you have any                   
questions, please let me know. 
 
Cordially, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXXV. World Cafe Design Webinar for Hosts-In-Training Follow Up 
 
Dear fellow hosts, 
 
Thank you for the great design call!  Here is the recording of the call  <Link to Recording> for your                   
reference. Please refer to this recording as well as to the  World Cafe community of practice website to                  
learn more about the process. As I mentioned earlier, you can also buy  the book “The World Café:                  
Shaping Our Futures Through Conversations That Matter”  by Juanita Brown et. al. for a deeper dive. 
 
In the next few days, please think about the upcoming session and how you would approach designing a                  
World Café for it. We will discuss it during our Session 3 Design Call next Monday. 
 
As always, if you have any questions, please let me know. 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Host Name 1> 
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XXXVI. Session 3 Design Call Follow Up 
 
Dear fellow hosts, 
 
Thank you for the great design call!  Here is the recording of the call  <Link to Recording> for your                   
reference. 
 
As we discussed, here are the facilitation roles for the upcoming session: 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 1> :  You facilitate the panel discussion. 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 2> &  <Host-In-Training Name 3> :  You do the context setting for the World Café                
and facilitate World Café rounds. 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 4> :  You introduce the Collective Narrative Methodology during the context setting             
for the World Cafe as well as facilitate and videotape the report-outs. 
 
<Host Name 1> :  As always, participants and mentors will be calling or texting you to update on their plans                   
or ask for directions.  
 
<Host Name 2> :  As always, you’ll be organizing and setting up morning sacks/coffee and lunch.  
 
We’ll gather at 8:15 am on the day of the session to set up the room. We’ll be setting up the room for                       
both the panel discussion and the World Café.  <Host-In-Training Name 1> : please print and bring panel                
questions and panelists’ bios.  <Host-In-Training Name 3> : please print and bring the handouts  <Link to               
Session 3 Handouts>  for the World Café. 
 
If you need help preparing for your role, please let me know. 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
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XXXVII. Session 3 Reminder with Logistics 
 
Dear participants, 
 
We are looking forward to seeing you this coming Saturday,  <Date & Venue>  for our third seminar of the 
Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Seminar Series.  
 
You are welcome to come at any point  between 9:00 am and the formal start of the seminar at 9:30 
am . Morning coffee and lunch will be provided. 
 
The theme of our third session is  "Skill Building for Young Professionals: What Skills to Have and 
Where to Get Them" . Your fellow participant and host-in-training  <Host-In-Training Name 1>  designed 
the concept of the panel and confirmed the following panelists: 

● Moderation:   <Host-In-Training Name 1>  - Host-in-Training, Young Professionals for 
Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series 

● < Panelist 1 Perspective; Example:  “ Communication Skills ” > :   <Panelist Name 1>  -  <Panelist 
Title 1> 

● < Panelist 2 Perspective; Example:  “ Innovative Thinking Skills ” > :   <Panelist Name 2>  - 
<Panelist Title 2> 

● < Panelist 3 Perspective; Example:  “ Strategic Visioning and Implementation Skills ” > :   <Panelist 
Name 3>  -  <Paneist Title 3> 

After the panel discussion, we will have a World Café co-designed by our Hosts-In-Training.  
 
As a reminder, you must attend all four sessions to get a certificate of completion. If you have any 
questions, please let me know via email. If you have trouble finding the place, please call or text  <Host 
Name 1>  at  <Phone Number> . 
 
See you on Saturday! 
 
Cordially, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XXXVIII. Sample Session 3 World Café Handout 
 

Session 3: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them 
April 13, 2019 

 
WORLD CAFÉ FLOW & GUIDELINES 

 
Context Setting 

 
Pay attention to facilitator’s instructions 

 
Round 1 

Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 
Based on what you learned from the panel, what skills do you think are important to align your 

careers with the SDGs? What other skills can your group add based on your experiences?  
 

Rotation 
After the first round move to a different table  

(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 
 

Round 2 
Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 

What resources are available to help you gain the skills discussed in the previous round? What 
are some insights that can be useful along the way? 

 
Individual Work: 

Work on your own:  
Create an action plan of how you will use the resources to gain the skills for your career 

development.  

 
Rotation 

After the second round move to a different table  
(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 

 
Round 3 

Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 
Based on the action plans, what support from this cohort, mentors, and organizers would be most 

helpful?  

 
Harvest 

All Table Hosts summarize the conversations they had at their tables and report them to the larger group. 
Participants add to the harvest if something important is missing. 
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XXXIX. Session 3 Follow Up with Assignment 3 
 
Dear all, 
 
Thank you so much for co-creating today's session on skills for SDG-related careers! Your contributions               
were amazing and we are deeply grateful for that! I'm attaching some photos from the session. Also,                 
below is some important information for the participants: 
 
Contact Information 
 
Panelists: 

● <Panelist 1>  -  <Panelist Email 1> 
● <Panelist 2>  -  <Panelist Email 2> 
● <Panelist 3>  -  <Panelist Email 3> 

Panelists can find participants' contact information below: 
 

Name Email 
Participant 1 Participant email 1 

Participant 2 Participant email 2 

Participant 3 Participant email 3 

(...) (...) 

 
Attendance & Assignments Log 
 
If you are a participant, please  make sure that the  records regarding your attendance and               
assignment completion  <Link to Attendance & Assignments Log> are correct. If you see a mistake,               
please let me know right away.  
 
Assignment 3 
 
Please  check this Google Doc   <Link to Assignment 3 Google Doc>  for your next set of assignments.  
 
Mentoring 
 
Please continue meeting with your mentor: you will need to have at least 2 conversations with your                 
mentor (at least 2 hours total) before our final session to complete Assignment 3. 
 
Contributing to the Collective Narrative 
 
As a reminder, if you feel that something important is missing from the table host reports, you can submit                   
a written contribution to the collective narrative by midnight. 
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Hosts-In-Training 
 

● Here is the transcript of table host reports  <Link to Sonix Transcript> from the session               
generated by Sonix AI. Please compare it to the audio recording and make sure that everything is                 
correct. Once you have a verified transcript, you can start working on the collective narrative.               
Please send me your versions by the following Monday.  

○ Just like last time, if you come up with the best version, I will help you polish it and                   
publish it as the official version under your name.  

○ <Host-In-Training Name 2> : as we discussed, your Session 2 collective narrative was            
selected for publication, so you don’t have to work on this one. 

● Now it’s time to schedule Session 3 Collective Narrative Feedback Call and Session 4 Design               
Call. Please fill out  this  <Link to Doodle Poll 1>  and  this  <Link to Doodle Poll 2>  Doodle polls to                    
schedule the calls. 

● Finally, you can start thinking about the design of the upcoming session (especially the World               
Cafe questions and the networking activity) which we will discuss during the design call in a                
couple of weeks. You can refer to the  Program Toolkit  <Link to Program Toolkit>  to see an                 
example of Session 4 design. 

 
I would like to thank you all once again, and if you have any questions or comments, please let me know! 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XL. Assignment 3 with Sample Responses 
Assignments to be completed before Session 4 

1. Continue meeting or having a call with your mentor : to meet the program requirements you               
will need to meet at least twice for a total of 2 hours or more (including your conversations that                   
happened before Session 3). Time spent on preparing materials for your mentor counts as              
assignment time.  After you talk with your mentor, please write a brief report on how the                
conversation went.  This report will help us track your progress and evaluate the mentor. 

2. Optional: Besides the official program mentor introduced to you by a member of our hosting team,                
keep trying to find other mentors to get advice from.  

3. Based on the skill acquisition action plan that you created at the 3rd session, the information you                 
got from your mentors, past assignments, brainstorming with fellow participants, and reflection,            
please  write a brief summary of your progress towards aligning your career with the SDGs               
since the program started and what you plan to do after you get your certificate. 

4. The requirements of this program includes to spending at least 30 hours on self-study.  Please               
write the total amount of hours you spent on self-study and what you spent this time on.                 
Reading, watching videos, talking with your peers and mentors, reflecting, and writing all count as               
self-study.  

5. Hosts-In-Training: You have an additional requirement of spending another 30+ hours on            
self-study. Working on collective narratives, designing questions for a World Cafe, working on             
panel discussions, interviewing your fellow participants and matching them with mentors,           
participating in peer mentoring, learning, and design calls all count towards that time.  Please              
write the total amount of hours your spent on self-study as host-in-training and what you               
spent this time on.  

Paste your responses below under your name.  

Participant 1 

“1. I was able to have another great skype call with my mentor, Mark Ward. He was very gracious in                    
sharing his experiences, both positive and negative, including how they’ve ultimately led to his career               
opportunities. Mark was able to share some very insightful advice with regards to listening to your voice                 
and trusting your instincts to take chances. By being open to change, taking chances and putting yourself                 
out there, you will see doors open to opportunities you may not have thought possible. Across so many of                   
his international assignments leading global disaster relief and humanitarian efforts, he saw common             
themes and skills that were invaluable to his success. 

● By showing up, being present and engaging with local communities, you can quickly find that the                
communities will collaborate in developing ideas and plans. 

● It is important to not just observe but to be seen and to follow through on your word. 
● Standing up for what you believe in and following your gut may be challenging in the moment but                  

will be rewarding in the end. 
● It can be challenging to keep people motivated in difficult situations but it is important to                

remember to take one step at a time and even if you are helping just one person, it is making a                     
difference. 
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● That even in times of crisis and disaster, communities are resilient and it is important to support                 
them. 

The conversation I had with Mark allowed me to realize that I align and am empathetic to many of these                    
experiences and it was important for me to hear how this has led to his success as a humanitarian                   
supporting global change. It is also powerful to see how his experiences and advice apply to my current                  
role and how I approach any partnership I am part of, insight that I feel will benefit me in my current                     
career and also my future interests in directly working with communities in developing nations. 

 
Lastly, Mark provided insight into his potential next moves exploring how to leverage previous              
opportunities in alignment with personal goals to return to his work in the field and driving change with                  
global communities. Mark’s humble and honest approach is extremely valuable in a mentor to not only                
provide insight from experiences but to also understand what my interest and goals are. He was able to                  
quickly assess where my strengths and opportunities lie and what could be potential paths toward my                
future state of contributing to global development. We were also able to discuss why I was participating in                  
the seminar series, where my current career is, and my previous experiences with a nonprofit in Africa.                 
He was able to provide advice into areas I should explore and proposed a willingness to give feedback on                   
any organizations or job opportunities I find that I want future advice on. 

2. After attending a Global Social Impact Panel hosted by World Bicycle Relief, I have joined their local                  
young professional’s council. I am meeting members from the organization on Sunday, 12 May to learn                
about their experiences and what upcoming events I can support as a volunteer this summer. I will                 
continue to understand how I can contribute to the mission of the organization which is to aid poverty                  
relief in developing countries around the world through bicycle distribution programs. 

3. The program has offered me a renewed perspective not only in my personal interests and desires to                  
support a shift in the global climate, but also that there are many like-minded individuals around me also                  
working to support the global goals. Not having a strong awareness of the sustainable development goals                
prior to this series, I’ve realized without knowing it that some aspects of my time spent in my current role                    
and my nonprofit work have been in support of the sustainable development goals and making progress. 
  
Following conversations with my mentor, fellow cohort participants and my self-study, I’ve found a number               
of ways to continue developing my skills identified thus far. I continue to find ways in which I can put                    
myself out there by networking. Seeking events in the Bay Area that allow me to continue to network with                   
like-minded individuals, such as the WBR panel, will allow me to hone in on where I can continue making                   
a mark and imparting change on the world. I was able to find and attend the last installment of a webinar                     
series put on by the GHC as part of pre-WHA planning. These types of events will not only offer                   
opportunities of networking and building my voice and storytelling but also continue to keep me aware of                 
the global community and issues impacting it. I will continue to seek resources to develop my problem                 
solving and design thinking skills. I will also continue to leverage my mentor and other colleagues to learn                  
from strategy development efforts they have undertaken. By being open to and ready for change, being                
willing to embrace experiences to diligently develop skills allowing me to adapt to opportunities and               
making meaningful connections, I feel I will continue to follow my voice to contribute to the global                 
community and enforce forward momentum towards achievement of the sustainable development goals. 
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4. Self-Study Report: 

Over the course of the seminar series, I have spent 30+ hours across several categories. 
Attending Panel Discussions / Webinars – 2 hours 
Watching Videos / Talks – 6 hours 
Reviewing Course Materials (Collective Narratives, Group Chats) – 3 hours 
Assignments – 4 hours 
Reading – 8 hours 
Reflecting – 4 hours 
Conversations with Mentor / Peers – 4 hours” 

Participant 2 

“1.  Mentor Meeting:  
 
I met with my mentor, Nancy Flowers, for the second time for about 1h45m in Berkeley on May 1st. Our                    
meeting went well, we met at a cafe a mutual contact had introduced us to independently of each other.                   
The human rights education (HRE) community is very well interconnected, so we had a few common                
contacts/friends/colleagues. We talked about our backgrounds and how she has worked in HRE over her               
career as a teacher and consultant/writer. She was very honest and insightful, and I came out of the                  
meeting with a much better sense of what I can and would want to do in the very near future. A couple                      
things that I took away from the meeting was the importance of marketing myself in the same way that I                    
market my clients, and the need to find an intersection where there is both need and opportunity for the                   
type of work that I do.  
 
It was good to hear some institutions/organizations related to HRE that are both in a position where they                  
need multimedia work and that they can compensate me (we had a discussion about my various                
volunteering and the need for financial stability). We talked a little about business models, compromise,               
and strategies for networking in the HRE world. We also discussed meeting again in the future (after the                  
seminar) to continue discussing HRE and related work.  
 
2.  Other Mentors/Advice:  
 
Between sessions, I met with a couple of my peers from this cohort. I had a Zoom call with Greg Justice                     
to talk about the Nonprofit Management program at USF and nonprofit admin related work. We talked for                 
about an hour about the pros and cons of my second-master’s contemplation and what the program                
requires, as well as about his nonprofit CalGreen Academy and their programs and resources.  
 
I also met with Lysondra to talk about business planning and strategy for my consulting/freelance work.                
She helped me to look at the work that I’ve done in the past, review my fee/invoicing structure, and clarify                    
ideas on targeting clients and what type of work I am doing. Informally, I met with multiple members of the                    
HRE community at the CIES conference and talked with a couple different people about my work, their                 
work, and advice about moving forward in my career (two of them are on the list as potential mentors for                    
the next cohort.)  
 
3.  Progress & Plans After the Program: 
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Over the past few months of being in this program, I have gained a sense of grounding and clarity about                    
my work, including what steps to take. When I signed up to come to the February 16th session, I did so                     
motivated by a discussion with a friend about needing to look at the bigger picture and engage with the                   
work that I want to do on a larger-scale level. This program has been very helpful in helping me gain new                     
skills, recognize the skills I already have, determine what skills I need to attain; discern how and when to                   
seek assistance with different aspects of my work, and recognizing the networks I have and how to                 
connect with them.  
 
After this program, I intend on continuing to reach out to members of this cohort to continue our                  
discussions, as well as continuing to interact with my mentor. I have a meeting scheduled to talk with an                   
unofficial mentor found through this program on the 20th. Immediate steps that I intend to take are to                  
follow the advice that I have received about rebranding myself and setting up my own collateral materials.                 
I have volunteered to do some volunteer work with UNA, SF, I am also looking for work in the Bay Area                     
and possibly relocating for the right job.  
 
4.  Self-Study Hours: 
 
I spent 30+ hours on self-study, I would estimate that my hours can be categorized: 

1. Reading: 8 hours (assigned materials, additional research on my field connected to SDGs,             
cross-referencing materials with HRE sources) 

2. Watching videos: 2 hours 
*assigned videos and UN materials related to SDGs and human rights 

3. Talking with peers and mentors: 10 hours 
4. Reflecting: 6 hours (both just reflecting and informal processing with friends/family) 
5. Writing: 4 hours 
6. Event attendance & discussions with colleagues about it: 3 hours (Jeff Sachs keynote speech on               

SDGs at CIES conference) 
 
5.  Hosts-In-Training Self-Study Hours:  
 
I have definitely spent 30+ hours on self-study, I would estimate that my hours are approx. in these                  
categories: 

1. Collective Narratives: 6+ hours 
2. Designing Questions for World Cafe: 4 hours 
3. Interviewing Participants+Matching with Mentors: 12+ hours (this is a conservative estimate, I 

don’t care to admit how long I spent) 
4. Design calls: 4 hours 
5. Reading: 4 hours” 

Participant 3  

“1.  On May 9, I met with Lina one on one for a couple hours. We had a lot of great discussions and the                        
insight she provided from her many years of experience in the field of sustainability and experience                
founding her own companies was invaluable. A few of the things that stuck with me most from our                  
conversation were: 
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● Success isn’t an external thing, it’s the relationship you have with yourself, the work you’re doing, 
and the interpersonal connections you have with others. 

● Being a leader versus leadership. Viewing leadership as a resource within an            
organization/agency/community to get something done. The resource can look differently: one           
person, a committee, or even every single person on the team. Shift from the model of a leader                  
versus leadership. Leadership is an invitation to step into it versus a leader being a title conferred                 
upon someone. 

● Effective leadership isn’t just about ensuring the work gets done, it is also about being a steward                 
of the human capital involved which requires deep awareness and compassion. 

 
She also shared valuable information around how to build public speaking skills, best approaches for 
getting others on board when you want a plan you’re passionate about to move forward, how to approach 
conversations around developing a mentorship relationship with someone, and the benefits of scenario 
planning. 
 
2. I am making plans to speak with a second mentor, there are schedule compatibility issues so we may                   
need to have our meeting by phone or Zoom. 
 
3. One of the things that came up repeatedly in our seminars was the benefit of volunteering to explore a                    
new field, gain experience, and build connections with others who are already in that field. This motivated                 
me to contact a nonprofit that works with refugees and ask about volunteer opportunities. I started my                 
training last week and will have more training next week with the plan of being ready to work directly with                    
a refugee next month. 
 
Some other next steps I am taking based on the skill acquisition plan we created during the third session                   
are: I researched free course options through one of the websites mentioned in the seminar and I will                  
begin a course on design thinking and innovation in the social sector next week. I have created a short list                    
of individuals I would like to connect with in fields of interest to me and I am developing specific asks for                     
each one.  
 
My mentor highlighted the importance of specific asks, explaining that when it’s not easy for someone to                 
understand what you need and how they can help, they will de-prioritize your communication. I have also                 
scheduled a meeting with the deputy director of my current department to approach the topic of                
diversifying my responsibilities and/or taking on a stretch project in the workplace to expand my skill set                 
beyond my typical role in the organization and gain knowledge around different aspects of the work we                 
do related to SDGs 4 and 10. 
 
Self-Study: 
Reading: 8 hours 
Videos: 2 hours 
Discussions with peers and mentors: 8 hours 
Attending related outside classes/events: 7 hours 
Reflecting: 6 hours 
Assignments: 2 hours” 
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XLI. Session 3 Collective Narrative Feedback Call Scheduling 
 
Dear Hosts-In-Training, 
 
It is time to schedule a Zoom call to discuss your versions of the most recent collective narrative that I’m                    
attaching to this email. Please review your peers’ work before the call! 
 
During the call each of you will have up to 30 min to share reflections and questions that came to you as                      
you were working on the collective narrative and to get feedback from your peers and from myself. 
 
Please  fill out this Doodle poll  <Link to Doodle Poll>  to schedule the call. If you have any questions,                   
please let me know. 
 
Warmly, 
 
<Host Name 1> 
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XLII. Sample Session 3 Collective Narratives 
 

Sample 1 (Spring 2019) 
Skill Building for Young Professionals: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them:  

a Collective Narrative 
 

Produced by Stefania Guadalupe Vallejo 
  

On April 13, 2019, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on  Skill Building:                 
What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them as part of the Young Professionals for Sustainable                 
Development Goals Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations  Association of the USA, San               
Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San  Francisco School of Management's Master of               
Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 

At the beginning of the session  Benjamin Hall , Host-In-Training of the Young Professionals for              
Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series (YPSDG) moderated a panel discussion with three            
panelists:  Ashley Speyer , Senior Associate at Acumen, and  Diane Dodge , Executive Director of Tiba              
Foundation, and  Andy Raskin , Strategic Messaging & Positioning at Venture-Backed Technology           
Companies 

After the panel discussion, the participants engaged in small group discussions to build on insights shared                
by the panelists, and collectively identified ways in which they can develop relevant professional skills. 

Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative Methodology            
and turned into a collective narrative by  Stefania Guadalupe Vallejo , Host-In-Training of the YPSDG              
Seminar Series with support from  Fyodor Ovchinnikov , YPSDG Seminar Series Program Director and             
Lead Facilitation Instructor.  

Collective Narrative 
 

Growth Mindset 

To align our careers with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), it is important to                
have a growth mindset, to seek out more resources, identify what we don't know about so that we can                   
make an effort to learn about new things and gain new skills. It is important to raise hands, ask questions,                    
just show up to situations, and make connections along the way, look and conduct research about what is                  
out there and how that can actually be used for our goals. 

Sometimes the stakes are only as high as we make them in our mind and mindset is really key when we                     
are pursuing the SDGs. Safety will not get us to perfection, so we need to go outside of those borders,                    
remain open to learning new things, discuss ideas to help us grow, and then go through trial and errors.                   
As we get out of our comfort zone to gain new skills we need to make sure that we don't fall back into                       
completing the tasks that we were doing to stay comfortable or just out of comfort. 
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Self-Discipline & Self-Care 

As we work to achieve the SDGs, doing things we don't like might be difficult compared to finding                  
something we actually like to do which will make a difference in terms of our careers. Perseverance is                  
very important, especially when we are moving into a field that we don't have experience in. We just have                   
to keep pushing forward, meeting more people at events and meetups, and moving forward towards our                
goals. 

We need to be able to push through the discomfort and understand that during the process we will have                   
to make sacrifices. We need to become comfortable with that idea so that when it is time to pick and                    
choose, we are able to sacrifice certain things for the greater good of achieving our goals. 

Self-discipline is the basis for building everything else that we need to obtain new skills. However, we also                  
need to balance our life so that we are not just constantly chasing new skills but still living the rest of our                      
lives as well. We talked about the importance of self-care which was great because when some of us                  
heard others mention that, we realized that we forgot about it - apparently some of us were not thinking                   
about self-care at all! Self-care is important: what is within is what comes out, so it is important to take                    
care of oneself. 

Talking about self-discipline, some of the tips that we gave each other was that if we could do it in five                     
minutes or less we should do it right now and then also maybe do it a little bit every day so that we don't                        
overwhelm ourselves and balance our life a little bit. We also talked about changing the culture around                 
being perfectionists – and we all seem to function in that realm – and saying “Hey, it's OK to fail!” 

Creating Opportunities & Dealing with Conflict & Failure 

It is important to create our own opportunities and that is what many of the panelists did: they created                   
their own path and paved their own way. We also talked about how sometimes we don't know what we                   
have or we have not been in that route at all. We feel like there is really no roadmap so adaptability is                      
very important: the ability to adapt to new situations, to gain new skills in a new environment and                  
transferability of skills - the ability to pull our existing skills into new opportunities. As we talked about                  
implementation versus technical skills we pointed out that it can be challenging when we are starting out                 
and looking to transfer to a new field, but many of the skills are in fact transferable. 

We discussed how it is important to deal with conflicts because we come across them especially when                 
dealing with strong personalities or have different roles such as visioning and implementation. It is               
important to work through that. We also talked about the limitations of opportunities and how we will                 
definitely have pitfalls or things where we don't have an answer. We discussed how to deal with failure                  
because that can be such a setback, especially when it comes to our confidence. This is important to be                   
able to continue learning and improving. Also, it might be too positive but it is good to remember that                   
there is usually a solution to every problem: it is just about being open, talking to people, and taking on                    
more opportunities. 
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Developing Vision & Story 

Developing a vision was brought up as an important skill that was not touched on as much during the                   
panel discussion. And then we also mentioned building our brand and preparing a 30 second pitch: taking                 
chances and selling life story, basically. If we meet with a CEO what would we say to them about                   
ourselves? It is about what we can tell someone in 30 seconds about our job, what we value, or what we                     
want to do and having that sense of building our own personal brand. 

We also talked about goal setting and how to come back to our goals, revise them, and be able to adapt                     
as it is not always ‘one size fits all’. We talked about the importance of breaking down large scale goals                    
and targets into small daily steps and also focusing on our goals based on what we would like to achieve                    
yearly versus monthly versus daily in order to have a much higher likelihood of achieving them. Then we                  
talked about creating an action plan and different strategies for ourselves, about how to know when we                 
see what we need and then about reflecting frequently: planning for monthly or quarterly reflection times                
that we can use to evaluate our progress and see whether we have made changes, and then just be                   
ready for the magic.  

Negotiation & Partnership Building 

One of the first skills we talked about was negotiation. It is especially important because the SDGs are not                   
palatable to everyone, so we need that skill to be able to get people on board with the SDGs even if they                      
don’t think it’s in their interest. When we touched back on negotiation later in the conversation, we talked                  
about something that is not intuitive but helps to be a little bit more comfortable: getting people to a “no”                    
rather than a “yes”. For example, instead of asking “Do you have any questions?” we can ask “How was I                    
confusing when I was presenting?” 

We also talked about building partnerships, getting connections and common ground with everyone, so              
that we can build more on our work. The pie is bigger with more people and it is meaningful when we give                      
opportunities for everyone to speak and have an open ground similar to the meeting set up where instead                  
of having an end goal the group is able to have an open-ended discussion. 

Stressing the importance of building partnerships, we discussed community organizations in the context             
of the SDGs talking about how important it is to build trust, to be trusted advisors within our communities                   
and show others that we have other people's best interests at heart. 

Asking for Advice & Listening to Communities 

What also really resonated with all of us was asking for advice not for help. This can open up                   
opportunities to have hard discussions or discussion that we may not want to have. Instead of just saying                  
“Hey, I need help with this!” we can say “Can you give me some advice on how I can go about it”. One                       
example of asking for advice was a participant who wants to create a strategic plan but has no idea how                    
to go about that, so that person might ask for advice on how to create a strategic plan around a business                     
model. 

Another example of asking for advice was the idea of talking to different people on how to delegate tasks                   
which is one new skill we want to learn more about: how to adjust our management style in order to best                     
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work with the team we are assigned, how to work in teams and manage teams remotely since that is such                    
a large part of people's strengths nowadays, and how to build unstructured time within remote               
communities: using voice memos and alternative ways of communication so that our communication with              
our team is not just meeting based - maybe using Slack or Zoom as potential options, incorporating the                  
voice of the people we serve foremost instead of as an afterthought.  

We talked about developing soft skills and using Design Thinking to deal with people, and we need to                  
reach out to the demographic we serve in a way that makes it most approachable for them whether email                   
is the easiest or calling over the phone or sending an SMS. We focused on listening and the importance                   
of talking to those we are trying to help versus trying to create a solution without going to these individuals                    
and looking at what they really need. 

We need to have the ability to really look at what is happening, look at the the bigger picture instead of                     
just looking at what is in front of us. We also talked about looking at the reality of what is really important                      
for us to achieve our goals, having an authentic self and being willing to have hard discussions to achieve                   
a goal or work towards a resolution. We also about authenticity and thinking about more than just                 
ourselves, thinking outside of self-interest. 

Networking 

When sharing our action plans, we talked about how we attend events - it is always good to ask people                    
for more connections so we can meet more people that are within our field or in a field where we want to                      
go. So, of course, we discussed networking. We talked about going to different events to build up our                  
network and skillsets and utilizing Meetup and Eventbrite. 

We talked about creating resources where we see a lack of resources and varying from similar sources                 
like where people have created events or things similar to something we would like to plan in our own                   
community. We also talked about connecting with individuals we would like to collaborate with, networking               
to create more resources using libraries as resources, and bridging the experience gap through              
consulting.  

We talked about getting a mentor, and not just one mentor but many mentors - the more the merrier! We                    
viewed mentorship in terms of help with finding a direction for those of us who are looking to change                   
careers.  

Books, Podcasts, and Classes 

We focus on reading books and we made a list of books that we will share with everyone afterwards.                   
Some of these books are about how to influence individuals, some are about impact investing and                
different ways to get involved, how to be in the realm of social startup successes and some are about                   
building a team. Talking about books we mentioned some that were not necessarily obvious in the context                 
of the SDGs. For example, we talked about screenplay books and storytelling books and how those skills                 
transfer to our ability to communicate. 

As we were listing books we thought “Wow, it's great that we’re reading all these books and getting all this                    
knowledge but what about the implementation part?” That is very important too and we need to know how                  
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we can go about doing that, to learn about how implementation is done, how we are designing to                  
implement something to reach an ultimate goal.  

We also discussed taking classes including online courses to learn more about different things, to use it                 
as a great resource for learning. We specifically talked about such online courses as Master Class and                 
Coursera, as well as Khan Academy and free online course opportunities such as General Assembly as                
well as Acumen, Crash Course, and Linda.com. for different resources for learning - and using things that                 
we may be using for entertainment but realizing that those things can also help us build our skillsets. For                   
example, podcasts are useful for utilizing time that maybe feels dead while we are commuting.  

We also talked about re-engagement of motivation and another resource called Tiny Habits as well as                
attending improv classes, English classes, taking other courses, and subscribing to newsletters - for              
example, Google Alerts that one of the panelists mentioned as a great way to remain open to new                  
knowledge. 

Then we also talked about effective communication and working on our public speaking skills not just in                 
front of one specific audience. How do we practice public speaking in front of different audiences whether                 
it is at a city council or it is us giving a presentation at our workplace or something like that? 

Some things that were shared was attending a Toastmasters International. There is a few of them around                 
here in San Francisco but, as it was fully noted, we need to make sure to do a test run first and find one                        
that really matches with us because each one functions differently. 

Some of us brought up the topic of building up language skills and maybe having to make our own group                    
to seek out people who are interested in the vocabulary that we need to use for our job. For some of us                      
building language skills, learning a new language can help us get involved in international work. 

Volunteering 

Of course, we discussed volunteering. Talked about volunteering to gain familiarity with organizations that              
we are interested in and also exposure to new fields through that form. For example, volunteering for an                  
organization where we can have more connections. Besides that, volunteering is a great opportunity to               
develop new skills. 

One topic that was important for some of us was how to get professional experience in the United States                   
without a work authorization. One of the panelists gave us some great advice and pointed to the                 
opportunity to give to nonprofits. We can find organizations that we are really passionate about working at                 
and then see what they need and what attributes or values we can bring to them as volunteers. That                   
would actually make us more valuable to those organizations too. The advice stresses the strategy of                
volunteering within three months or so and after that starting a hard discussion by saying “Hey, I've been                  
doing this with you for three months now and I really want to get something that's permanent here. Can                   
we have a discussion?” 

For volunteer opportunities, as we mentioned, places like Idealist, the YMCA come to mind. We also                
talked about joining boards. One of our participants wants to join a Green Film board which sounds                 
amazing. Besides taking improv classes to help improve our public speaking skills we talked about being                
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a guest speaker in a college course. If some of us have friends that are teaching classes, we can ask                    
them to be a guest speaker there. Besides that, going to a career day at our high school, being a guest                     
there and talking about what we are doing, what inspires us, and what we are passionate about, sharing                  
that with young people is important.  

Utilizing This Group 

Bringing the conversation back to our group, we talked about this cohort itself being a community                
organization. Even within these smaller groups we all are able to convey our opinions and we are doing it                   
in an organized way which helps everyone be heard and this is a great start. 

As we talked about our action plans, the help we need, the support that this cohort can provide, and about                    
some other resources, we agreed that this group is really awesome. In terms of what our cohort can do                   
for us, it would be a great opportunity to utilize this group to stay connected in the future and maybe keep                     
the tradition going on Saturday mornings where we are all able to meet for brunch or something like that                   
and just connect. We don't really have people that have been through this process outside of this so we                   
have a unique group and maybe we can keep learning from each other. 

When it comes to resources, we really have no excuses: everything is around us, so should do our                  
research about what is out there, identify what we want to do, and then just go out there and make it                     
happen. There is really no excuse for us not to do it: we can utilize our own closed networks that we have                      
right now but also broaden these networks by looking outside. The network that we have here makes this                  
aspect covered as well: it is a great opportunity for us to utilize everyone's skillsets based on what                  
everyone is doing and get access to each other’s friends outside of this cohort: see what kind of networks                   
our cohort brings to the table. This is a great starting point because the majority of us did not know each                     
other before joining the program, so this is great! 

And then, lastly, when it comes around to what the whole cohort can do for us, we know that through our                     
outside discussions we are already helping each other because we are having conversations about what               
we are doing and what has been challenging for us. Through each other's stories we know that we are not                    
alone and that the majority of us are still trying to find our way. It is also so great and inspiring to hear that                        
everyone has a sense of where they want to go or if not, at least they have a few steps that they want to                        
take to discover that. It really helps to know that we are not alone on this journey. 
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Sample 2 (Fall 2018) 
Skill Building for Young Professionals: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them:  

a Collective Narrative 
 

Produced by Susanna Faulds 
  

On November 10, 2018, a group of young professionals gathered for a participatory session on  Skill                
Building: What Skills to Have and Where to Get Them as part of the Young Professionals for                 
Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations  Association of the              
USA, San Francisco Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San  Francisco School of Management's               
Master of Nonprofit Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 

At the beginning of the session  Dr. Marco Tavanti , Director of the USF-SOM-PNA-MNA moderated a               
panel discussion with four panelists:  Arjita Sethi , Co-Founder of Equally,  Elizabeth A. Wilp , Chief              
Sustainability Officer at SDG Services,  Imani Bordeaux , SDGs Champion at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel             
Company, and   Natalie Marinkovic , Grants and Impact Associate at KQED. 

After the panel discussion, the participants engaged in small group discussions to build on insights shared                
by the panelists, and collectively identified ways in which they can develop relevant professional skills. 

Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative Methodology            
and turned into a collective narrative by Susanna Faulds with support from Swagata Sen, Vedrana Pantic                
Velickovic, Wenyu Xi, and Fyodor Ovchinnikov.  

Collective Narrative 
 

Identifying & Acquiring Skills 

We talked about certain skills that we felt were important and we highlighted a number of them. While                  
there are skills that are specific to a particular job which does not necessarily have a connection to the                   
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), there are skills that are specifically helpful for              
addressing the SDGs. Those who want to work on the SDGs, need to have skills which are applicable                  
across different positions. These skills generally connect to information: storytelling and communication,            
networking and relationship building, as well as information management, project management, time            
management, field work, continuing self-education, and work-life balance. 

In our groups we found that a lot of the skills and information that we were identifying fit into a matrix of                      
“skills acquired formally or acquired informally” across one axis, and “skills acquired via collaboration or               
acquired individually” across the opposite axis. 

Skills seem like they can be acquired formally or informally. Examples of ways skills are acquired formally                 
are through school, work, training, internships—things that one gets paid for or are in a more formal                 
context. Examples of ways skills can be acquired informally are pretty much through any other               
means—anything that one is not being paid for, that one is doing on their own time, or with self-set                   
deadlines. 
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Skills which can be acquired formally or informally can be then acquired either through collaboration or                
they can be acquired completely by oneself. When we look at what skills fall into the collaboration area                  
there are things like leadership which cannot be learned by oneself (it is possible to read a book on it, but                     
it is not the same as learning by doing), and communication skills. Learning languages is a skill which can                   
be acquired through whatever method most suits the individual, such as a free online course. Graduate                
degrees would be an example of skills or experience acquired formally but acquired by oneself because it                 
is one’s grade and one’s degree. 

By framing skills and how to get them in this way, we can identify what skills we are really focused on                     
developing and how we would be able to acquire them most efficiently. We can say to ourselves, “Okay,                  
these are the skills I’m able to work on in the evening by myself, whereas ones that are acquired through                    
collaboration or more formal, I know I can only get those through work or through a specific volunteer                  
opportunity”. Classifying skills this way can help us track what skills we are focusing on and developing. 

Field Work 

Many of us considered field work experience to be important. Several participants said that they wished                
they had more field experience while they were in college or graduate school. Many people said that                 
going out there, putting oneself out there, and getting that exposure to different cultures, different               
languages, and different people, and pushing oneself outside of one’s comfort zone really builds them as                
a person. We can learn a lot about ourselves that maybe we would have no idea we had within ourselves                    
beforehand. Being able to talk to a variety of diverse people really builds one’s communication skills. It                 
also helps to develop an understanding of the underlying mechanisms and commonality across cultures              
and across differences. This is usually done by switching contexts and travelling abroad is one way to                 
switch contexts. 

At the same time, some of us pointed out that we do not necessarily have to go somewhere abroad; it is                     
possible to work locally within one’s neighborhood and get involved with the community to get that kind of                  
experience. We have problems in our own backyard, and we do not necessarily have to travel to help                  
people in terms of poverty, literacy, and so on. Switching contexts can be achieved at home by seeking                  
field work experience in a local community different to one’s own. For example, we could live on the                  
streets of the Tenderloin in order to experience a different context. Faithful Fools is a non-profit                
organization that offers this kind of experience. 

While it is possible to work locally within one’s neighborhood and become involved in one’s own                
community to get experience working on important issues, it is important to always connect what one is                 
doing to the big picture. We emphasized the importance of thinking of the bigger picture and                
understanding specific situations from multiple levels above our current role. International field work             
experience enables people to understand the position of local issues in the larger picture, which is                
essential if young professionals really want to address the root causes of the issues and if they want to                   
work on an international level. 

This is especially important when considering the SDGs because they are global and interconnected. If               
we show up at an organization and start following instructions, it is not enough. It is important to                  
understand why these instructions are given, in what context they are given, what role we are playing,                 
what role our division is playing in the organization and the regions where the organization works, and so                  
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on. If we understand this picture, it helps us develop international level thinking and leadership in our                 
careers. 

Communication 

Communication was considered one of the most important skills to continually develop. We believe that               
public speaking engagements would be a strong way to develop this skill, such as through volunteer                
opportunities or even among friends. 

Coaching was also brought up as a practice through which we can develop communication skills. We can                 
develop the skill of listening, such as listening to individuals and their personal experiences as well as                 
listening to one’s local community. True listening is not just listening for what we need to hear but listening                   
for genuine experiences of other people in context so that we can expand our own horizons. Getting a                  
coaching certification or becoming a coach part-time would develop important skills which we can bring to                
a job. 

Articulation was identified as the skill of being able to communicate things about ourselves, which include                
the skills we already have, the skills we want to get, and how we are going to get them. Articulation is                     
connected to the skill of good communication but with a self-reflection angle. It is important to be able to                   
articulate and to identify how one’s job duties fit into the company, how the company fits into the industry,                   
and how all of this aligns with the SDGs or if it does not align. It would help to have an elevator pitch of                        
who we are, what our professional goals are, where we are at right now, what our trajectory is, and so on.                     
Then it would be possible to make that elevator pitch to anyone, whether it is a potential job interviewer or                    
stakeholders and potential mentors. This kind of narrative storytelling requires self-reflection and critical             
thinking, which are all difficult skills to develop but will pay off in the long run. 

Networking 

Networking helps to identify and acquire other skills. For example, this seminar series is a networking                
opportunity for young professionals. Through it we are able to communicate the skills that are in specific                 
industries that might be specific to a particular job, a role, a function, and that way we’re able to                   
communicate that information to people who might not know it. We are able to communicate the                
conferences at which others can meet more people who can give them more information and share                
information that way – both about skills and about SDGs. 

However, effective networking is not just showing up and exchanging name cards with random people. It                
is about how to know exactly what one is looking for in the networking events, and how to develop this                    
further. Young professionals need to develop storytelling, public speaking, pitching skills for that, whatever              
else they would need to be really able to communicate clearly. 

Some specific networking resources that we mentioned include Nasdaq, the Neural Center, San             
Francisco Tech For Good, Volunteer.com, and Idealist. It is a good idea to show up to different events, put                   
oneself out there and see what comes of it. 
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Time Management & Proper Balance 

We talked about list-making and building timelines. They are good ways to keep oneself organized and in                 
control of what they want to do and of their goals. It is easy to get overwhelmed and distracted                   
sometimes; making a list helps to focus. Someone made the suggestion of a “Not To-Do” list in addition to                   
the more common “To-Do” list. For example, on the “Not To-Do” list one can put “Don’t go out on Saturday                    
nights”. 

We can also make better use of potentially wasted time by listening to audiobooks during our commutes.                 
The average commute could amount to 1,000 hours a year, which equals two university semesters. We                
could use this time productively to gain more knowledge, and audiobooks are a great learning tool. 

For some specific skills, basic internet searches can help us identify the information we need. There is a                  
lot of information we can get and a lot of information we can learn, but it is important to know how to pick                       
the specific information that we need before we learn it. 

We also talked about proper balance as a skill. It is important to follow our passion but also to take the                     
time to focus on oneself and take care of oneself. This is something which can be overlooked. Avoiding                  
compassion fatigue is a mix of soft and hard skills. There are activities like practicing yoga, going on                  
walks, turning your phone off, having an outlet, and having people to talk to about whatever it is we need                    
to talk about. The big picture is something which is easy to forget but must be prioritized. 

Our Action Plans 

Regarding action plans we have a diverse group but generally speaking, people want to develop enough                
skills, enough networking opportunities, and enough mentorship to be able to transition from their current               
employment field into a more policy-focused career. Some want to continue working on SDGs in areas                
not related to foreign policy, but some people want to take a more international focus (for example, some                  
people want to focus on women empowerment internationally through policy). For each specific field, it is                
important to understand how the field works, to find mentorship, and to develop skills. Often we have the                  
resources to develop our own skills but good mentorship would point out the opportunities that would be                 
relevant to specific people. Many considered mentorship to be one of the most important resources. 

Some of us thought that we do not necessarily need to focus in any one field; everyone has many                   
passions and we do not have to pick one thing; we can have several different passions and we can                   
pursue those passions and see where they take us. We do not have to be focused on one thing. We                    
should keep learning, going to community college, doing research on our own, and talking to people                
about what interests us. 

Fore our action plans we discussed finding a goal and then checking in with people who want to                  
collaborate on that goal, including talking weekly to brainstorm to keep people accountable to be able to                 
see that goal to fruition. We also discussed setting deadlines, such as creating a plan to attend events,                  
getting exposure, and finding a career in a field that we are passionate about. 
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XLIII. Cohort-Wide Communication 
with Session 3 Collective Narrative & Certificate Drafts 

 
Dear YPSDG participants, 
 
We hope that you are enjoying meetings/calls with your mentors. As we prepare for the last session of the                   
program, here are a few important housekeeping items:  
 

1. Please make sure to  complete the third set of assignments  <Link to Assignment 3 Google               
Doc>  before the session to receive your certificate. 

2. I am attaching  drafts of your certificates ; please  make sure that your name and other               
information are correct . Please note that Hosts-In-Training have an additional line in their             
certificates recognizing completion of the additional training in  World Café facilitation and            
Collective Narrative Methodology . If you have any questions or requests regarding your            
certificate, please let me know. 

3. I am also attaching the collective narrative from Session 3 for your review. 
4. Please  fill out and submit this #WorldShift Form  <Link to #WorldShift Form> by next Monday.               

Your responses will be printed out and will be used for introductions at the YPSDG session. 
 
We will be sending an email with logistics for the upcoming session next Monday. In the meantime, if you                   
have any questions, please let me know. 
 
Cordially, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XLIV. #WorldShift Survey Questions 
 

YPSDG #WorldShift Statement 
Please fill out this form. Your responses will be printed out and used for introductions 

at the upcoming YPSDG session. 
* Required 

 
1. Name * 
 
2. In *one* sentence, what is the aspect of the current reality that you are trying to change with your work                     
(either currently or as an aspiration)? * 
 
3. In *one* sentence, what is the ideal reality that you are working towards? * 
 
4. In *one* sentence, what is your current or aspired work? What do you do or aspire to do to create the                      
change you care about? * 
 
5. What UN Sustainable Development Goals are directly relevant to your work? (Check all that apply) * 

● Goal 1: No poverty 
● Goal 2: Zero hunger 
● Goal 3: Good health and well-being for people 
● Goal 4: Quality education 
● Goal 5: Gender equality 
● Goal 6: Clean water and sanitation 
● Goal 7: Affordable and clean energy 
● Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth 
● Goal 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure 
● Goal 10: Reducing inequalities 
● Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities 
● Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production 
● Goal 13: Climate action 
● Goal 14: Life below water 
● Goal 15: Life on land 
● Goal 16: Peace, justice and strong institutions 
● Goal 17: Partnerships for the goals 

 
6. Do you have any comments for us? 
 

SUBMIT 
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XLV. Sample #WorldShift Statement 
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XLVI. Session 4 Design Call Follow Up 
 
Dear fellow hosts, 
 
Thank you for the productive design call!  Here is the recording of the call  <Link to Recording> for your                   
reference. 
 
As we discussed, here are the facilitation roles for the upcoming session: 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 1> :  You facilitate the networking activity. 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 2> :  You do the context setting for the World Café. 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 3> :  You invite everyone to the room set up for the World Café and facilitate                 
World Café rounds. 
 
<Host-In-Training Name 4> :  You introduce the Collective Narrative Methodology during the context setting             
for the World Café as well as facilitate and videotape the report-outs. 
 
<Host Name 1> :  you’ll be setting up the registration table and registering participants and mentors.               
Please update and bring nametags. Also, as always, participants and mentors will be calling or texting                
you to update on their plans or ask for directions. 
 
<Host Name 2> :  as always, you’ll be organizing and setting up morning snacks/coffee and lunch. You’ll                
also be facilitating the check-in; please create #WorldShift statements based on the #WorldShift Form              
responses, print them out and bring them with you. 
 
We’ll gather at 8:00 am on the day of the session to set up the room.  <Host-In-Training Name 2> and                    
<Host-In-Training Name 3> : you’ll be setting up the World Café room. I’ll bring tablecloth and markers.                
Please print and bring the handouts  <Link to Session 4 Handouts> .  <Host-In-Training Name 1> and               
<Host-In-Training Name 4> : you’ll be setting up the check-in circle, the SDG banner, and the flags. 
 
If you need help preparing for your role, please let me know. 
 
Also, it is time to  schedule one on one World Café Case Clinics calls  with Hosts-In-Training!  
 
As we discussed, during the call you will pick a “client” organization and discuss how you would approach                  
designing and facilitating a World Café for that “client”. We will talk about the purpose of the World Café,                   
desired outcomes, participant composition, invitation & pre-event communication, questions, venue,          
supplies, handouts, setup, context setting, table host selection, round facilitation, harvest, and follow-up             
among other topics. 
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You can refer to the  recording of the World Café Design Webinar  <Link to Webinar Recording> and                 
start thinking about your hypothetical client engagement to prepare for the case clinics. Please be ready                
to discuss the rationale of your choices as well as potential alternatives. 
 
Please give me a few options on Tuesday-Friday right before the final session of the program. Usually,                 
case clinics take about an hour, but it would make sense to book 1.5 hours in your schedule for the call in                      
case you need more time. I also recommend scheduling case clinics earlier rather than later in case you                  
need another attempt to pass this test. 
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.  
 
Warmly, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
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XLVII. Session 4 Reminder with Logistics 
 
Dear Mentors and Young Professionals, 
 
We hope that you are enjoying your mentoring meetings/calls and we are looking forward to seeing you                 
on  <Date & Venue> for our fourth seminar of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development               
Goals Seminar Series (YPSDG) .  
 
We plan to start at 9:30 am, so please aim at coming at around  9:00 - 9:20 am to meet each other                      
informally and enjoy coffee and light morning snacks. Thank you so much to all the mentors who agreed                  
to share their wisdom with our participants! 
 
The theme of the session is  "Where to Start: Immediate First Moves to Bring Your Support of the                  
SDGs to the Next Level" .This session will start with introductions and a networking & relationship               
building activity instead of our usual panel discussion. Participants can look at the list of mentors below to                  
have an overview of who will be in the room and take the opportunity to connect with more mentors during                    
the session.  
 

Participant Participant's Email Mentor Mentor's Background/Affiliation 

Participant 1 Participant’s Email 1 Mentor 1 
Board Member, UNA SF; Human Rights Educator & Social Justice Educational 
Leader 

Participant 2 Participant’s Email 2 Mentor 2 Former Senior Advisor to the Head of the UN Mission in Libya 

Participant 3 Participant’s Email 3 Mentor 3 Director, USF School of Management's Master of Nonprofit Management Program 

(...) (...) (...) (...) 

 
The networking & relationship building activity will be followed by a graduation ceremony: mentors will be                
presenting certificates of completion to their mentees. Then, after a short break, we will start a World Cafe                  
- small group conversations with some mixing/cross-pollination that would allow to learn from each other               
and discuss next steps needed to bring participants' support of the SDGs to the next level. After that lunch                   
will be provided on site. All mentors are most welcome to stay for the World Cafe and lunch! As always,                    
the session should end by 2 pm . 
 
IMPORTANT: If you have not submitted  your #WorldShift Form  <Link to #WorldShift Form> yet,              
please do so ASAP! This should only take a few minutes, and it is absolutely critical for the                  
pre-work we are doing for the upcoming session!  
 
Notes for mentors:   

1. Please note that participants are required to have at least 2 mentoring meetings or calls (at least                 
2 hours total) with their mentor to meet program requirements and get a certificate. If there is an                  
unforeseen problem with spending enough time with your mentee, please let me and your              
mentee know ASAP so that we could deal with the emergency in a timely manner. 
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2. Please note that participants will be writing a brief report about their mentoring experience that               
will be available to program organizers and other participants. If there is something you don't want                
to be included in that report, please inform your mentee about that. 

3. We actively encourage mentors and mentees to develop a long-term mentoring relationship and             
continue the conversation after the program is complete. However, this is totally up to any specific                
pair of mentor/mentee to work that out depending on mentor's availability, how the actual              
mentoring conversations go, and what makes sense in the particular context. 

4. Mentors who successfully help their mentees meet program requirements, attend the final            
session of the program from 9:30 am to at least 11:00 am, get positive feedback from their                 
mentee, and apply for the official "UNA SF Mentor" status will be presented to the UNA SF Board                  
Directors at the next Board Meeting and the Board will vote on granting that status. More about                 
the official status and to apply, please see   https://www.una-sf.org/mentors 

5. If you have not submitted  your #WorldShift Form  <Link to #WorldShift Form>  yet, please do so                
ASAP! This should only take a few minutes, and it is absolutely critical for the pre-work we are                  
doing for the upcoming session!  

Notes for participants:  

1. Please make sure to complete  the third set of assignments  <Link to Assignment 3 Google               
Doc>  before the session to receive your certificate. 

2. If you have not submitted  your #WorldShift Form  <Link to #WorldShift Form> yet, please do so                
ASAP! This should only take a few minutes, and it is absolutely critical for the pre-work we are                  
doing for the upcoming session!  

If you have any questions, please let me know via email. If you have any issues finding or accessing the                    
venue, you can call or text out  <Host Name 1>  at  <Phone Number> . 
 
See you on Saturday! 
 
Cordially, 
 
<Program Director Name> 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
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XLVIII. Sample Session 4 World Cafe Handout 

 
Session 4: Immediate First Moves 

May 11, 2019 
 

WORLD CAFÉ FLOW & GUIDELINES 
 

Context Setting 
Pay attention to facilitator’s instructions 

 
Round 1 

Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 
What are the highlights of your experience with this cohort of the Young Professionals for 

Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series as participants/mentors/hosts? How do these 
highlights inform your plans and immediate next steps after today’s session? 

 
Rotation 

After the first round move to a different table  
(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 

 
Round 2 

Discuss the following questions with fellow participants at your table: 
What patterns do you notice across individual experiences and plans of participants, mentors, 
and hosts? What experiences and plans are similar for a significant number of people? What 

experiences and plans stand out as unique or surprising? 

 
Rotation 

After the second round move to a different table  
(unless you are the one selected to stay at your table as Table Host) 

 
Round 3 

Discuss the following question with fellow participants at your table: 
What is the highest potential of this cohort to make an impact on humanity’s progress 

towards UN SDGs and how alumni, mentors, and hosts might help this potential manifest 
after the program ends?  

 
Harvest 

All Table Hosts summarize the conversations they had at their tables and report them to the larger group. 
Participants add to the harvest if something important is missing. 
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XLIX. Sample Cohort Roster 
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L. Sample Certificate (Regular) 
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LI. Sample Certificate (Host-In-Training) 
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LII. Sample Program Follow Up 
 
Dear participants and mentors, 
 
Congratulations to all the young professionals who received their certificates today and deep gratitude to               
the mentors for your advice, support, and encouragement!  
 
We hope the relationships you've developed at this seminar series will continue to nourish your               
professional journey towards UN Sustainable Development Goals! Please find below the contact            
information of all participants and mentors who joined us today. I am also attaching a group photo and the                   
Participant Roster. 
 
Survey 
 
As we discussed, it would be most helpful if you could  fill out our follow-up survey  as a participant  or                    
as a mentor , depending on your role in the program. We are very much looking forward to getting your                   
feedback!  
 
Collective Narrative 
 
We will also work on the collective narrative from today's World Café and share it with you when it is                    
ready. In the meantime, I see that Eleonora has already followed through on today's World Cafe                
discussions and created a  Facebook group for participants. As a reminder, if you feel that something                
important is missing from the table host reports, you can submit a written contribution to the collective                 
narrative by midnight. 
 
Mentors who would like to be considered by UNA SF Board of Directors to receive the official status of                   
"UNA SF Mentor" can  read more about this and apply here . If you would like to be considered at the May                     
18th Board meeting, please apply by next  Monday. 
 
Thank you so much Dr. Tavanti & Mary for the continued support of the program on behalf of the                   
University of San Francisco School of Management's Master of Nonprofit Administration Program and the              
United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter  and for being such wonderful conveners!  
 
Thank you all once again and may you have a fantastic weekend! 
 
Warmly, 
 
Fyodor Ovchinnikov 
On behalf of the YPSDG Hosting Team 
 
Participant Participant's Email Mentor Mentor's email Mentor's Background/Affiliation 

Participant 1 Participant’s Email 1 Mentor 1 Mentor’s Email 1 
Ex.:  Board Member, UNA SF; Human Rights Educator & Social 
Justice Educational Leader 
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LIII. Survey Questions with Sample Responses 
 

YPSDG Seminar Series Post-Program Survey 
* Required 

 
1. Your Name (optional) 
 
2. How helpful was this program for your personal and professional development? * 
Scale 1-10: Not at all helpful (1) - Extremely helpful (10) 
 
3. How likely are you to recommend this program to others? * 
Scale 1-10: Never (1) - Definitely (10) 
 
4. How would you describe this program to others? * 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“This is a great program, where you get out of it what you put into it. It's a great way to meet sincere and                        
passionate people who are eager to do good in the world.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“It is a cohort-based learning program to meet and work with other young professionals who are focused                 
on integrating the SDGs into their careers. Facilitated by leadership and organizational experts to find               
both ideological and practical pathways for attaining new skills, building a strong network, and working               
with a mentor in your field to gain insights and advice on developing your career.” 
 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“A program where you can learn more about aligning your career with the SDGs that provides all around                  
valuable experiences related to career development, forming connections with like minded individuals,            
and the great opportunity of getting a mentor.” 
 
5. Please share your experience with the following activities: * (Multiple-Choice) 
 
Columns: 

● I missed this activity 
● I didn't enjoy nor learn from this activity 
● I enjoyed but didn't learn much from this activity 
● I didn't enjoy but the learning was valuable 
● I both enjoyed and learned a lot from this activity 
● This activity stood out for me as one of the most valuable 

Rows: 
● Session One SDGs Introduction  
● Session One Panel as an Ad Hoc Example of Peer Learning 
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● Session One Global Cafe on Peer Learning 
● Session One Collective Narrative 
● Learning from/with other participants outside of the formal structure of the program 
● Assignment 1 
● Session Two Panel on SDG Mindset 
● Session Two Global Cafe on SDG Mindset 
● Session Two Collective Narrative 
● Assignment 2 
● Session Three Panel on Skills 
● Session Three Global Cafe on Skills 
● Session Three Collective Narrative 
● Interviews with hosts to clarify career goals and mentoring preferences 
● Mentoring 
● Assignment 3 
● Session Four #WorldShift Check-In 
● Session Four Global Cafe 
● Session Four Graduation Ceremony 
● Pursuing opportunities you learned about at the program  
● HOSTS: Reading materials about World Cafe & Collective Narratives 
● HOSTS: Learning theory from the instructor 
● HOSTS: Practicing design & facilitation 
● HOSTS: Collective Narrative practice 
● HOSTS: Peer learning 
● HOSTS: Looking for mentors 
● HOSTS: World Cafe Case Clinics (the 1 h. call at the end of the training) 

 
6. If you were able to talk with your past self who was just considering joining this program, what would                    
you say? * 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“Definitely do it, and clear your schedule.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“Even though you're not sure about exactly what direction to go in, this program will help you find clarity                   
and make connections conceptually, ideologically, practically that will very valuable. It is going to be a lot                 
of work, mostly in areas you are not expecting, but it will help you think through the stagnant holding                   
pattern you are in.” 
 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“Seize the opportunity! It is a great chance to learn, form genuine connections, and develop a better                 
sense of career trajectory.” 
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7. Which of the following resonates with you as something you experienced in this program and found                 
genuinely helpful? (check all that applies) * 

● getting more clarity about your career path 
● feeling more confident integrating SDGs in your career planning 
● learning about relevant networks & opportunities 
● building long-term peer support relationships with other participants 
● building long-term relationship with your mentor 
● making useful professional contacts with panelists 
● feeling supported 
● feeling inspired 
● experiencing a shift in perspective 
● feeling more grounded in your life purpose 
● developing important skills 
● having fun 

 
8. If you could change anything about this program, what would it be? * 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“Maybe require one on one or small group meet-ups between each session or following each session. As                 
a host, I was really able to get to know individuals by interviewing them for mentors. This was a great                    
experience for me and I think others would benefit from it as well.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“MENTORING: While I realize that this is mostly logistical, I believe that if there is a longer list of official                    
mentors that mentors should meet with mentees earlier in the future to give them more time to work                  
together within the time frame of the program itself. This is not really something to "change", as much as it                    
is a suggestion on how to evolve moving forward.  
 
TIMING: Again, this is something that is logistical. The 11th was Mother's Day Weekend, which is also in                  
the middle of graduation season (and nearly all of my doctoral friends were defending their dissertations                
the week before, and all the professors at the defenses). I was told by many potential mentors that they'd                   
like to be kept on the list for next time, but one of those who events prevented them from attending in                     
person. That said, one proposed change: Always check for holidays and perhaps find creative ways               
around the time restrictions. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS: Please take this knowing that I am inherently biased on this point, but since there                 
were—at least in this cohort—quite a few human rights focused people, and the SDG model is based on                  
the interconnected/interdependent human rights model, I think it might be worth doing some type of brief                
history to connect the two systems, as to structurally break up/avoid any misunderstandings when it               
comes to the system itself (there is, as a whole, a human rights literacy issue, especially in the US that                    
can also inhibit integral understandings of the SDGs). This might be too complex to structure in, but it is                   
something that I would add/change.” 
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Sample Answer 3 
 
“Better receptiveness of what participants are seeking in a mentor and/or preferred field of mentor.               
Perhaps an email of potential mentors being considered and a chance to choose one, a heads up that a                   
certain type of mentor will be hard to find so a stronger push toward participants with difficult to match                   
aspects to take advantage of the opportunity to seek out their own potential mentor, or even an email                  
saying “this is the mentor chosen for you, please respond within 48 hours if you have any absolute                  
objections” etc.” 
 
9. What is your overall impression of the program? Is there anything else you would like to share with us? 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“I thought it was great, and I'd do it over again if I could. The switch to the Memorial building was perfect,                      
and I hope it remains there. That building only adds to the experience.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“I cannot quite phrase how much I have gained from this program, both professionally and personally. I                 
was in a very lost place when I started, and now, having just completed the program, I am thoroughly                   
impressed with how much progress I have made. I hope to continue to work with this cohort and keeping                   
in touch with the hosting team.” 
 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“Overall, I am very grateful for the experience! It was educational, yet fun and social and I am excited to                    
continue developing the relationships with those I met in the program.” 
 

SUBMIT 
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LIV. Sample Session 4 Collective Narrative 
 

Spring 2019  
Immediate First Moves to Shift Support of the SDGs to the Next Level: a Collective Narrative 

 
Produced by Fyodor Ovchinnikov 

 
On May 11, 2019, a group of young professionals and their mentors came together at the Veteran’s                 
Building in San Francisco for the last session of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development               
Goals Seminar Series offered jointly by the  United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco               
Chapter (UNA SF) and the  University of San Francisco School of Management's Master of Nonprofit               
Administration Program  (USF-SOM-PNA-MNA). 
 
At the beginning of the session participants, mentors, and hosts shared their  #WorldShift statements              
articulating the realities they are changing, the visions they are working towards, and the work they do to                  
manifest those visions. After that check-in and a short networking activity participants received their              
certificates of completion from their mentors, listened to closing remarks shared by  Dr. Marco Tavanti from                
USF and participated in a World Café facilitated by  Benjamin Hall ,  Jazzmin Gota , and  Stefania               
Guadalupe so that participants and mentors could reflect on their experience with the program, their next                
steps, and opportunities to support each other after the program is over. 
 
Participants’ reflections were stewarded and harvested according to the  Collective Narrative           
Methodology . These reflections were videotaped, transcribed and turned into a collective narrative  - a text               
that links individual insights into a cohesive whole with minimum change of the original language. 
 
Ambica Selvaraj, Anson Sando, David Liptsyn, Diane Dodge, Eleonora Nazander, Emily Miller, Felicia             
Chavez, Joanne Gouaux, Joel Julien, Lina Constantinoici, Lina Lenberg, Lindsey Wood, Lysondra            
Ludwig, Mao Moua, Mary Ann Dawkins, Mary Steiner, Michael Hartmann, Nicole Sanders, Nuria Serina,              
Shavonne Charity, and Trevor J. Yan participated in the small group discussions and therefore contributed               
to this collective narrative with their reflections. The integrity of the ideas was preserved in the best way                  
possible considering the quality of the recording. 
 

Collective Narrative 
 
We’ve got a renewed sense of purpose and more clarity about our future 
 
We have experienced a renewed sense of purpose by participating in this series and in today's session.                 
Program sessions and this cohort allowed us to ignite our passion in the global community to support the                  
UN Sustainable Development Goals. Our common experience was that of curiosity and interest to grow               
and engage in the world and also with our local community. The program has provided an opportunity to                  
learn from peers and an avenue to get closer to where we want to be. Many of us shared that after the                      
program there is more clarity about our plans for the future and a sense of direction or purpose, especially                   
related to issues involved in the SDGs.  
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Our experiences were overwhelmingly positive and we want to continue our interactions 
 
Our experiences and impressions of the program that we talked about are overwhelmingly positive. There               
were some suggestions for change, but, overwhelmingly, we have had a positive experience, and many of                
us want to stay in contact with each other. We discussed the importance of the connections that we made                   
in this seminar and how we plan to continue with them and to carry on not only between the members but                     
also with mentors.  
 
We now understand the importance of systemic connections that shape our work towards the SDGs  
 
We learned about the importance of getting involved with systems thinking, using a systems approach to                
think about the SDGs and the issues involved. Systems thinking is linked to all of our work, to all our                    
commonalities. It's great to do things as individuals but we also need to address systems and processes                 
that are in place in order to create change at a larger scale. We saw that many of the SDGs are                     
connected and dependent on each other, so we should not look at each of them individually or only focus                   
on the type of work that we do. 
 
We’ve got an opportunity to build meaningful collections and relationships 
 
This program really provided an opportunity for us to make connections and understand what others are                
doing with their careers (not only in their day job but also with their personal passions), how they got to                    
where they are and how those intersections can be created. Here we can actively grow and engage with                  
what we want to do and that provides an opportunity to reframe networking from what we think of                  
traditional networking into actually building relationships to create connections that are meaningful.  
 
This gave us a lot of tips and advice on how to make changes in our daily life and also our careers to                       
support the SDGs through meeting a lot of like-minded people and leveraging mentors for supporting               
guidance on what that direction can be and driving our focus and attention to actually maintaining those                 
connections and building those relationships. 
 
So connecting to like-minded people, especially people who we wouldn't have met otherwise was a very                
valuable experience and a highlight of the program. It was wonderful to have people around us who have                  
the same connection with work and interests that we do, to get to know what other participants are                  
working on and to learn from that. That is very unique because many people don't think of the                  
international issues that people in this group do.  
 
It’s refreshing to see the drive of this group to do good 
 
For some of us it was especially important that people here have values and passions that are different                  
from the general, common idea of having a job hierarchy to work up from the bottom to the top or from the                      
middle to the top. People get stuck starting with small apartments, rooms, or homes (if you are lucky in                   
the Bay Area). Money, security, comfort, family - that is a view that doesn't necessarily include the passion                  
or value-driven issues that this group is concerned about.  
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We often found that when talking to individuals outside of this cohort the conversations fall flat because                 
many people don't have that same level of engagement and passion. It’s traumatic to some of us that                  
when we talk to our colleagues at work or friends about our aspirations and interests they day ‘What?!                  
You're nuts! That's crazy!' This group doesn't think it's crazy. This group thinks that is a very good idea                   
and needs to be done. There is a drive here to do good. It’s a really inspiring experience to be among                     
people who are like-minded and who are really motivated to go on and do this in their work, whatever the                    
field may be.  
 
Mentors are impressed with the participants and advise to always move forward 
 
Mentors talked about the purpose of new generations. They especially mentioned that they saw how               
self-driven, self-directed, and inspired new generations are in working towards Sustainable Development            
Goals. For mentors, this program was a reminder of how important it is to have support for one’s path and                    
everyone is very thrilled to see the changes that are happening in the participants. 
 
One mentor who called himself “chronologically challenged” shared that he has seen a lot of change in                 
his life from the 1970-s. For example, when looking at the SDG 16, “Peace, Justice and Strong                 
Institutions”, he recalled the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Criminal              
Court, and a focus on things that nobody used to care about such as dealing with domestic and family                   
violence. We discussed the idea that while many things have gotten a lot better, younger people already                 
accept that progress as given and don't see the changes that have gone forward. There was an emphasis                  
that we have to continue to go forward. Most importantly, younger people need to stop the old                 
fuddy-duddies who say 'Hey, I held through this back then' from just sitting on their laurels but rather say                   
‘There is a lot more to be done, so let's all go forward and keep on going!’ 
 
The process and the similarity of mentors’ and mentees’ backgrounds created long-term relationships 
 
A pattern that we saw is that mentors and mentees had very similar backgrounds - professionally or                 
educationally - which made mentoring relationships much easier and more natural than if mentors and               
mentees had been from different backgrounds. It was something that people really respected and thought               
was helpful, and we hope that these relationships will continue after the program. Another pattern is that a                  
lot of the mentors and mentees knew people in common from different settings and that also made a                  
larger connection and network for both sides. People did also say that they appreciated the opportunity to                 
think together during the World Café today and during this process as a whole.  
 
Our shared values will drive us towards leadership for sustainability 
 
What to do next? Undoubtedly, we all have very unique backgrounds and unique sets of knowledge,                
which is different for everyone. However our values are pretty similar and our goals are also pretty similar,                  
so each participant will be figuring out their own unique way to align their skills with the UN Sustainable                   
Development Goals. It's important to make changes towards sustainability both personally and            
professionally, and we talked about how we can apply all the information that we received from this                 
seminar series. Regarding future potential, we agreed that many participants might become leaders of              
different organizations in future.  
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Our aspirations are diverse but there are some popular themes in this group 
 
Among some common themes is the focus on clear, clean energy and human rights. Other participants                
are focused on other topics but these were more commonly mentioned. One of our mentors suggested an                 
additional SDG that can link to many of our fields: “Arts, Culture and Community”. 
 
Some of us are looking at going overseas, some are looking at doing work here first whether it's going to                    
the UN Civil Society Conference in Salt Lake City in August or whether it is joining Human Rights Watch                   
and researching and working on things abroad. Many participants are quite locally focused. There is also                
some of the global mindsets present but a lot of us are working for making local actions. So we can be a                      
changing factor for others, and learn from other countries or individuals' examples to adapt it locally for                 
others. 
 
One modality is to look at advocacy and public education in order to get our messages across. We                  
discussed the focus on climate change and, most importantly, a willingness to engage others and               
frustration because of a lack of opportunities in institutions sometimes here in the US (even in the Bay                  
Area) that have an effect on working on the issues of the SDGs.  
 
Some participants saw their peers who are working in the private sector as unique given the common                 
focus on NGOs, Government, and IGOs. Also, some participants are willing to look at what they are doing                  
in certain professions and switching out of those professions or jobs and going to something completely                
different because of their passions. 
 
Our differences help us see systemic connections and our similarities inspire collaboration 
 
When we talked about the potential for progress and how we could manifest that, the biggest theme                 
rolling around was the social capital within this group here and continuing to build that social capital to                  
move forward and find more people willing to do more and to contribute.  
 
We talked about the potential of the group. As a cohort, we have very diverse backgrounds. We work in                   
different industries, so we can support each other to transition to different fields, share resources to open                 
the doors for each other through our diverse network. There are many different sectors and many diverse                 
voices and experiences in this group. And that is seen as what gives this group its potential to build the                    
capacity to see the systems and we all have friends and colleagues that we can plug in and also get from                     
them skills, experience or other things that are missing.  
 
There was also a lot of discussion about how there's so much overlap in the different work that we all do                     
that it really makes it powerful for all of us to come together and hopefully continue to collaborate and                   
build on each other's work outside of this process. We are very grateful to each other for participating and                   
we hope that we continue to work together when this program is over. 
 
We want to build a community of practice starting with a Facebook group and alumni events 
 
For our next steps we mentioned collaborating with each other, networking - finding more people with                
similar backgrounds, connecting and collaborating, - having a community and building bridges to go              
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forward. Of course, it's about staying together as mentors and mentees, and as a cohort. Either it is one                   
of the lunches where someone shares their experience from work or a project or opportunity.  
 
We are the second cohort so maybe we could start to do networking events for alumni across cohorts to                   
make sure we are all continuing our progress and to figure out what that looks like. We talked about                   
having an alumni network or, as someone called it, a community of practice that is more than just a place                    
where we have a party once a year. We discussed setting up a Facebook group - an unofficial Facebook                   
group for alumni of this program. One of us will be setting up such a group. All alumni are welcome to join                      
when we send out an invitation. 
 
We want to make our next steps very practical 
 
We discussed about putting things into actual practice. Now that we've had these talks, we've met, we're                 
aware of the SDGs, we've discussed the work that we do, we need to go from an aspirational place of                    
hope and idealism to putting things into practice in our different work environments. We can actually                
create something together as a cohort: for example an art installation in memory of the signing of the UN                   
chapter. 
 
There was also a call for a speaker series - not the type we are having now where we have experts with a                       
lot of degrees and a lot of experience but people in this group, those who are the young professionals                   
interested in a particular SDG. There was a suggestion that perhaps the next iteration of this program                 
could include a full session of strategizing, and after six months we would get together and you would                  
give us five-ten minutes to share what we have done to progress even if it's small steps. We also talked                    
about having a Constructive Solutions Circle. This is going to be a diverse group of people who will give                   
constructive suggestions and work together to take an idea of someone broaches and try to look at how                  
can we do this.  
 
We would work on building a network of organizations committed to the SDGs here in San Francisco 
 
The attraction to social good is growing and it's really becoming something trending. In that context we                 
wonder how we might connect the UN which seems to be this huge international organization               
untouchable for the common person to a lot of businesses that we know support the SDGs. How do we                   
create that visibility so that we could say that a certain organization or company is driving towards, for                  
example, SDG 1, 2 and 3. We discussed examples when some of us went to a panel discussion at such                    
organizations and showed specifically which SDGs they were driving towards which really made amazing              
connections.  
 
We were talking about how we could get San Francisco that has such a connection to the United Nations                   
Association to get our communities and our businesses to communicate what SDGs they are driving               
towards and then build that network. There is an international set of goals that we are all driving towards                   
so how do we create that visibility to get maybe one in five businesses to say which SDGs they are                    
aligning to, recognize that connection to the international brand, and get a certification from the UN? 
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Mentors could be further supporting us by meeting us in our own environment 
 
We also discussed that some mentors invited their mentees to their to their classes and somebody                
mentioned that maybe it would also make sense to do it the other way around. The mentees take the                   
mentors to their working spaces and let them see how they perform and how they can contribute more to                   
the SDGs.  
 
We too can pay it forward 
 
We could also pass on the advice to younger people about this opportunity, and not only younger people                  
but even colleagues or friends within your network, to continue providing them with insight and guidance                
on how we build that next generation of change agents.  
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LV. Description of “UNA SF Mentor” Status 
 
UNA SF is  looking for qualified mentors with experience in foreign or domestic policy, humanitarian               
action, social entrepreneurship, activism, and other related areas to mentor young professionals who             
want to align their careers with the  UN Sustainable Development Goals . If selected and approved by the                 
Board of Directors of the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter, you would be                 
receiving requests from our officers and volunteers whenever they identify you as a good fit for a specific                  
mentoring case. 
 

 
 
Concrete expectations and time commitment would be specified in each request. You would have control               
over how many requests you are willing to receive and which requests you would like to respond to,                  
however, mentors who consistently deny or ignore requests will be removed from the pool and lose their                 
status. The primary mentoring format currently offered by the UNA SF is a 3-month commitment to                
mentor a participant of the  Young Professionals for Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series .             
More formats are likely to be added in the future. 
 
"Mentor of the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter" ("UNA SF Mentor") is an                 
official status granted by the Board of Directors with the right to present this status on resume/CV, social                  
media, and through other relevant channels. This status is a recognition of expertise and dedication to                
public service in support of the  United Nations Agenda 2030 . To be considered, please  fill out this                 
application form . We will contact you if you are selected or if we need further information. 
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LVI. UNA SF Mentor Application Questions with Sample Responses 
 

UNA SF Mentor Application 
 
Thank you for your interest in mentoring young professionals who would like to align their careers with the                  
UN Sustainable Development Goals. Please fill out this form to present your candidacy. We will contact                
you if you are selected or if we need further information. 
 
If selected and approved by the Board of Directors of the United Nations Association of the USA, San                  
Francisco Chapter, you would be receiving requests from our officers and volunteers whenever they              
identify you as a good fit for a specific mentoring case. Concrete expectations and time commitment                
would be specified in each request. You would have control over how many requests you are willing to                  
receive and which requests you would like to respond to, however, mentors who consistently deny or                
ignore requests will be removed from the pool and lose their status. 
 
"Mentor of the United Nations Association of the USA, San Francisco Chapter" ("UNA SF Mentor") is an                 
official status granted by the Board of Directors with the right to present this status on resume/CV, social                  
media, and through other relevant channels. This status is a recognition of expertise and dedication to                
public service in support of the United Nations Agenda 2030. To be considered, please fill out this                 
application form. 
 

* Required 
 
1. Name * 
 
2. Email * 
 
3. Please tell us more about your background, how your work is related to the UN Sustainable                 
Development Goals, and how you might be helpful to some of our participants * 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“Extensive nonprofit experience with a private and government sector background (US Department of             
State, financial institutions). Worked on public policy in the Bay Area, education reform nationally, and               
international women's human rights. Very familiar with SDGs in social change context. Now CEO at               
Community Action Marin, the county's poverty-fighting agency. Happy to help with leadership in the              
sector, leveraging fund development and resource mobilization strategies (taught at USF in their MNA              
program last year). PhD, MBA, and CFRE credentials.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“Experience has taught me that complex problems cannot be solved by any one sector, discipline, or                
school of thought. Collaboration with like-minded partners allows us to address interconnected complex             
problems. Sustainable solutions depend on the ability to think in terms of systems the capacity to think                 
systems and see the big picture - which means everyone has a role to play.  
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My Background: 
 
I'm a social entrepreneur on a mission to achieve large scale, systemic and sustainable social change                
through new inventions, fresh approaches, a more rigorous application of known scientific technologies,             
laws, evidence-based practices, strategies, or a combination of these. 
 
As an experienced advocacy speaker, business owner, community organizer and educator I've worked to              
improve access to independence and quality of life for all. I write about advocacy, learning, health,                
neuroscience and more. My professional background is built on a foundation of business experience and               
has provided me opportunities to explore strategic projects such as the launch of a neuroscience podcast                
dedicated to unlocking the highest levels of human potential. As a community organizer, I teach               
stakeholders how to become strong advocates in support of social movements within civil society. 
 
Where I Am Today: 
 
I serve as Vice-Chair for the Board of Directors at My New Red Shoes. MNRS is a non-profit                  
headquartered in Redwood City, dedicated to closing the basic needs gap for homeless and low-income               
children. We serve by partnering with schools, homeless shelters, transitional housing programs,            
domestic shelters, case management agencies and other community based child-serving organizations.           
Each year, we collect thousands of new shoe donations from shoe drives led by individual donors,                
community groups and corporate teams. To ensure that we have the variety of shoe sizes and styles that                  
every student request, we supplement our inventory with wholesale shoe purchases as needed. 
 
Work Related SDGs:  
 
Goal #1 Eradicating poverty in all its forms 
 
I lead Morning Angel Communications, an agency I co-founded with a young social entrepreneur from               
Istanbul, Turkey who settled in San Francisco. Together we design solutions to the serve the world’s need                 
to communicate clearly, specializing in programs that build stakeholder relationships to overcome            
language barriers in alignment with SDGs. For example, one of our clients, Tahrirh Justice Center               
represents women and girls fleeing violence, seeking gender based asylum.  
 
We bring together corporate, public, philanthropy and investment leaders to create social innovation             
partnerships in technology, healthcare, law, education, and immigration. We build models and tools to              
address challenges facing society on a global scale. For example, we're presently collaborating with an               
EU partner in Turkey to establish a youth international virtual exchange program between High School               
students in Istanbul and Izmir and students in U.S. 
 
Work Related SDGs:  
 
Goal #4 Quality Education 
Goal #5  Gender Equality 
Goal #8 Decent Work and Economic Growth 
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#10 Reduced Inequality Goal  
#16 Peace and Justice Strong Institutions  
 
I Can Help A Young Professional 

● Create clarity via story mapping 
● Create emotionally engaging stories 
● Develop and improve communications efforts 
● Engage and expand partnerships 
● Identify their position & timing 
● Understand and cultivate stakeholder relationships 

 
I define an effective mentoring relationship to include:  

● Open communication and accessibility  
● Goals and challenges 
● Passion and inspiration 
● Caring personal relationship 
● Mutual respect and trust 
● Exchange of knowledge 
● Independence and collaboration 
● Role modeling” 

 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“I have been engaged in human rights education for the last 30 years as a consultant, trainer, editor, and                   
writer (see attached CV). See attached short bio paragraph: 
 
Nancy Flowers has worked to develop Amnesty International’s education program and is a co-founder of               
Human Rights Educators USA, a national human rights education network. As a consultant to              
governments, nongovernmental organizations, and UN agencies, she has helped establish national and            
international networks of educators, develop materials, and train activists and professionals in many             
countries. Recent publications include Towards a Just Society: The Personal Journeys of Human Rights              
Educators (2016); Human Rights. YES! Action and Advocacy for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities               
(2nd Edition, 2013), and Local Action/ Global Change: A Handbook on Women’s Human Rights (2nd               
edition, 2008).” 
 
4. How can we learn more about you? Please share relevant links (your LinkedIn profile, downloadable                
CV/resume, personal website, blog, etc.) * 
 
5. If you want, you can upload your CV/Resume or other relevant information below (optional) 
ADD FILE 
 
6. Do you have any specific preferences regarding the frequency of mentoring requests, format/time              
commitment, or characteristics of mentees? 
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Sample Answer 1 
 
“Should be an attorney or interest/work in IHL/war crimes, etc.” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“I'm open to possibilities.” 
 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“I would prefer mentees interested in education from a human rights perspective. My experience is               
principally in the rights of women, children, and persons with disabilities, although I have worked in many                 
different aspects of human rights.” 
 
7. Would you like to share any other comments with us? 
 
Sample Answer 1 
 
“I have enjoyed mentoring some mentees of the most recent cohort of the UNA SF program” 
 
Sample Answer 2 
 
“I look forward to guiding young professionals toward realizing their strengths and learning to leverage               
collaborations to reach their full potential.” 
 
Sample Answer 3 
 
“I believe I would also learn a lot from anyone I would mentor. I value the opportunity to witness the                    
process of individual and organizational transformation and creating positive change for our world.” 
 

SUBMIT 
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LVII. Sample UNA SF Mentor Nomination Letter 
 

Fyodor Ovchinnikov 
Program Director 
Young Professionals for Sustainable  
Development Goals Seminar Series 

  
Board of Directors 
United Nations Association 
of the USA, San Francisco Chapter 
  
May 13, 2019 
  
Dear fellow Board members, 
  
Following up on the past Board resolutions and discussions regarding the Young Professionals for              
Sustainable Development Goals Seminar Series, I would like to inform the Board that we have               
successfully concluded the second iteration of the program on May 11. Our Board President Mary Steiner,                
Secretary Swagata Sen, and Board members Jeff Weiner, Nelson Barry III, and Lina Lenberg took part in                 
the program as co-hosts and/or mentors. 
  
In alignment with previous discussions, I would also like to propose the following resolution: 
  
“To grant the official status of “UNA SF Mentor” (or “Mentor of the United Nations Association of the USA,                   
San Francisco Chapter”) to Chandra Alexandre, Ph.D., Diane Dodge, Felicia Chavez, Janet Marie             
Roberts, Joanne Gouaux, Joel L Julien, Kate Walter, Lina Lenberg, Manuel Manga, Michael Hartmann,              
Nelson Barry III, and Nancy Flowers; present official mentors with certificates approved by the UNA SF                
President Mary Steiner.” 
  
Mentors’ applications with information on their background are attached in a separate Microsoft Excel file.               
If Board members have any questions about a specific candidate, please let me know and I will connect                  
you with them for clarification. 
  
Sincerely, 

 
Fyodor Ovchinnikov 
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LVIII. Sample UNA SF Mentor Certificate 
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LIX. Sample UNA SF Mentor Approval Letter 

  
Dear UNA SF Mentor Candidates, 

It is my great pleasure to inform you that your applications to obtain the official “UNA SF Mentor” status                   
were presented to the Board of Directors by the Director of the Young Professionals for Sustainable                
Development Goals Seminar Series, Fyodor Ovchinnikov, and unanimously approved on May 18, 2019.             
Below is an excerpt from the Board resolution: 

“To grant the official status of “UNA SF Mentor” (or “Mentor of the United Nations Association of the USA,                   
San Francisco Chapter”) to Chandra Alexandre, Ph.D., Diane Dodge, Felicia Chavez, Janet Marie             
Roberts, Joanne Gouaux, Joel L. Julien, Kate Walter, Lina Lenberg, Manuel Manga, Michael Hartmann,              
Nancy Flowers, and Nelson Barry III; present official mentors with certificates approved by the UNA SF                
President Mary Steiner.” 

The “UNA SF Mentor” status is an official recognition of your exemplary qualifications, contribution to the                
United Nations Agenda 2030, and commitment to mentoring young sustainable development leaders on             
behalf of the UNA SF, and you may now present it on your CV/Resume, social media, and through other                   
public communication channels as “UNA SF Mentor” of “Mentor of the United Nations Association of the                
USA, San Francisco Chapter”. The status may be revoked by the Board of Directors in response to                 
feedback provided by mentees, if mentoring requests are repeatedly declined, or in other circumstances              
determined by the Board of Directors. 

Your mentor profile will now be available to UNA SF volunteers who will be approaching you with                 
mentoring requests when they determine a good fit based on your background and the preferences that                
you indicated in your application such as the frequency of mentoring requests, mentoring formats, etc. I                
am attaching your certificates that you can share publicly if you like. 

If you have any questions related to mentoring or would like to update your information and preferences                 
by the end of 2019, please contact Fyodor Ovchinnikov at  f.ovchinnikov@evoleadinstitute.com . Starting            
on January 1, 2020 please write to  una.usa.sf@gmail.com unless we provide you with an updated contact                
information of a dedicated UNA SF officer. 

Congratulations on the approval of your applications and thank you for your commitment to mentoring               
young leaders in service to the UN Sustainable Development Goals! 

With gratitude, 
 

 
Mary Steiner 
President, UNA SF 
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